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Introduction

Causality is a specific tool of Lorentzian Geometry, with a clear physical motivation, which has
played a central role in proving important theorems about the global structure of spacetimes.
Causality conditions are classified in terms of the so called causal ladder, whose steps deter-
mine how these conditions are logically related. Each of these levels presents some specific
properties, standing out at the top one, which is occupied by the condition of global hyperbol-
icity. In fact, it is believed that any physical spacetime must be globally hyperbolic (roughly, this
is the content of the strong cosmic censorship hypothesis), and then, will admit a global splitting
in terms of a Cauchy surface, on which the Einstein equations can be posed as an initial value
problem.

Causality theory also provides a boundary construction for the very general class of strongly
causal spacetimes, namely, the so-called causal boundary or just c-boundary. This boundary
is less commonly used in General Relativity than the conformal one, because some classical
spacetimes present a simple conformal boundary with quite a few of interesting properties.
However, beyond such examples, there is no a general way to ensure that the conformal bound-
ary exists. In contraposition, the c-boundary is not only conformally invariant but also intrinsic
and it can be computed systematically; such properties make it more suitable in general situ-
ations. This includes the holographic principle, which original started at a restricted situation
concerning the conformal boundary of Anti-de Sitter spacetime for the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence.

The main purpose of this memory is to improve our knowledge about the c-boundary and
the causal ladder of some important classes of spacetimes. Concretely, we have studied sys-
tematically the c-boundary in quotients of spacetimes under the action of groups of isometries
(Chapter 1) and in the class of multiwarped spacetimes (Chapter 2); then, we have focused on
spacetimes with a timelike boundary, including its causal ladder and the globally hyperbolic
ones (Chapter 3).

Next, we will provide a brief account of these results. We will use the general language and
concepts of Differential Geometry, plus some more specific notions in Lorentzian Geometry.
For the convenience of the reader, the present chapter also includes a section with the general
background for Lorentzian Geometry (including the causal ladder and c-boundary) to be used.

Presentation of results.

The holographic principle [100, 97] states that the information of a particular space can be
thought as encoded on a lower-dimensional boundary of the space, thus considering the origi-
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8 Introduction

nal space as an hologram of the latter. One of the best understood examples of such a principle
is the AdS/CFT correspondence, or Maldacena duality [69], where a dual description between
the string theory on the bulk space (typically, the product of anti-de Sitter AdSn by a round
sphereSm , or by another compact manifold) and a Conformal Field Theory without gravity on
the boundary of the initial space, is achieved. Currently, there is a growing interest in the study
of the realization of such a holographic principle with other bulk spaces [52, 49, 60], particularly
de Sitter spacetime dSn [105, 96, 29, 50].

As it is apparent, the conjecture relies strongly on the notion of boundary for Lorentz man-
ifolds. However, the problem to attach a natural boundary to any Lorentz manifold which en-
codes relevant information about its conformal structure and related elements (event horizons,
singularities, etc.) has been a long standing issue along the last four decades. Among the several
constructions proposed (see [46, 57, 92] for nice reviews on the classical elements and [35, 38]
for updated progress), two approaches have had a specially important role in general relativity:
the conformal and the causal boundaries.

The conformal boundary is the most applied one in mathematical relativity; indeed, several
notions such as asymptotic flatness or tools such as Penrose–Carter diagrams rely on it. In the
original approach of the AdS/CFT correspondence, the conformal boundary was chosen as the
holographic one. In fact, anti-de Sitter spacetime can be conformally embedded in the Lorentz-
Minkowski model, obtaining a simple (and non-compact) conformal boundary. However, such
a boundary has important limitations as it is an ad hoc construction: no general formalism
determines when the conformal boundary of a reasonably general spacetime is definable, in-
trinsic, unique and containing useful information of the spacetime (however, the progress in
the issues of uniqueness is bigger, see [27] and [35, Section 4]). In fact, as suggested in Bern-
stein, Maldacena and Nastase work [12]), there are problems to use the conformal boundary
for holography on plane waves.

Indeed, Marolf and Ross [71] realized that the conformal boundary is not available for non-
conformally flat plane waves. So, they proposed a redefinition of the c-boundary applicable to
such waves [72]. Such a redefinition was refined further and systematically studied by Flores
[34]. From a broader viewpoint in Lorentzian Geometry, the intrinsic nature of the c-boundary
and the possibility to compute it systematically motivated its systematic study, which was car-
ried out in [35].

Moreover, it is also proved in the latter reference that, when the conformal boundary exists,
then it agrees with the c-boundary under quite general assumptions. In this framework, it is
natural to study globally hyperbolic spacetimes with timelike boundary. These are manifolds
with boundary such that its open interior is not intrinsically globally hyperbolic (they contain
(conformal) naked singularities, all of them contained precisely in the boundary); however,
the existence of the boundary allows to obtain compactness properties analog to those of the
globally hyperbolic ones. A first study of these properties was carried out in Solís’ thesis [95].
In spite of its importance, the variety and depth of problems appearing in these spacetimes is
huge, and they are far from being systematically studied.

Such a general background has been the framework and motivation for our results, carried
out in the three chapters plus the appendix of this memory, as explained next.

CHAPTER 1. Linked to the problem of AdS/CFT correspondence, our aim is to present the
c-boundary of different classes of quotient Lorentz manifolds, allowing the study of such a cor-
respondence with different bulk spaces.

Let us consider first the case when M is a Lorentz manifold with constant negative curva-
ture, and so, a spacetime that can be locally modelled by the Anti-de Sitter spacetime. Recalling
that the universal covering ˜AdS is maximal, simply-connected and with constant negative cur-
vature, it is expected that M can be described as a quotient space of ˜AdS by an appropriate
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group of isometries (in fact, the existence of such an appropriate group was proved by Mess
[75] for certain spacetime topologies). This is the particular case of the BTZ blackholes, the
(2 + 1)-model of spacetime first introduced by Bañados, Teitelboim and Zanelli [8]; and the
Hawking-Page reference space [62], whose representations as a quotient of the Anti-de Sitter
model are well known [7, 103, 104].

Due to the fact that the c-boundary is well known for ˜AdS (see [5, Section 4.1]), the follow-
ing question, particularly natural from the mathematical viewpoint, arises: given two (general)
Lorentz manifolds M and V where M is constructed as the quotient of V by some group of
isometries, what is the relation between the causal boundaries and completions of M and V ?
An adequate answer for this question will give us tools to easily compute the causal completion
of M once we known the corresponding completion on V . For instance, such a result will be ap-
plicable to models like the BTZ blackholes or the Hawking-Page reference model, besides other
models constructed in a similar way (as the case of Cosmic Strings, see [51]). It will also give us
relevant information of the c-completion on V whenever the c-completion in M is known.

The first studies in this direction are due to Harris [56]. Indeed, he studied how isometrical
actions affect the causal structures of the spacetimes, paying special attention to the future c-
boundary and related concepts (such as strong causality). Concretely, he considers a projection
π : V → M given by a discrete subgroup G of isometries acting freely and properly discontin-
uously in V , i.e., where M = V /G and the elements on M represents G-orbits in V . In this
settings, Harris characterizes the strong causality and global hyperbolicity of M in terms of the
global causal structure of V . Moreover, under the assumption that M is distinguishing (which
implies, in particular, that so is V ), necessary conditions are introduced in order to ensure that
the future causal completion of M is homeomorphic to an appropriate quotient of the future
causal completion of V .

In Chapter 1, our aim is to extend the results obtained by Harris for the future causal com-
pletion to the full c-completion. However, several problems have to be addressed first. On
the one hand, the main result in [56] imposes that both, the future c-boundary of M and V
have only spacelike future boundaries. Even though this condition is reasonable (recall, for in-
stance, the final example of his paper), it seems too strong in the c-completion setting, where
the study of timelike boundary points becomes specially relevant. Moreover, in contrast to the
partial boundary case, the c-completion requires the study of both the so-called S-relation be-
tween future and past sets, and some “compatibility” between the topology of the future and
past completions.

The first main result in Chapter 1 is Thm. 1.17, where a full description of the relation
between the future c-boundaries of a spacetime and those of its quotient is developed. The
second main result in Chapter 1, establishes the relation between the total c-completion of a
spacetime and its quotient, namely:

Theorem. (Thm. 1.44) Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection and consider π : V →
M̂;× M̌; one extension map, where V and M denotes the c-completion of V and M respectively.

Assume that the image of the map π lies on M ⊂ M̂; × M̌; and, then, consider M as its
codomain. If π is surjective, then it defines the following relation of equivalence between points
in V : two points are ∼G -related if they project onto the same point in M. Therefore, if we denote
the quotient space by V /G the quotient space, we obtain the following commutative diagram:

V

V /G M

ı



π
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where ı is the natural projection to the quotient and  is the induced bijection.

At the chronological level, and once an appropriate chronological relation is defined on V /G,
it follows that

(CH) the map  is a chronological isomorphism.

Finally, at the topological level,  satisfies the following properties:

(TP1) The map  is continuous if one of the following hypotheses hold:

(i) π satisfies that π((P ,;)) = (P,;) and π((;,F )) = (;,F ) (this follows if, for instance,
π is tame or (V ,G) is finitely chronological); and M has no sequence with (future or
past) divergent lifts.

(ii) π((P ,;)) = (P,;), π((;,F )) = (;,F ) and M has no lightlike boundary points.

(TP2) If (V ,G) is finitely chronological, the map  is open.

In particular, π is well defined as a map to M, it is surjective, univocally determined and
induces a homeomorphism and chronological isomorphism between V /G and M if one of the
following assertions is satisfied:

(a) (V ,G) is finitely chronological and M admits no sequence with (future or past) divergent
lifts.

(b) (V ,G) is finitely chronological, both V̂ ,V̌ are Hausdorff and M has no lightlike boundary
points.

(c) (V ,G) is finitely chronological, V has no lightlike boundary points, and both V̂ ,V̌ are
Hausdorff and have closed G-orbits. In particular, if π is (future and past) tame and there
are no constant sequences with divergent lifts in M, then the G-orbits in V̂ and V̌ will be
closed .

What is more, the sharpness of the results is pointed out in section 1.4. Here, a big number
of examples that do not satisfy the technical conditions in Thm. 1.17 and Thm. 1.44 are exhib-
ited, proving that these conditions are optimal. Finally, a physical application of our results to
Generalized Robertson Walker spacetimes is provided at the end of the chapter.

CHAPTER 2. In order to construct a background space in string theory where anti-de Sitter
space is embedded, one can use a warping product with a compact manifold. Due to the
compactness of the latter, it is not difficult to obtain the c-boundary of the product from the
c-boundary of AdSn (see for instance [5]). However, if de Sitter spacetime is considered, the no-
go theorems (first due to Gibbons [50] and Maldacena and Núñez [70]) ensure that there is no
way to "embed it in a string theory" by a product with a compact manifold. There exist several
ways to circumvent these no-go theorems, for instance, by considering warped product with
non-compact Riemannian manifolds, but this complicates significatively the computation of
the boundary.

These problems motivate the systematic study of the c-boundary for the so-called multi-
warped spacetimes, a class of spacetimes wide enough to cover the situations described above.
A multiwarped spacetime (V ,g) can be written as V = (a,b)×M1 × ·· ·×Mn , −∞ ≤ a < b ≤∞,
and

g=−d t 2 +α1h1 +·· ·+αnhn , (1)
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where αi : (a,b) →R are positive smooth functions and (Mi ,hi ) are Riemannian manifolds, for
all i = 1, . . . ,n. As far as we know, the unique result in the literature about the c-boundary of
these spacetimes is due to Harris [56]. This result covers the case of warped products of anti-
de Sitter with compact manifolds. However, it does not provide a complete description of the
boundary when the product of de Sitter with non-compact manifolds is considered.

The aim of Chapter 2 is twofold. First, we develop a systematic study of the causal structure
and global causality properties of multiwarped spacetimes. Then, we use this approach to de-
scribe in full detail the c-boundary of these spacetimes by considering some mild hypotheses
on the integrals of the warping functions.

Our main results for the partial future c-boundary are Thms. 2.18 and 2.25 in the doubly
warped case, and Thm. 2.33 in the general multiwarped case. They include the cases covered
by Harris (Prop. 2.11) as well as some extensions. Concretely, we are able to remove the com-
pleteness hypothesis on the Riemannian factors, and we also include the case when just one
warping integral is infinite (k +1 = n).

Moreover, the total c-boundary is considered in Section 2.5. Recall that, now, the future and
past causal boundaries must be suitably merged. A careful description is carried out in Thm.
2.30 for the doubly warped case, and in Thm. 2.35 for the general multiwarped case. We will
state in here previous theorem in order to give a glimpse of the structure for the c-completion
of these kind of spacetimes.

Theorem. (Thm. 2.35)1 Let (V ,g) be a multiwarped spacetime, and take any d ∈ (a,b). Then, we
have the following possibilities for the total c-completion of V :

(i) If the integrals of the warping functions along both, [d,b) and (a,d], are all finite, then

V ↔ [a,b]×MC
1 ×·· ·×MC

n . (2)

(ii) If the integrals of the warping functions along (a,d] are all finite, and along [d,b) are finite
except the i -th one, then

V ≡
{

V̌ ∪ ∂̂bV ↔ (
[a,b)×∏n

k=1 MC
k

)∪ (∏
k 6=i MC

k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})
)

∂̌aV ∪ V̂ ↔ (
{a}×∏n

k=1 MC
k

)∪ (∏
k 6=i MC

k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})
)

.

(iii) If the integrals of the warping functions along [d,b) are all finite, and along (a,d] are finite
except the j -th one, then

V ≡
{
∂̂bV ∪ V̌ ↔ (

{b}×∏n
k=1 MC

k

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
.

V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV ↔ (
(a,b]×∏n

k=1 MC
k

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
(iv) If the integrals of the warping functions along [d,b) are finite except the i -th one, and along

(a,d] are also finite except the j -th one, then

V ≡
{
∂̂bV ∪ V̌ ↔ (∏

k 6=i MC
k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV ↔ (∏

k 6=i MC
k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
.

Finally, we also discuss some relevant cases where previous theorems are applicable. For
example, we show the following homeomorphism for the c-boundary ∂V of de Sitter space
R×coshS

l multiplied by a complete Riemannian manifold (F,hF ):

∂V ≡
(
Sl × (

B(F )∪ {i+}
)) ∪ (

Sl × (B(F )∪ {i−})
)

,

1In here MC denotes the Cauchy completion of the Riemannian manifold (M ,h) and B(M) denotes the space of
the finite Busemann functions on M . See Chapter 2 for details.
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where B(F ) denotes the space of finite Busemann functions on (F,hF ). In particular, if (F,hF )
is compact, then this reduces to:

∂V ≡
(
Sl × {i+}

)
∪

(
Sl × {i−}

)
.

CHAPTER 3. The purpose of this chapter is to study spacetimes with (smooth) timelike bound-
ary, revisiting the properties of its causal ladder and focusing specially in its top level, that is,
globally hyperbolic spacetimes with timelike boundary. This is a class of spacetimes firstly stud-
ied in Solís’ thesis [95]. Notice that globally hyperbolic spacetimes (without boundary) can be
characterized as those strongly causal spacetimes whose intrinsic causal boundary points (P,F )
have no (conformal) naked singularities (i.e., they satisfy either P =; or F =;, see below). In a
natural way, the timelike boundary of our class of spacetimes contains the (conformal) naked
singularites; moreover, its smoothness is the natural hypothesis in order to impose boundary
conditions there. Chrusciel, Galloway and Solís [25] showed that a version of topological cen-
sorship holds in our class of spacetimes; notably, such a class include asymptotically anti-de
Sitter ones.

Our results on the causal ladder include the following sharp characterizations for the inte-
rior V and boundary ∂V of the spacetime V .

Theorem. (Thm. 3.24) Let (V ,g) be a spacetime with timelike boundary.

1. If (V ,g) is causally continuous then it is stably causal. Moreover, (V ,g|V ) is causally con-
tinuous and (∂V ,g|∂V ) is stably causal.

2. If (V ,g) is causally simple then it is causally continuous. Moreover, (∂V ,g|∂V ) is causally
simple too.

3. If (V ,g) is globally hyperbolic then it is causally simple. Moreover, (∂V ,g|∂V ) is globally
hyperbolic too.

About globally hyperbolic spacetimes with timelike boundary, we will recover the cele-
brated topological splitting obtained by Geroch in the case without boundary [47]. So, we will
show that such a spacetime admits a topological Cauchy splittingR× Σ̄ where Σ̄=Σ∪∂Σ is an
acausal Cauchy hypersurface with boundary ∂Σ. More precisely:

Theorem. Any globally hyperbolic spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g) admits a Cauchy
time function t and it is homeomorphic to R× Σ̄0, where Σ̄0 is any Cauchy hypersurface with
boundary.

From the PDE viewpoint, this suggests that the Cauchy problem will be consistently well-
posed in this class of spacetimes as a mixed Cauchy problem by providing not only the Cauchy
data on Σ̄ (≡ {0} × Σ̄) but also boundary data on ∂V ≡ R× ∂Σ (under suitable compatibility
constraints at {0}× ∂Σ). This would resemble the behavior of the elementary wave equation
(see, for example, [42]). Background on this mixed problems has been developed by Valiente-
Kroon in the monograph [64]; see also the recent article by Enciso and Kamran [32], as well as
its expanded version [31]. Applications to wave equations and quantum field theory on curved
spacetimes were obtained by Lupo [68, 67], extending works by Bär, Ginoux and Pfäffle [9],
among others.

These results open natural new questions to explore, which will be studied in future re-
search.
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APPENDIX. Our preliminary study for these topics included also the geodesic completeness of
certain Lorentzian manifolds. This issue is also related to the global structure of spacetimes as
well as some alternative boundary constructions (namely, the geodesic and bundle ones).

The following result with value in its own right was obtained: any compact manifold en-
dowed with a linear connection such that the closure of its holonomy group is compact is geodesi-
cally complete (Thm. 1). In particular, it is applicable to the case when the linear connection
is the Levi-Civita associated to a semi-Riemannian metric g. In the case that g is Riemannian,
this recovers a well known consequence of Hopf-Rinow theorem (any compact Riemannian
manifold is geodesically complete). When g is Lorentzian, it also provides an alternative proof
to a recent result by Gutiérrez and Müller included in [53].

The results of the present memory have been collected in the scientific publications [4], [3],
[1] and the paper in progress [2].

Background on Lorentzian Geometry and conventions

From now on, the symbols V , M will denote connected, Hausdorff, paracompact, second count-
able smooth manifolds. We will understand smooth as C k -differentiable with k ∈ N∪ {∞},
N = 1,2, . . . , for the manifold and, consistently, for the metric and related tensors defined on
the manifold. Given V , T V denotes the tangent bundle and T ∗V is the cotangent bundle of
V . Typiclly, Lorentzian metrics in V or M will be denoted by g and Riemannian metrics will be
denoted by the letter h, all of them will be considered smooth.

Basic elements in Lorentzian Geometry

The following definitions and results are classical and can be found in [11, 61, 83, 101] and in
the most recent work by Minguzzi and Sánchez [77].

Definition 1. A Lorentzian manifold is a smooth manifold V , of dimension n ≥ 2, endowed with
a non-degenerate metric g : V → T ∗V

⊗
T ∗V of signature (−,+, ...,+).

In other words, g assigns in a differentiable way a non-degenerate scalar product gp of sig-
nature (−,+, ...,+) on each tangent space TpV for all p ∈V . The non-degenerate metric g allows
to distinguish tangent vectors in T V as follows:

Definition 2. A tangent vector v ∈ T V is classified as:

• timelike if g(v, v) < 0.

• lightlike if g(v, v) = 0 and v 6= 0.

• causal if g(v, v) ≤ 0 and v 6= 0.

• null if g(v, v) = 0.

• spacelike if g(v, v) > 0.

• non-spacelike if g(v, v) ≤ 0.

Previous definition can be extended to vector fields X ∈X(V ) as well, so, we can talk about
timelike (resp. lightlike, causal, null, spacelike, non-spacelike) vector fields in a Lorentzian
manifold (V ,g). Also, previous definition can be extended to smooth curves as follows: if γ : I ⊂
R→ V (I = (a,b) and −∞≤ a ≤ b ≤ +∞) is a smooth curve, then, γ(t ) is timelike (resp. light-
like, causal, null, spacelike, non-spacelike) if its tangent vector γ′(t ) is timelike (resp. lightlike,
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causal, null, spacelike). We say that γ connects p and q if I = [a,b] (a,b ∈R) and γ(a) = p and
γ(b) = q .

One important feature to note is that at each point p ∈ V the causal vectors in TpV are
contained in a double cone with two connected components C1 and C2. A time-orientation at p
is a selection of one of these components in TpV , the selected one will be called the future cone
C+ and the other one past cone C−. If this selection can be made in a continuous way all over the
Lorentzian manifold (V ,g), then, the Lorentzian manifold (V ,g) is called time-orientable. The
following characterization of time-orientable Lorentzian manifolds is classical and its proof
can be found in [83, Lemma 5.32]:

Lemma 3. A Lorentzian manifold (V ,g) is time-orientable if and only if there exists a smooth
timelike vector field X ∈X(V ).

When (V ,g) is time-orientable, any of the globally defined timelike vector field X ∈ X(V )
fixes a time orientation in V , i.e., at each point p ∈ V the future causal cone in TpV is the one
that contains Xp . Therefore, the timelike vector field X can be defined as future-directed and at
each p ∈V a causal tangent vector vp ∈ TpV is called future-directed if and only if gp (vp , Xp ) <
0, this is, vp is in the same causal cone as Xp , and, vp is past-directed if and only if gp (vp , Xp ) >
0. Fixed sucha a time-orientation, the Lorentzian manifold is called time-oriented.

Definition 4. A spacetime is a (connected) time-oriented Lorentzian manifold (V ,g).

The hypothesis of being connected implies that only two time orientations are possible; it
will be assumed except if otherwise is said explicitly. Classically, points in the spacetime are
called events. Once we have a time-orientation in (V ,g) we can define future-directed timelike
(resp. causal) curves as follows: a smooth curve γ : I → V is called future-directed (resp. past-
directed) timelike (resp. causal) if and only if γ′(t ) is timelike (resp. causal) and future-directed
(past-directed) in the chosen time orientation of V . If a future-directed causal curve γ : I → V
satisfies that limt→b γ(t ) = q (resp. limt→a γ(t ) = p), where a,b are the extreme points of I , q
is called a future endpoint of γ (resp. p is called a past-endpoint of γ). A causal curve without
future (resp. past) endpoint is called future (resp. past) inextensible. Now, we have the tools to
define the causality relations between events in a spacetime:

Definition 5. Given a spacetime (V ,g), a pair of events (p, q) of V are :

• Chronologically related, p ¿ q, if there exists a future-directed timelike curve that con-
nects p and q.

• Strictly causally related, p < q, if there exists a future-directed causal curve connecting p
and q.

• Causally related, p ≤ q, if either p < q or p = q.

• Horismotically related, p → q, if p ≤ q but p 6¿ q (they are causally but not chronologi-
cally related).

With the above relations the chronological past and future of an event p ∈ V are defined as
I−(p) = {q ∈ V | q ¿ p} and I+(p) = {q ∈ V | p ¿ q}. The causal past and future of an event
p ∈ V are defined as J−(p) = {q ∈ V | q ≤ p} and J+(p) = {q ∈ V | p ≤ q}. For general subsets
A ⊂ V the future/past chronological/causal subsets I±(A) and J±(A) are analogously defined.
The following properties are well known (see [11, Chapter 3]):

Proposition 6. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime, then:
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• For any p, q,r ∈V , p ¿ q ≤ r ⇒ p ¿ r , p ≤ q ¿ r ⇒ p ¿ r .

• The subsets I+(p) and I−(p) are open for any p ∈V .

• J±(p) ⊂ cl (I±(p)) (here cl (·) denotes the topological closure) for any p ∈V .

• I±(p) = Int (J±(p)) (here Int (·) denotes the topological interior) for any p ∈V .

It is worth mentioning that the chronological and causal relations between events in the
spacetime can be defined by using piecewise smooth curves, the only extra condition we have
to ask for these kind of curves is that at each break the lateral tangent vectors are in the same
causal cone. No generality is obtained if we define the causal relations between events using
smooth or piecewise smooth causal curves. The space of piecewise smooth causal curves is
convenient for most purposes; however, it is not big enough, especially for questions on con-
vergence of causal curves. For example, the so-called limit curves of sequences of piecewise
smooth causal curves are not necessarily smooth. Therefore, the extension of causal curves in
the definition below will be required.

Recall first that any point p of a semi-Riemannian manifold admits a normal neighborhood
U (i.e., the exponential map at p, expp , is defined on some starhaped neighborhood of 0 ∈ Tp M
which is mapped diffeomorphically onto U ) which can be chosen (normal) convex (i.e. U is a
normal neighbood of all its points). The existence of convex neighbourhoods rely only on the
Levi-Civita connection and holds for all linear connections [86, Props. 1.2 and 1.3].

Definition 7. A (continuous) curve γ : I →V is a future-directed continuous causal curve at t0 ∈
I if for any convex neighbourhood U 3 γ(t0) and any interval G ⊂ I , t0 ∈ G, such that γ(G) ⊂U
one has: if t ′ ∈ G and t ′ < t0 (resp. t0 < t ′) then γ(t ′) <U γ(t0) (resp. γ(t0) <U γ(t ′)), where <U

denotes the strict causal relation regarding U a spacetime.

So, chronological and causal relations between events in the spacetime can be defined
by using continuous causal curves, even though no generality is obtained when we use these
curves in these definitions instead of the more regular piecewise smooth ones. Even more, al-
though continuous causal curves are not necessarily differentiable, they have a high degree of
regularity. In fact, in [19, Appendix A, Thm. A.1] the authors give the following characterization.

Theorem 8. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime andγ : [a,b] →V continuous. The curveγ is future-directed
continuous causal if and only if γ is locally H 1 (that is, locally absolutely continuous for some
and, then, any auxiliary Riemannian metric), up to a reparametrization, and γ′(s) is a future-
directed causal vector almost everywhere in I .

The causal hierarchy of spacetimes

In [77] the authors give a detailed description of the causal hierarchy of spacetimes and they
provide a number of characterizations for each stage. Here, we will give only the basics defini-
tions of the main levels of the causal hierarchy. Each level corresponds with a causality condi-
tion on the spacetime (V ,g) which is strictly more restrictive than the previous one:

Definition 9. A spacetime (V ,g) is:

(i) Non-totally vicious if there exists a point p ∈ V that is not chronologically relate to itself,
p 6¿ p.

(ii) Chronological if it does not contain closed timelike curves.

(iii) Causal if it does not contain closed causal curves.
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(iv) Distinguishing if whenever I+(p) = I+(q) or I−(p) = I−(q), necessarily p = q.

(v) Strongly causal if it does not contain “almost closed” causal curves, i.e. for any open neigh-
borhood U of p there exists some open neighborhood V with p ∈ V ⊂ U such that any
causal segment with endpoints at V is contained in U .

(vi) Stably causal if there exists some causal Lorentzian metric g′ on V with g < g′, i.e., such
that g′(v, v) < 0 for any v ∈ T V \ {0} with g(v, v) ≤ 0.

This is equivalent to the existence of some global time function (i.e., a function defined on
the whole spacetime (V ,g) which is strictly increasing along each future-directed causal
curve) as well as to the existence of a temporal function (i.e., a smooth function with past-
directed timelike gradient everywhere).

(vii) Causally continuous if it is distinguishing and the set valued functions I+(·) and I−(·) are
outer continuous (recall, I+(·) is outer continuous at some p ∈V if, for any compact subset
K ⊂ I+(p) there exists an open neighborhood U 3 p such that K ⊂ I+(q) for all q ∈U ).

This is equivalent to being distinguishing and reflecting, i.e. for any pair of events p, q ∈V ,
I+(q) ⊂ I+(p) if and only if I−(p) ⊂ I−(q).

(viii) Causally simple if it is causal and J±(p) are closed sets for any p ∈V .

(ix) Globally hyperbolic if it is strongly causal and J+(p)∩ J−(q) are compact for any p, q ∈V .

Now, we will give a brief description of the most relevant results concerning to the last stage
of the causal hierarchy. One important characterization for globally hyperbolic spacetimes was
obtained by R. Geroch in the seminal paper [47]. In order to give this characterization, first let
us recall that a subset A ⊂ V is called achronal (acausal) if the relation p ¿ q (p ≤ q) never
holds for points p, q ∈ A, this means, that no timelike (resp. causal) curve meets A more than
once. A Cauchy hypersurface in V is a subset Σ⊂V such that it is intersected only once by any
inextensible timelike curve. The characterization of globally hyperbolic spacetimes in terms of
Cauchy hypersurfaces is given now (see [77, Thm. 3.75]):

Theorem 10. (V ,g) is globally hyperbolic if and only if it admits a Cauchy hypersurface Σ. Even
more, (i) (V ,g) admits a Cauchy time function t (a continuous time function such that each
level hypersurface t−1(a) = Σa is a Cauchy hypersurface) and (ii) all Cauchy hypersurfaces are
homeomorphic to Σ, and V is homeomorphic to R×Σ.

Such results will be extended to the case with timelike boundary in Chapter 3. It is worth
pointing out that, after Geroch’s result, obvious questions about the smoothability of the Cauchy
hypersurface Σ and the Cauchy time function were posed. The answer was not obtained until
the works by Bernal and Sánchez [13, 14]:

Theorem 11. Any globally hyperbolic spacetime (V ,g):
(i) admits a smooth spacelike Cauchy hypersurface Σ0; as a consequence it is diffeomorphic

to R×Σ0 (and all the smooth Cauchy hypersurces are diffeomorphic), and
(ii) admits a Cauchy temporal function, that is, a temporal function such that all its slices are

(necessaryly smooth, spacelike) Cauchy hypersurfaces; as a consequence, it is globally isometric
to a smooth orthogonal product manifold R×Σ with metric tensor g ≡ −Λdτ2 +hτ, where Λ :
R×Σ→R is a positive smooth function, τ :R×Σ→R the natural projection, each level at constant
τ, Στ, is a spacelike Cauchy hypersurface, and hτ is a Riemannian metric on each Στ, which
varies smoothly with τ.
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The ideas in that method have shown to be very flexible for a variety of problems [15, 77, 81,
79, 78]. However, different smoothability procedures have been developed in order to construct
Cauchy temporal functions since then, namely: Fathi and Siconolfi [33] using methods inspired
from weak-KAM theory valid for continuous cone structures, Chrusciel, Grant and Minguzzi
[26] (see also [76]), using methods inspired from Seifert’s [94] approach to smoothability in
spacetimes, and Bernard and Suhr [17], using methods inspired from Conley theory valid for
possibly non-continuous closed cone structures.

The celebrated results by Choquet-Bruhat [23] and Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch [24] ensure
that globally hyperbolic spacetimes are determined by Cauchy data on a Cauchy hypersurface
Σ, where such data are naturally provided by the metric on Σ and its second fundamental form,
both under the constrains inherent to the Gauss and Codazzi equations. The existence of a
smooth and spacelike Cauchy hypersurface Σ for any globally hyperbolic spacetime V ensures
the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem. Moreover, the existence of a splitting for the full
spacetime V as a orthogonal product (R×Σ, g = −Λdτ2 + gτ), where τ is a Cauchy temporal
function, shows the consistency of the notion of predictability from each “instant” of time to
another (apart from implying many practical advantages). A full and self-contained develop-
ment of the Cauchy problem has been carried out recently in the book by Ringström [88].

Background on the c-completion

The causal completion was firstly introduced by Geroch, Kronheimer and Penrose in their sem-
inal work [48]. The rough idea for such a construction was to attach an ideal point to any fu-
ture or past inextensible timelike curve, being such a point characterized by the past or future
of the curve, repsectively. This construction is carried out so that each inextensible timelike
curve in the spacetime has an endpoint in the new space. As the construction only depends
on the causality of the spacetime, then, the causal completion is conformally invariant. The
original construction contained several problems, mainly related to the topology to be consid-
ered. However, the notion of causal boundary and completion have been widely developed
since then [18, 54, 55, 87, 98, 99] (see also the reviews in [46, 92]), reaching at a fully transparent
definition for the causal completion (named c-completion) in [35].

Let (V ,g) be a spacetime. In the framework of the c-boundary, it will always be taken
strongly causal. So, its Alexandrov topology (generated by the intersections between the chrono-
logical future and past of all the pairs of points) is equal to the topology in V . In particular,
strong causality ensures that V is also distinguishing, hence, two different points p, q ∈ V will
have both, different chronological futures I+(p) 6= I+(q) and pasts I−(p) 6= I−(q).

A non-empty subset P ⊂ V is called a past set if it coincides with its past, i.e., P = I−(P ) :=
{p ∈ V : p ¿ q for some q ∈ P }. Let S ⊂ V and define the common past of S as ↓ S := I−({p ∈ V :
p ¿ q ∀q ∈ S}). Observe that, from definition, the past and common past sets are open. A past
set that cannot be written as the union of two proper past sets is called indecomposable past
set, IP for short. An indecomposable past set P belongs to one of the following two categories:
P can be expressed as the past of a point of the spacetime, i.e., P = I−(p) for some p ∈V , and so,
P is called proper indecomposable past set, PIP for short; or P = I−({xn}n) for some inextensible
future-directed chronological sequence2 {xn}n , and then P is called terminal indecomposable
past set, TIP for short. The dual notions of future set, common future, IF, PIF and TIF, are defined
just by interchanging the roles of past and future in previous definitions.

The future causal completion is defined as the set of all indecomposable past sets. As the
manifold V is distinguishing, the original manifold points p ∈ V are naturally identified with

2Here, by a future-directed chronological sequence {xn }n we mean that xn ¿ xn+1 for all n, see [34] for details
on this approach to the c-boundary.
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their past p ≡ I−(p), and so, V is identified with the set of PIPs. Therefore, the future causal
boundary ∂̂V is defined as the set of all TIPs in V , obtaining the following identifications:

V ≡ PIPs, ∂̂V ≡ TIPs, V̂ ≡ IPs.

The future causal completion V̂ will be endowed with the future chronological topology τ̂chr , a
sequential topology defined by the following limit operator: for σ= {Pn}n ⊂ V̂ ,

P ∈ L̂chr ({Pn}n) ⇐⇒ P ⊂ LI({Pn}n) and it is maximal in LS({Pn}n). (3)

Here by maximal we mean that no other P ′ ∈ V̂ satisfies the stated property and strictly includes
P . The symbols LS and LI denote superior and inferior limits for sets resp., which are defined
in the following way: given a sequence {An}n of sets,

LI({An}n) =∪∞
m=1 ∩∞

n=m An LS({An}n) =∩∞
m=1 ∪∞

n=m An .

Analogously, we define the past causal completion by interchanging the roles of future and past
sets. Hence we obtain the following identifications:

V ≡ PIFs, ∂̌V ≡ TIFs, V̌ ≡ IFs.

Moreover, V̌ is endowed with the past chronological topology τ̌chr defined by a limit operator
Ľchr as follows: for σ= {Fn}n ⊂ V̌ ,

F ∈ Ľchr ({Fn}n) ⇐⇒ F ⊂ LI({Fn}n) and it is maximal in LS({Fn}n). (4)

Again, maximal means here that no other F ′ ∈ V̌ satisfies the stated property and strictly in-
cludes F .

In order to construct the (total) c-completion, we need to recall that some IPs and IFs repre-
sent naturally the same point of the completion. This is quite evident for PIPs and PIFs, where
future and past sets can be identified if they are future and past of the same point respectively.
However, the previous identification is not sufficient, as other indecomposable sets have to be
identified. For this, let us define the so-called Szabados-relation or S-relation for short (intro-
duced in [98]). Denote by V̂; = V̂ ∪ {;} and by V̌; = V̌ ∪ {;}. The S-relation ∼S is defined in
V̂;× V̌; as follows. First, a pair (P,F ) ∈ V̂ × V̌ satisfies

P ∼S F ⇐⇒
{

P is included and is a maximal IP into ↓ F
F is included and is a maximal IF into ↑ P.

(5)

Here by maximal we mean that no other P ′ ∈ V̂ (F ′ ∈ V̌ ) satisfies the stated property and strictly
includes P (resp. F ). As proved by Szabados [98], the past and future of a point p ∈ V are S-
related, I−(p) ∼S I+(p), and these are the unique S-relations (according to our definition (5))
involving proper indecomposable sets. Then, we also define P ∼S ; (resp. ;∼S F ) if P (resp. F )
is a non-empty, necessarily terminal indecomposable past (resp. future) set that is not S-related
by (5) to any other indecomposable set (note that ; is never S-related to itself).

Now, we are in conditions to introduce the notion of c-completion at the point set level,
according to [35] and [72]:

Definition 12. The c-completion V of a strongly causal spacetime V is formed by all the pairs
(P,F ) ∈ V̂;× V̌; with P ∼S F . The c-boundary ∂V is defined as ∂V :=V \ V , under the identifica-
tion V ≡ {(I−(p), I+(p)) : p ∈V }.

The boundary points can be classified in three different classes, that we will define now for
future reference (see Chapter 1).
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Definition 13. Let (P,F ) ∈ ∂V be an arbitrary point on the c-boundary. We will say that (P,F ) is
a timelike boundary point if both components are non empty P 6= ; 6= F . The point is a lightlike
boundary point if one of the components is empty and, in the case P 6= ; (resp. F 6= ;) there
exists P ′ (resp. F ′) a proper indecomposable set such that P ( P ′ (resp. F ( F ′). Finally, in the
remaining case, a terminal set P (resp. F ) not contained in any other IP (resp. IF), is a spatial
boundary point3.

The chronological relation on V is also extended to the c-completion in the following way
(by a slight abuse of notation, we denote the chronological relation on V with the same symbol
¿): given two points (P,F ), (P ′,F ′) ∈V

(P,F ) ¿ (P ′,F ′) ⇐⇒ F ∩P ′ 6= ;. (6)

It is worth pointing out that the definition of the causal relation on the c-completion would
be subtler (recall [35, Section 3.5]) even though it is well-known that any chronological relation
has a naturally associated causal relation ≤ (see [77, Defn. 2.22] for details). Remarkably, in
the particular case of multiwarped spacetimes (to be studied in the Chapter 2 of this thesis),
the following criterium suffices (see the discussion in [37, Sect. 6.4], and references therein, for
further details). Given two points (P,F ), (P ′,F ′) ∈V with, either P 6= ; or F ′ 6= ;:

P ⊂ P ′ and F ′ ⊂ F ⇒ (P,F ) É (P ′,F ′)

(again, the symbol ≤ is also used in the completion). Moreover, in this case, we will say also that
two different pairs in V are horismotically related if they are causally but not chronologically
related.

Remark 14. Now that we have defined the chronological relation in V , we can understand
better the terminology introduced in Defn. 13. Clearly, if a boundary point (P,F ) is timelike
(and so, with both components non empty), then (P,F ) lies in the past (resp. future) of any
point y ∈ F (resp. y ∈ P ). Otherwise, either P or F should be empty, so, let us assume F = ;
(the other case will be analogous). Observe that if (P,;) is a lightlike point, then there exists
another point (P ′,F ′) ∈V with P ( P ′. It is clear that previous points ((P,;) and (P ′,F ′)) cannot
be timelike related according to (6), however it follows that (P,;) ≤ (P ′,F ′) (according to [37,
Section 6.4]), being natural to assume that both points are horismotically related. Finally, if
(P,;) is a spatial boundary point, then no pair (P ′,F ′) ∈V will satisfy that (P,;) ≤ (P ′,F ′).

Finally, V is endowed with the chronological topology τchr , the sequential topology associ-
ated to the following limit operator Lchr (known as the chronological limit). For any sequence
σ= {(Pn ,Fn)}n ⊂V , define

Lchr (σ) :=
{

(P,F ) ∈V :
P ∈ L̂chr ({Pn}n) if P 6= ;
F ∈ Ľchr ({Fn}n) if F 6= ;

}
. (7)

Remark 15. If (P,F ) ∈ L({(Pn ,Fn)}n) then {(Pn ,Fn)}n converges to (P,F ) in τchr . However, the
opposite is not always true (see [38, Example A.4]). We will say that L is a first order operator
for {(Pn ,Fn)}n if previous notions are equivalent for {(Pn ,Fn)}n . L is a first order operator on V
if the first order condition is satisfied for every sequence {(Pn ,Fn)}n ⊂V .

It is important to recall (and it will be used later) that, due the definition of the S-relation
between terminal sets, the definition of the chronological limit is simplified when both termi-
nal sets on the limit are non empty (see [35, Lemma 3.15]). Concretely:

3Observe that the definition of spatial point makes sense also for partial boundaries. In fact, in the case of the
future completion V̂ , an IP P ∈ V̂ is a spatial point if there is no P ′ ∈ V̂ such that P ( P ′. The definition for the future
causal completion is analogous.
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Proposition 16. Let {(Pn ,Fn)}n be a sequence of pairs in V and assume that P ∼S F with P 6= ; 6=
F . If P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n) and F ⊂ LI ({Fn}n) then (P,F ) ∈ Lchr ({(Pn ,Fn)}n).

The following result will summarize the main properties of the c-completion endowed with
the chronological relation and topology (see [35, Thm. 3.27] and its proof).

Theorem 17. Let (V ,g) be a strongly causal Lorentzian manifold and V its causal completion
endowed with the chronological structure induced by (6) and the topology induced from the
chronological limit (7). Then:

(i) The inclusion V ,→V is continuous. Moreover, the restriction of the chronological limit on
V is a first order limit operator.

(ii) Let {xn}n ⊂V be a future (resp. past) chronological sequence Then,

Lchr ({xn}n) = {(P,F ) ∈V : P = I−({xn}n) (resp. F = I+({xn}n))}

(iii) The c-completion is complete: For any past terminal set P (resp. future terminal set F )
there exists F (resp. P) such that (P,F ) ∈V . In particular, any inextensible timelike curve γ
on V has an endpoint in V .

(iv) The sets I±((P,F )) are open for all (P,F ) ∈V .

(v) V is a T1 topological space.

Moreover, globally hyperbolic spacetimes can be characterized in terms of the c-boundary
[35, Theorem 3.29].

Theorem 18. A strongly causal spacetime is globally hyperbolic if and only if all the pairs (P,F )
of its c-boundary satisfy either P =; of F =;.

Anyway, there are several subtleties involving the definition of the c-boundary which are
essentially associated to the following facts: on one hand, a TIP (or TIF) may not determine a
unique pair in the c-boundary, i.e. we can have (P,F ), (P,F ′) ∈ ∂V , F 6= F ′; on the other hand,
the topology does not always agree with the S-relation, in the sense that, for S-related elements
P 6= ; 6= F :

P ∈ L̂({Pn}n) is not equivalent to F ∈ Ľ({Fn}n). This makes natural to consider the following
special cases:

Definition 19. A spacetime V has a c-completion V which is simple as a point set if each TIP
(resp. each TIF) determines a unique pair in ∂V . Moreover, the c-completion is simple if it is
simple as a point set and also topologically simple, i.e. (P,F ) ∈ L({(Pn ,Fn)}n) holds when either
P ∈ L̂({Pn}n) or F ∈ Ľ({Fn}n).

Relation with the conformal completion

Let us describe briefly the general construction of the conformal boundary following [35, Sec-
tion 4].

A smooth map i : V ,→V0 between two Lorentzian manifolds (V ,g), (V0,g0) is called an open
embedding if i (V ) is an open subset in V0 and i is a diffeomorphism between V and its image
i (V ). The map i is conformal if the pullback metric i∗g0 satisfies i∗g0 =Ωg for some function
Ω> 0 on V ; for spacetimes, we will also assume that the time-orientations are preserved. No-
tice that, eventually, {Ω(pn)}n may tend to 0 or ∞ when the sequence {i (pn)}n converges to the
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topological boundary of i (V ) in V0. This possibility becomes important for the metric proper-
ties in some cases, see, for example, the definition of asymptotic flatness in [101, Chapter 11].
However, we will not care about it, as we will consider only properties which are conformally
invariant. Indeed, once i is defined, we are free to rescale g so that i becomes an isometry.
An open (conformal) envelopment of V is an open conformal embedding i : V ,→ V0 in some
(“unphysical”) strongly causal spacetime V0.

Given an open envelopment, the conformal completion associated to i is just the closure
cl (i (V )) of i (V ) in V0, endowed with the topology induced from V0. Thus, the corresponding
conformal bundary is just ∂i V := cl (i (V )) \ i (V ), also endowed with the induced topology. As
stressed in [35, Remark 4.2] there are some different options to define the chronological and
causal relations in the completion; this leads to several subtleties in order to relate this com-
pletion with the c-completion [35, Sections 4.2, 4.3].

Moreover, there are some natural properties which can be imposed to the conformal bound-
ary ∂i V , for example, to be C 1 (i.e., cl (i (V )) is a C 1 manifold with boundary ∂i V ) or to be
chronologically complete (all future or past inextendible curves in i (V ) have an endpoint in
∂i V ). Unfortunately, such additional properties are incompatible in relevant cases. For ex-
ample, the usual conformal boundary of Lorentz-Minkowski spacetime in the Einstein static
universe is not C 1 [101, Section 11.1], and the usual conformal boundary of anti-de Sitter space-
time is not chronologically complete. However, the following result is worth pointing out [35,
Thm. 4.32]:

Theorem 20. Let (V ,g) be globally hyperbolic. If it has a conformal boundary which is both C 1

and chronologically complete, then its conformal completion is equivalent to the causal one.

Theorems 18 and 20 suggest the importance of globally hyperbolic spacetimes with (C 1,
conformal) timelike boundary, which will be studied in Chapter 3. The interior of such a space-
time is not globally hyperbolic, regarded as a spacetime without boundary. Nevertheless, its
(conformal) naked singularities (which can be identified with the pairs (P,F ) with no empty
component by Theorem 18) admit naturally the C 1 structure provided by the conformal bound-
ary. Thus, even when these two boundaries do not coincide completely (due to the subtleties
pointed out above), the interplay between them exhibit a controlled nature for hyperbolic
equations; this will be clear in the results of Chapter 3.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that Harris [58, 59] has obtained further properties about
the differentiable structure of the causal boundary of some type of spacetimes. Also recently,
Müller has obtained obstructions to the existence of the conformal boundary [82] as well as
further applications of the causal boundary to horizons [80] (an issue that had been tipically
studied by using the conformal boundary).
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CHAPTER 1

Spacetime coverings and the c-boundary

In this chapter we will study the relation between the c-completion of a Lorentz manifold V
and its quotient M = V /G , where G is an isometry group acting freely and properly discontin-
uously. In section 1.1, we study the properties of sequential topologies and limit operators, re-
calling well known properties and stablishing new ones. In section 1.2, we consider the future
causal completion case, characterizing when such a quotient is well behaved with the future
chronological topology. In section 1.3, we show that under some general assumptions, there
exists a homeomorphism and chronological isomorphism between some adequate quotient of
the c-completion of V (defined by G) and the c-completion of M . In Section 1.4 we include
several technical examples showing the optimality of our results. Finally, in section 1.5, we give
a practical application by considering isometric actions over Robertson-Walker spacetimes, in-
cluding in particular the Anti-de Sitter model.

1.1 Sequential topologies and limit operators

Along this section we will include all the basic facts about sequential topologies and limit opera-
tors that we will require. Most of the results are known (see [36, 38]), but we present the concept
of first order UTS along some associated results that, as far as we known, are new. Also, at the
end of this section we will give basic results on quotient spacetimes and the relation between
the chronology of a spacetime and its quotient (Subsection 1.1.1).

Let X be an arbitrary space with a limit operator L defined on it, that is, an operator L :
S (X ) → P (X ), where S (X ) is the space of sequences in X and P (X ) is the space of parts of
X . We will always assume that the limit operator is: (a) coherent, and so, L(σ) ⊂ L(κ) where
κ,σ ∈S (X ) and κ is a subsequence of σ (this will be denoted by κ⊂σ); and (b) finite-invariant
ensuring that L(σ) = L(κ) if a common subsequence is obtained by deleting a finite number of
terms in both sequences.

Any (coherent and finite-invariant) limit operator defines naturally a topology τL on X on
the following way: a set C is closed for τL if and only if L(σ) ⊂ C for all sequences σ ⊂ C . Such
a topology is sequential, i.e., it is completely determined by the convergence of its sequences
(a subset is closed if and only if it contains all its convergent sequences); this happens even if
L(σ) only determines some of the possible limits of σ. Reciprocally, any sequential topology τ
has associated a limit operator Lτ (its usual convergence) such that τ= τLτ (see [38, Prop. 2.6]).
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Observe however that the previous limit operator does not uniquely determine τ. Among the
limits defining a concrete sequential topology τ, it is always possible to choose one satisfying
that p ∈ L({p}n), where {p}n denotes the constant sequence p. In the particular case when
{p} = L({p}n), we will say that the limit operator is idempotent. Finally, the pair (X ,L) will also
represent the sequential topological space (X ,τL).

In general, the limit operator L does not determine the complete set of convergence points
of a sequence σ with the topology τL . In fact, the only implication which is always true is that:

p ∈ L(σ) =⇒σ converges to p with the topology τL . (1.1)

When the reciprocal implication is satisfied for all sequences, we will say that the limit operator
is of first order. In general, there are not many results that allows us to determine when a limit
operator is of first order. In fact, in practical cases, the proof is done case by case, taking special
care of “problematic” sequences. However, if we relax slightly the first order condition on L, we
can obtain simply-to-check conditions which will be enough for our purposes. In this sense,
let us introduce some definitions.

Definition 1.1. Let X be a space and L a limit operator defined on X . Let us denote by τL the
associated sequential topology and let σ⊂ X be a sequence. We will say that L is of first order for
σ if

p ∈ L(σ) ⇐⇒ σ converges to p with the topology τL .

Additionally, we will say that L is of first order up to a subsequence for σ (or first order UTS for
short), if σ has a subsequence κ⊂σ such that L is of first order for κ. Finally, we will say that L is
of first order UTS if it is of first order UTS for all sequences σ⊂ X .

The following result gives us a sufficient condition to ensure when a limit operator is of first
order for a given sequence.

Lemma 1.2. Consider (X ,L) a sequential space with L idempotent. Let σ be a sequence on X
such that, for all subsequence κ⊂σ, L(κ) = L(σ). Assume additionally that L(σ) only contains a
finite number of elements. Then, cl (σ) =σ∪L(σ), where cl (σ) denotes the topological closure of
σ. In particular, L is of first order for σ.

Proof. The proof is quite straightforward and we include it here for the sake of completeness.
Observe that the set C = σ∪L(σ) ⊂ cl (σ) from (1.1), so the first assertion follows if we prove
that C is closed. For this, let κ ⊂ C and let us prove that L(κ) ⊂ C . Recall that, due to the finite
number of elements in L(σ), we have have two possibilities (up to a subsequence) for κ⊂C : Or
the sequence κ is a subsequence of σ, and so, L(κ) = L(σ) ⊂ C ; or κ is constantly an element
p ∈C , and so, L(κ) = {p} ⊂C . In both cases, L(κ) ⊂C and hence C is closed.

For the last assertion, that is, the first order character of L on σ, let us assume that σ→ p.
Again, we distinguish two cases:

• We can exclude a finite number of elements in σ such that the refined sequence σ′ does
not contain p. As we are removing only a finite number of elements, L(σ′) = L(σ) and
it follows from the first assertion that cl (σ′) = σ′ ∪ L(σ′). As σ′ → p, we have that p ∈
σ′∪L(σ′). From construction σ′ does not contain p, so p ∈ L(σ′) = L(σ).

• Otherwise, we can construct a subsequence κ of σ with κ = {p}n . In particular, p ∈
L({p}n) = L(κ) = L(σ) (recall that the last equality follows by hypothesis).

In conclusion, p ∈ L(σ) and L is of first order for σ.
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The previous result gives us a relatively simple way to determine when L is of first order for
a given sequence σ (and so, to determine when L is of first order) and it is usually enough in
particular cases. However, we can go a step further on the search of a easily verifiable condi-
tion. For this, let us note that most of the results we will present on this chapter require, not
a complete control of the convergence of sequences, but the existence for any sequence of a
subsequence sufficiently well behaved. This is made apparent in the following result which
ensures continuity of a map between sequential spaces:

Proposition 1.3. Let f : (M ,L) → (N ,L′) be a map between sequential spaces (M ,L) and (N ,L′).
The map f is continuous if for any sequence {pn}n ⊂ M and p ∈ L({pn}n) there exists a subse-
quence {pnk }k of {pn}n such that f (p) ∈ L′({ f (pnk )}k ).

Proof. Let C be a closed set in (N ,L′), and let us show that f −1(C ) is closed on (M ,L). Assume by
contradiction that f −1(C ) is not closed and so, from definition, that there exists a sequence σ⊂
f −1(C ) and a point p ∈ M with p ∈ L(σ) \ f −1(C ). From hypothesis, there exists a subsequence
κ ⊂ σ such that f (p) ∈ L′( f (κ)). But f (κ) ⊂ C , which is closed for the topology τL′ . Therefore
f (p) ∈C , and so, p ∈ f −1(C ), a contradiction.

This is one of the reasons why the condition of L being of first order UTS is specially inter-
esting for us. This condition is quite technical. However, the following simple criterium will be
enough in practical cases:

Lemma 1.4. Let X be any space with an idempotent limit operator L defined on it. Assume that
#L(σ̄) <∞ for all sequences σ̄⊂ X . Then, L is of first order UTS1.

Proof. Let σ ⊂ X be an arbitrary sequence. Observe that there are two possibilities for the
sequence:

(a) for all subsequences κ⊂σ, L(κ) = L(σ) or

(b) there exists κ1 ⊂σ with L(σ)( L(κ1). In particular, #L(κ1) ≥ #L(σ)+1.

In the first case, L is of first order for σ according to Lemma 1.2 and we are done. In the
second case, we can repeat the same argument with κ1 on the role of σ. Again there are two
possibilities: either it ends in a finite number of iterations with a sequence κn0 satisfying previ-
ous (a), hence, with L being of first order for κn0 ; or we obtain a chain of subsequences

κ1 ⊃ κ2 ⊃ ·· · ⊃ κn ⊃ . . .

with #L(κi+1) ≥ #L(κi )+ 1. However, this second posibility will lead us to the existence of a
sequence with infinite limits, a contradiction. In fact, if κi = {xi

n}n then the diagonal sequence
{xn

n }n satisfies:

∪i L(κi ) ⊂ L({xn
n }n),

which implies that #L({xn
n }n) = ∞ due the increasing character of #L(κi ). In conclusion, the

previous inductive process should end in a finite number of steps, obtaining a subsequence of
σ where L is of first order.

1We would like to thanks Prof. S. Harris who made us aware of this improvement for a previous version of the
result.
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Finally, let us review how sequential topologies behave under a quotient. As it was proved
on [36, Rem. 5.12], given a sequential space (X ,L) and an equivalence relation ∼ defined on
it, the quotient topological space X / ∼ (with the induced topology) is again a sequential space.
In fact, it is possible to give explicitly a limit operator LQ whose associated topology coincides
with the quotient topology in X / ∼ in the following way:

[x] ∈ LQ ({[xn]}n) ⇐⇒ ∃ x ′ ∈ i−1([x]), x ′
n ∈ i−1([xn]) ∀n ∈N : x ′ ∈ L({x ′

n}n). (1.2)

where i : X → X / ∼ is the natural quotient projection and [x], [xn] ∈ X / ∼. As it happens in the
general case of topological spaces, the quotient topology of sequential spaces may not preserve
the separability conditions of the original topological space. This is particularly interesting for
the T1 condition, which is translated to limit operators by the idempotent property (so points
are closed with the associated sequential topology). As we will see on Example 1.45, we can
obtain a non idempotent limit operator LQ even when L is.

1.1.1 Spacetime covering projections: The causal ladder and main properties

Let us consider an action on V given by a group G of isometric maps

G ×V → V
(g , p) → g p.

We will always assume that the action preserves time-orientation, and acts freely and prop-
erly discontinuously, where the latter means: (a) for each p ∈V , there exists a neighborhood U
such that g U ∩U =; for all g ∈G \ {e} and; (b) for p1, p2 ∈V there are neighbourhoods U1 and
U2 such that g U1 ∩U2 =; for all g ∈G .

The previous conditions over the action ensure that the quotient space M = V /G is also a
Lorentzian manifold with the induced metric (which will be denoted by an abuse of notation
as g). The canonical projection to the quotient space, denoted by π : V → M , will be called a
spacetime covering projection. The following result allows us to clearly understand the relation
between the chronological relation on M and V (the same result follows for causal relations,
see [56, Prop. 1.1]).

Proposition 1.5. Let us consider π : V → M a spacetime covering projection. Then:

• If p, q ∈V satisfy that p ¿ q, then π(p) ¿π(q).

• If x, y ∈ M satisfy that x ¿ y, then for any p, q ∈V with π(p) = x and π(q) = y, there exists
an element g ∈G such that p ¿ g q.

As it is clear, the previous result is key to understand the relation between the causal struc-
tures of both, V and M . From a global viewpoint, it is possible to characterize all the stages
of the well known causal ladder on M (see [77]) in terms of the global causal structure of V .
We will summarize in the following result some of such characterizations, whose proofs can be
found on [56, Props. 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4] (with some minor improvements).

Theorem 1.6. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection with group G. Then:

(CL1) M is non-totally vicious if, and only if, there exists p ∈V such that I+(p)∩π−1(π(p)) =;.

(CL2) M is chronological if, and only if, for all p, q ∈V with π(p) =π(q), p 6¿ q.

(CL3) M is causal if, and only if, for all p, q ∈V with π(p) =π(q), p 6≤ q.
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(CL4) M is strongly causal if, and only if, for all p ∈ V there is a fundamental neighbourhood
system {Un} for p such that for each n, no causal curve can have one endpoint in Un and
another endpoint in a component U ′

n of π−1(π(Un)) unless U ′
n =Un and the curve remains

wholly within Un .

(CL5) M is globally hyperbolic if, and only if,

(CL5-1) V is globally hyperbolic,

(CL5-2) for all p, q ∈V with π(p) =π(q), p 6≤ q.2

(CL5-3) for any p ∈V , for all p ¿ q, J+(p)∩π−1(π(q)) is finite.

Let us remark that in all previous cases, a global causal condition on M (i.e., the assumption
of a stage in the causal ladder) implies a stronger global condition on V . However at this point,
it is not clear for us at what extent the same property holds for the remaining levels of the causal
ladder (particularly with causally continuous and causally simple), being necessary a detailed
study on such cases.

1.2 Partial boundaries under the action of the group

In this section, we will study the behaviour of the future causal completion under the action
of an isometry group G , being the past case completely analogous. Let us begin with a point
in the future completion of V , that is, an indecomposable set P = I−({pn}n)3, where {pn}n is a
future-directed chronological sequence. As the group G acts by isometries in V , the sequence
{xn}n with π(pn) = xn is also future-directed and chronological (Prop. 1.5), hence, it defines
the indecomposable set P = I−({xn}n) in M (see [48, Thm. 2.1]). Therefore, the projection π

extends naturally to the corresponding partial completions on the following way:

π̂ : V̂ → M̂
P = I−({pn}n) → P = I−({xn}n).

(1.3)

We will say that an indecomposable set P ∈ V̂ is a lift of P if π̂(P ) = P .
The map π̂ is always surjective, as any future-directed chronological sequence {xn}n in M

can be lifted to a future-directed chronological sequence {pn}n in V (by Prop. 1.5). However,
the map is not injective in general, as the previous lift is not unique. For instance, if {pn}n is a
lift of {xn}n , then, {g pn}n (for any g ∈G) is also a lift of the same sequence. Even more, the pre-
image of a terminal set P can be easily characterized. Let us denote by P = I−({pn}n), where
{pn}n denotes one fixed lift of {xn}n . It follows that

π̂−1(P ) =∪g∈G g P ,

i.e., the pre-image of P is the union of what we are going to call the G-orbit of P in V̂ , which is
the set {g P }g∈G . Notice that ∪g∈G g P ⊂ π̂−1(P ) is straightforward, as π̂(g P ) = P for all g ∈G . On
the other hand, take a point x ∈ P and let p ∈ V be a point such that π(p) = x. As x ∈ P , there
exists n big enough such that x ¿ xn . Hence, Prop. 1.5 ensures that p ¿ g pn ∈ g P for some
g ∈G .

2Globally hyperbolic spacetimes can be defined as causal spacetimes with compact J+(x)∩ J−(y) for all x, y ∈ M ,
see [16, Thm. 3.2]. So, condition (CL5-2) ensures that (M , g ) is a causal spacetime. The proof for the compactness
of J+(x)∩ J−(y) for all x, y ∈ M follows as in [56, Prop. 1.4].

3In order to distinguish IPs (IFs) of V and IPs (IFs) in M , we will denote by P the IPs (resp. F the IFs) in V and
denote by P the IPs (resp. F the IFs) in M .
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Convention 1.7. From this point on, there are some useful conventions that we will use in
the remainder of this chapter. For instance, the points on M will be denoted by x, y, z, while
the points on V will be denoted by p, q,r . Moreover, unless stated otherwise, we will always
assume that π(p) = x,π(q) = y and π(r ) = z.

For any chronological sequence {xn}n in M (resp., an indecomposable set P ), we will con-
sider a fixed lift on V denoted by {pn}n (resp. P ). As an abuse of notation, we will use the same
symbol I± for future/past of sets in M or V when there is no confusion.

Finally, and in order to compute both, the partial and c-boundary, we will assume from this
point on that M is strongly causal and so that V satisfies the condition described on Thm. 1.6
(CL4).

The projection π̂ let us define an equivalence relation on V̂ : two indecomposable past sets
P 1,P 2 ∈ V̂ are Ĝ-related, P 1 ∼Ĝ P 2, if and only if both indecomposable past sets project onto
the same P ∈ M̂ , i.e., π̂(P 1) = π̂(P 2). Of course, the previous relation leads us to a bijection
between the quotient space V̂ /Ĝ(≡ V̂ / ∼Ĝ ) and M̂ . However, the following two observations
are in order: On the one hand, one could expect naively that for any two terminal sets with
P 1 ∼Ĝ P 2, there exists g ∈G such that P 1 = g P 2. However, the following simple example shows
that such a property is not true in general: consider the two-dimensional Lorentz Minkowski
spacetime, L2, with the action

Z×L2 → L2

(z, (x, t )) → (x + z, t )

defined on it. The lightlike line γ(t ) = (t , t ) defines naturally a terminal set P 6= V . The Z-orbit
of P is the complete spacetime L2, so both L2 and P will be Ẑ-related, but no element of the
group maps one to the other.

In any case, there are several examples where previous property is naturally satisfied. For
instance, the same previous group action will satisfy the property if it is restricted to V =R×
(a,b) ⊂ L2. In fact, we can construct even more physically appealing examples for Robertson
Walker spacetimes satisfying the integral conditions (1.13) (recall that, in terms of causality,
Robertson Walker models satisfying such integral conditions behave like Lorentzian product
spaces with a finite time interval, see [5]). This motivates the following definition:

Definition 1.8. A spacetime covering projection π : V → M is future tame if given two indecom-
posable past sets P 1,P 2 with P 1 ∼Ĝ P 2 there exists g ∈G such that P 1 = g P 2.

On the other hand, the induced map π̂ is not well behaved at the topological level. In fact,
Harris shows in the last example of [56] that π̂ is not, in general, continuous (see also Example
1.45 for details).

The rest of this section is devoted to make a deep comparison between the topologies of
M̂ and V̂ /Ĝ , where the latter space has the induced quotient topology. Let us first fix some
notation. As we have mentioned before in the preliminaries of this work, the future causal
completions M̂ and V̂ will be endowed with the future chronological topology, which is defined
by a limit operator (3). In order to differentiate both limits, we will denote by L̂M the future
chronological limit on M̂ and, accordingly, L̂V the limit on V̂ . The quotient topology on V̂ /Ĝ is
also a sequential topology (see Section 1.1) and it is defined from a limit operator (1.2) which
will be denoted here by L̂Ĝ . Finally, recall that the map π̂ induces a bijective map ̂ between
V̂ /Ĝ and M̂ which makes the following diagram commutative:
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V̂

V̂ /Ĝ M̂

ı̂

̂

π̂

being ı̂ : V̂ → V̂ /Ĝ the usual projection.

The previous ̂ map is always open. In order to prove this, we require the following technical
lemma.

Lemma 1.9. Consider a sequence σ= {Pn}n ⊂ M̂ and a point P ∈ M̂ such that P ⊂ LI({Pn}n). For
P a fixed lift of P, there exist lifts P n of Pn such that P ⊂ LI({P n}n).

Proof. Let us begin by taking {P n}n some fixed lifts of {Pn}n . Denote also by {pn}n and {xn}n

future chronological chains defining P and P resp. and satisfying that π(pn) = xn (as stated in
Convention 1.7). As P ⊂ LI({Pn}n), for any element xn there exists mn ∈N (that we can consider
strictly increasing on n) such that, for all m ≥ mn , xn ∈ Pm . So, there exists g ∈ G such that
pn ∈ g P m . In fact, let y ∈ Pm such that xn ¿ y and q ∈ P m a lift of y . From Prop. 1.5 there
exists some g ∈ G such that pn ¿ g q , where g q ∈ g P m . Then, for m ≥ mn , let us denote by
G(n,m) ⊂G the non-empty subset defined in the following way:

G(n,m) := {g ∈G : pn ∈ g P m} (1.4)

Let us make a straightforward (but necessary) observation about the previous sets. As pn ¿
pn+1, for m ≥ mn+1 ≥ mn +1,

G(n +1,m) ⊂G(n,m). (1.5)

Now, for each mn ≤ m < mn+1, let us consider a group element gm ∈G(n,m) and consider
the sequence {gm P m}m (for m < m1, just consider gm = e, the identity). Now, let us show that
the previous sequence works, that is, P ⊂ LI({gm P m}m). In fact, for any n ∈N, consider m ≥ mn

and denote by k ∈ N∪ {0} the natural number ensuring that mn+k+1 > m ≥ mn+k . Then, from
the choice of {gm}m and (1.5), we have that:

gm ∈G(n +k,m) ⊂G(n +k −1,m) ⊂ ·· · ⊂G(n,m).

In conclusion, from (1.4) we deduce that pn ∈ gm P m for all m ≥ mn , and the result follows.

Proposition 1.10. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection and π̂ : V̂ → M̂ the extended
map on the corresponding partial completions. The induced map ̂ : V̂ /Ĝ → M̂ is open.

Proof. Let us prove that the map ̂−1 is continuous by using Prop. 1.3. For this, consider a
sequence σ = {Pn}n ⊂ M̂ and a point P ∈ L̂M (σ), and let us show that ̂−1(P ) ∈ L̂Ĝ ( ̂−1(κ)) for
some subsequence κ ⊂ σ. Recall that, from the definitions of L̂Ĝ and ̂−1, this is equivalent to
showing the existence of lifts P n and P of Pn and P resp. such that P ∈ L̂V ({P nk }k ) for some
subsequence {P nk }k ⊂ {P n}n .

First observe that, by using the previous lemma, we can find lifts P n and P of Pn and P resp.
such that P ⊂ LI({P n}n). If P is maximal in LS({P n}n), then we have that P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n), and we
are done.

Otherwise, take P ′ a maximal set in LS({P n}n) containing P , and let {p ′
n}n be a future chrono-

logical sequence generating P ′ . As P ′ ⊂ LS({P n}n), it is possible to find a strictly increasing sub-
sequence {kn}n such that p ′

n ∈ P kn for all n. Then, it follows readily that P ′ ∈ L̂V ({P nk }k ). Now
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observe that the sets P ′ = π̂(P ′) and Pnk = π̂(P nk ) satisfy the following chain since π̂ preserves
contentions:

P ⊂ P ′ ⊂ LI({Pnk }k ).

But as P ∈ L̂M ({Pnk }k ), it follows that P = P ′ (recall the maximal character on (3)) and so that P ′
is also a lift of P .

In both cases, and up to a subsequence, we show the existence of lifts {P n}n and P with
P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n), and then the continuity of ̂−1 follows from Prop. 1.3.

Remark 1.11. The previous proof shows in particular that for all P ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n), there exist lifts
P and P n of P and Pn resp. with P ∈ L̂V ({P nk }k ) for some subsequence {P nk }k of {P n}n .

As we have already pointed out, the map ̂ is not continuous in general. If we look into
the details of Example 1.45 (see Example 1.47 for an alternative ilustration of this situation),
we see that the non-continuity of ̂ is related with the following situation: There exists a (non-
necessarily chronological) sequence {Pn}n ⊂ M̂ admitting two different lifts such that (i) both
lifted sequences are convergent and (ii) the projection of one limit point strictly contains the
other. As we will see, the existence of this kind of sequences in M represents, essentially, the
only case where continuity of π̂ can fail, so, it is convenient to give a proper name for it:

Definition 1.12. Let π : V → M a spacetime covering projection and V̂ , M̂ the corresponding
future causal completions of V and M. We will say that a sequence σ = {Pn}n ⊂ M̂ has future
divergent lifts if there exist two lifts {P n}n , {P ′

n}n ⊂ V̂ of σ and two points P ,P ′ ∈ V̂ such that:

(i) P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n) and P ′ ∈ L̂V ({P ′
n}n).

(ii) π̂(P )( π̂(P ′).

If there exists no such a sequence on M̂, we will just say that M does not admit sequences with
future divergent lifts.

As a side remark, observe that the concept of divergent lifts is closely related with the topo-
logical structure of the G-orbits in V̂ . In fact, we can prove the following result:

Proposition 1.13. Let π be future tame. Then, the G-orbits of V̂ are closed if and only if M does
not admit constant sequences with divergent lifts.

Proof. For the right implication let P ∈ M̂ and P ∈ V̂ with π̂(P ) = P . Observe that by the tame
condition every lift of the constant sequence {P }n has the form {gn P }n where gn ∈ G . So, if
P ′ ∈ V̂ is such that P ′ ∈ L̂V ({gn P }n) then the closedness of the G-orbit ensures that P ′ = g0 P
for some g0 ∈G . Therefore, {P }n admits no divergent lifts as condition (ii) in Defn. 1.12 cannot
be fulfilled.

For the left one, assume that M admits no constant sequence with divergent lifts and let us
prove that the G-orbits in V̂ are closed. Let P,P ,P ′ and {gn}n as in the previous implication. As
M admits no constant sequence with divergent lifts, then necessarily it follows that π̂(P ′) = P .
Moreover, as π is future tame, then there exists g0 ∈G such that P ′ = g0 P , and so, P ′ belongs to
the G-orbit {g P }g∈G and the G-orbit is closed.

The optimality of the previous result follows from Example 1.49 where we present a case
where M admits no constant sequence with divergent lifts but the G-orbits are not closed.

Our main technical result on this section is the following characterization of the continuity
of π̂ (up to the first order UTS condition):
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Proposition 1.14. Let {P n}n be a sequence whose projection {Pn}n does not admit divergent lifts.
Then,

P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n) ⇒ P := π̂(P ) ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n).

In particular, if M does not admit sequences with future divergent lifts, the map π̂ is continuous.
Conversely, if the map π̂ is continuous and additionally the future chronological limit L̂M on M̂
is of first order UTS, then there are no sequences with divergent lifts.

Proof. Let σ = {P n}n be a sequence as in the first statement of the proposition, and consider
P ∈ L̂V (σ). By recalling that π̂ preserves contentions, we deduce that P ⊂ LI({Pn}n). If P is
maximal among the IPs in LS({Pn}n), then P ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n) and we are done.

So, let us assume by contradiction that P is not maximal on the LS({Pn}n). Consider P ′ a
maximal IP on LS({Pn}n) containing strictly P . From the definition of the superior limit, and
up to a subsequence, we can assume that P ′ ⊂ LI({Pn}n), and so, that P ′ ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n). Now, re-
calling Rem. 1.11, we ensure that Pn and P ′ admit lifts P ′

n and P ′ such that P ′ ∈ L̂V ({P ′
nk }k ).

Summarizing, the sequence {Pnk }k admits two lifts {P nk }k and {P ′
nk }k converging to P and P ′

resp., where P = π̂(P ) ( π̂(P ′) = P ′. That is to say, {Pnk }k admits future divergent lifts, a contra-
diction. In conclusion, P ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n). Moreover, if M does not admit sequences with divergent
lifts, π̂ is continuous (recall Prop. 1.3).

For the final assertion, assume that L̂M is of first order UTS and that there exists a sequence
σ = {Pn}n ⊂ M̂ with divergent lifts. Let {P n}n , {P ′

n}n be two sequences in V̂ and P ,P ′ two ter-
minal sets as in Defn. 1.12. Assume by contradiction that π̂ is continuous. In particular, we
have that {Pn}n (the projection by π̂ of both sequences {P n}n and {P ′

n}n) converges to P and
P ′. As L̂M is of first order UTS, we can assume that (up to a subsequence) L̂M is of first order
for {Pn}n , and so, that P,P ′ ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n). But this is a contradiction with the definition of L̂M (3)
(concretely the maximal character of the limit points) and the fact that P ( P ′ (Defn. 1.12 (ii)).
Therefore, the map π̂ cannot be continuous.

There are several ways to prove the non-existence of sequences with divergent lifts. For
instance, we can impose conditions on the causality of the boundary (recovering [56, Thm.
3.4])

Corollary 1.15. If M̂ has only spatial future boundary points (see Defn. 13 and Footnote 3), then
π̂ is continuous, and so, ̂ is a homeomorphism between M̂ and V̂ /Ĝ.

Proof. Assume by contradiction that π̂ is not continuous and so, from the previous result, that
there exists a sequence σ ⊂ M̂ admitting divergent lifts. Let σ,σ′ be two sequences in V̂ and
P ,P ′ be two points in V̂ as in Defn. 1.12. As M̂ only contains spatial future boundary points,
no IP can contain a TIP. Hence, from (ii) in Defn. 1.12, we deduce that P = I−(x) for some
x ∈ M , and then, P = I−(p) for some point p ∈ V . As π : V → M is continuous and the future
chronological topology preserves the manifold topology (which follows from Thm. 17, (i)), we
have that P ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n). Finally from (i) and (ii) in Defn. 1.12 we have that P ( P ′ ⊂ LI({Pn}n),
in contradiction with the maximality on (3).

Another possibility is to impose conditions over the topology of the future causal comple-
tion. In this case, we also need to impose the finiteness of the group G :

Corollary 1.16. Consider π : V → M a spacetime covering projection with associated group G.
Assume that G is finite and that V̂ is Hausdorff. Then, π̂ is continuous, and so, ̂ is a homeomor-
phism.
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Proof. As we will see in the forthcoming sections, if G is finite thenπ is future tame (see Lemma
1.35). Hence, let us consider two sequences {P n}n , {P ′

n}n ⊂ V̂ and two points P ,P ′ ∈ V̂ with
P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n) and P ′ ∈ L̂V ({P ′

n}n) and such that π̂(P n) = π̂(P ′
n). Our aim is to prove that π̂(P ) =

π̂(P ′) as then no sequence with divergent lifts can exist.

Recalling the tameness of π, there exists a sequence {gn}n ⊂G such that P ′
n = gn P n . Due to

the assumption that G is finite, we can assume (up to a subsequence) that gn ≡ g0 for all n and
some constant g0 ∈G . Therefore, P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n) and P ′ ∈ L̂V ({g0 P n}n). From the first inclusion
and the fact that G acts by isometries, we deduce that g0 P also belongs to L̂V ({g0 P n}n). More-
over, V̂ is Hausdorff and so, for any sequence σ, L̂V (σ) can contain at most one element (recall
(1.1)), it follows that g0 P = P ′ , as desired.

Summarizing, we just stablish the main theorem in this section:

Theorem 1.17. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection (see Section 1.1.1) and denote
by π̂ the extension to future c-completions (1.3). Let V̂ /Ĝ be the quotient space defined by the
following relation: two points P ,P ′ ∈ V̂ are ∼Ĝ -related if they project onto the same point in M̂.
Then, we obtain the following commutative diagram:

V̂

V̂ /Ĝ M̂

ı̂

̂

π̂

where ı̂ is the natural quotient projection. From construction, the map ̂ is bijective. At the
topological level,

(i) The map ̂ is open.

(ii) If M does not admit sequences with future divergent lifts (Defn. 1.12), the map π̂ (and so,
̂) is continuous. The converse also follows if we have that L̂M is of first order UTS (Defn.
1.1).

In particular, if M has only spatial future boundary points, ̂ is a homeomorphism between
V̂ /Ĝ and M̂. The same result follows if G is finite and V̂ is Hausdorff.

Proof. Assertion (i) follows from Prop. 1.10, while (ii) from Prop. 1.14. The last assertion is
proved in Corollaries 1.15 and 1.16.

1.3 The c-completion under the action of the group

Once we have determined the requirements to ensure the good behaviour of the partial bound-
aries, we are in conditions to study the (total) c-completion. As a first step, we will deal with
the projection and lift of points of the corresponding c-completions V and M , in order to de-
fine an extension π : V → M . Later, we will study the properties of such a map at both, the
chronological and the topological level.
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1.3.1 Point set level

Let us begin by considering P ∈ V̂ and F ∈ V̌ two non empty indecomposable sets which are
S-related, so (P ,F ) ∈V ; and let us study when the projections of each component of the pair of
such terminal sets are S-related. Of course, if these sets correspond to the past and future of a
point p ∈V , their projections will correspond to the past and future of the projection x =π(p) ∈
M (and so, they are S-related). Therefore, we can assume that P and F are terminal sets. Let us
denote by {pn}n and {qn}n the corresponding inextensible (future and past resp.) chronological
sequences defining them. From the definitions of the S-relation and the chronological limits,
it follows that P ∈ L̂V ({I−(qn)}n) (see Thm. 17 (ii)). If the past chronological sequence {yn}n

(projection of {qn}n) does not admit future divergent lifts, then Prop. 1.14 ensures that P :=
π̂(P ) ∈ L̂M ({I−(yn)}n). Then, taking into account that the past chronological sequence {yn}n

determines F := π̌(F ), we obtain that P ⊂↓ F and it is maximal inside such a subset (see (3)).
Analogously, assuming that the future chronological chain {xn}n does not admit past divergent
lifts, we can prove that F ⊂↑ P and it is maximal, so we have stablish:

Proposition 1.18. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection. Assume that M does not
admit an inextensible sequence {xn}n ⊂ M which is either past-directed chronological with future
divergent lifts or future-directed chronological with past divergent lifts. If (P ,F ) ∈V with P 6= ; 6=
F , then (P,F ) ∈ M, where P = π̂(P ) and F = π̌(F ).

The condition on the future and past sequences in M , which appears in Prop. 1.18, is ful-
filled in strongly regular cases as globally hyperbolic models, where, inextensible past-directed
(resp. future-directed) chronological sequences have no future (resp. past) limit. However,
there are other (not so regular) cases, as the one showed in Cor. 1.40 (which includes some
Robertson-Walker models with an appropriate group action, see Section 1.5) or the one in Ex-
ample 1.48, where the condition is naturally fulfilled.

At the point set level, Prop. 1.18 deals with the general case where points are well projected.
In fact, Examples 1.46 and 1.47 show cases of points in V with no natural projection in M .
Moreover, these examples also show that the lifts of points from M are not, in general, well
behaved either. Concretely, as we can see in Example 1.47, the point (P2,;) has no natural lift
in V . The only possible candidate is the point (P 2,F ), but (P2,;) 6= (π̂(P 2), π̌(F )), even more this
last point does not belong to M .

However, if we characterize the conditions under which the lift of points (P,F ) ∈ M with
both components non empty are well defined, then we will be in conditions to define the pro-
jection between V and M .

Proposition 1.19. Consider a point (P,F ) ∈ M with P 6= ; 6= F . The point (P,F ) has a lift in V ,
i.e., a pair (P ,F ) ∈V with P = π̂(P ) and F = π̌(F ) if and only if there exist lifts P ′ and F ′ of P and
F resp. such that P ′ ⊂↓ F ′ (or, equivalently, F ′ ⊂↑ P ′).

Proof. One implication is trivial, so, we only need to focus on the other, that is, consider a
point (P,F ) ∈ M and suppose that there exist lifts P ′ and F ′ such that P ′ ⊂↓ F ′ (and so, with
F ′ ⊂↑ P ′). We can ensure then the existence of an IP P with P ′ ⊂ P and maximal among the
indecomposable sets contained in ↓ F ′ . Recalling that the projection preserves the contentions,
we deduce that P ⊂ π̂(P ) ⊂↓ F . However P ∼S F , so the maximality on (5) implies that P = π̂(P ).

Reasoning in the same way with F ′ ⊂↑ P , we can prove that there exists F with π̌(F ) = F and
being a maximal IP contained in ↑ P . In conclusion, P ∼S F and the pair (P ,F ) belongs to V .
Moreover, from construction π̂(P ) = P and π̌(F ) = F , as desired.

Remark 1.20. Recall that the previous proof does not imply that the initial P ′ and F ′ are S-
related, but that there exist other indecomposable S-related sets P and F such that: (a) P ′ ⊂ P ,
F ′ ⊂ F and (b) π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′) and π̌(F ) = π̌(F ′)
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Now, we are ready to extend the projection to the c-completions. However, the definition
of the projection is far more technical than the partial cases. The main problem here is the
existence of different candidates for the projection of pairs (P ,;) and (;,F ), and no reason
to prioritize one of the candidates over the other. This will be reflected on the existence of
different extensions of π (depending on the choice we made for the projection) for the general
case. Nonetheless, as we will see along this section, all the possible definitions will share the
same properties. Moreover, all the ambiguity in the choice of an extension will disappear under
some additional properties such as tameness or finite chronology (see Section 1.3.4).

Let (P ,;) ∈ ∂V be a point in the c-boundary and let us analyse the possible projections that
such a point can have on ∂M (an analogous study can be made for (;,F )). The first natural can-
didate to consider (taking the corresponding projection of each component) is the pair (P,;)
with P = π̂(P ). However, as shown by Example 1.49, it is not necessarily true that P ∼S ;. In
fact, another pair (P ′ ,F ′) with P ′ 6= ; 6= F ′ and with π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′) could exist. If the projection
of the components is well behaved under the S-relation (for example, as in Prop. 1.18), then
P = π̂(P ′) ∼S π̌(F ′). Therefore, it seems more natural to define the projection of (P ,;) as the
projection (by components) of (P ′ ,F ′).

Nonetheless, the previous process does not give an unique way to define such a projection.
This is shown in Example 1.50, where we have three points (P ,;), (P ′ ,F ′), (P ′′ ,F ′′) ∈ ∂V with
P = π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′) = π̂(P ′′) but also satisfying that π̌(F ′) 6= π̌(F ′′). Both points (P ′ ,F ′), (P ′′ ,F ′′)
share the same properties, and thus there are no arguments to prioritize one over the other. So,
a choice has to be made and different projections between V and M appear.

In order to formalize our discussion on the definition of the extended projection, let us
define a relation ∼G0 between pairs satisfying that (P ,;) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′) (resp. (;,F )) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′))
if π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′) (resp. π̌(F ) = π̌(F ′)). Then, define a map α : V →V as

α((P ,F )) =


Some pair (P ′ ,F ′) ∈V with (P ,F ) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′) if P =; or F =;
(and P ′ 6= ; 6= F ′)

(P ,F ) otherwise.

(1.6)

The existence of such a map is always ensured, but it is not in general unique as it depends
on the selected element (P ′ ,F ′). Once a map α is chosen, we are in conditions to define the
extended projection.

Definition 1.21. Consider π : V → M a spacetime covering projection induced by an action of
a group G and let α be a choice as defined on previous paragraph. Then we define πα : V →
M̂;× M̌; given by πα =π◦α, where

π : V → M̂;× M̌;, π((P ,F )) = (π̂(P ), π̌(F )) (1.7)

and we are defining π̂(;) =; and π̌(;) =;.

Remark 1.22. (a) Let us emphasize that the definition of α is nothing but a technical require-
ment in order to define an extension of the projection, and its concrete definition and prop-
erties will not affect the results from this point on (see for instance the discussion in Example
1.50). Therefore, and in order to simplify the notation, we will drop the subindex α on the
definition of πα, always assuming that a map α has been fixed from the beginning.

(b) It is also worth mentioning at this point that, in our main results, we have to include
additional hypothesis as tameness or finite chronology (see Defn. 1.31), which will imply that
there are no pairs (P ,;) and (P ′ ,F ′) in V with P ′ 6= ; 6= F ′ and (P ,;) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′) (with analogous
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version for the future, see Lemma 1.24 and Prop. 1.38). In these cases, α becomes the identity
and soπα =π. Along the chapter we will emphasize these situations by saying that the extended
projection π is univocally determined.

The previous construction give us a reasonable way to define an extension for the space-
time covering projection π. However, as shown in Example 1.47, such a map does not send
points of V to points in M ⊂ M̂;×M̌;. When the inclusion π(V ) ⊂ M holds, we will say that π is
well defined as a map to M , and M will be regarded as its codomain without further mention.
Now, we can overcome this problem under the assumptions of Props. 1.18 and 1.19.

Proposition 1.23. If we assume that the points (P,F ) ∈ M with P 6= ; 6= F have lifts in V (see Prop.
1.19) and that M does not admit an inextensible sequence {xn}n ⊂ M which is either past-directed
chronological with future divergent lifts or future-directed chronological with past divergent lifts,
then π is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective.

Proof. Let us begin by showing thatπ is well defined as a map to M . Take (P ,F ) ∈V an arbitrary
point and let us consider π((P ,F )). Observe that there are essentially two possibilities for the
projection: Or it has both components non empty, or has one empty component. The former
case follows if the initial point (P ,F ) has both components non empty or if one component
is empty (without loss of generality F =;) but there exists (P ′ ,F ′) with both components non
empty G0 related to (P ,;). In any such cases Prop. 1.18 ensures that π((P ,F )) ∈ M

In the latter, no point (P ′ ,F ′) with both non empty components can be ∼G0 related with
(P ,F ). In particular, one of the components of the point has to be empty, say F =; (the other
case is analogous). In this case, π((P ,;)) = (P,;), and so, we have to prove that P ∼S ;. If not,
from the completeness of the c-completion (recall Thm. 17 (iii)), the terminal set P should be
S-related with a terminal set F 6= ;, determining the point (P,F ) ∈ M . From the hypothesis,
there are non empty lifts P ′ and F ′ of P and F such that (P ′ ,F ′) ∈ V . However, we have that
π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′), and so, that (P ,;) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′), a contradiction. In conclusion, P ∼S ; and the
projection π is well defined as a map to M .

For the surjectivity, consider (P,F ) ∈ M . If (P,F ) has both components non empty, then by
hypothesis admits a lift on V which projects on it. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality
that F =; and take P any lift of P . From completeness of the c-completion, there exists F such
that (P ,F ) ∈ V . Moreover F has to be empty as, otherwise, recalling that π is well defined as
a map to M , P ∼S π̌(F ) (which is not possible as P ∼S ;). Hence, any point (P ,F ) ∈ V with
π̂(P ) = P has F =; and, from the definition of π, we deduce that π((P ,;)) = (P,;), as desired.

Let us remark that the hypothesis of non existence of future sequences with past divergent
lifts nor past sequences with future divergent lifts in M , even if it appears to be quite strong,
this hypothesis is easily verifiable. In fact, Example 1.48 illustrates how to verify the absence of
such sequences, while Cor. 1.40 gives hypothesis that guarantees such absence.

In any case, whenever π is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective, we can proceed
in complete analogy with the partial cases and obtain the following commutative diagram:

V

V /G M

ı



π
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where two points in V are G-related if they project by π into the same point of M ; and V /G
denotes the related quotient space. From its definition,  defines a bijection between V /G and
M .

As a final remark in this section, simple cases where the map π is univocally determined are
pointed out now.

Lemma 1.24. Assume that the projection π : V → M is tame. If (P ,;) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′), then F ′ = ;
(and analogously for the case (;,F )). In particular, the extended map π is univocally determined
(see Rem. 1.22).

Proof. The result is straightforward, once we recall that in tame projections, if π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′),
then there exists g ∈ G such that P ′ = g P . Therefore, if F ′ 6= ; and P ′ ∼S F ′ , it follows that
P = g−1 P ′ ∼S g−1 F ′ , in contradiction with P ∼S ;.

Proposition 1.25. Assume that the points (P,F ) ∈ M with P 6= ; 6= F have lifts in V (see Prop.
1.19), M does not admit an inextensible sequence {xn}n ⊂ M which is either past-directed chrono-
logical with future divergent lifts or future-directed chronological with past divergent lifts, and
M is Hausdorff. Then, π is well defined as a map to M, it is surjective and univocally determined.

Proof. By Prop. 1.23 we have that π is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective, so we only
have to show that π is univocally determined. Having different possible definitions for π is only
possible under the following situation (or its analogous for the future): there exist three points
(P ,;), (P 1,F 1), (P 2,F 2) ∈ V with π̂(P ) = π̂(P 1) = π̂(P 2) = P but with F1 = π̌(F 1) 6= π̌(F 2) = F2.
However, from Prop. 1.18 we know that both (P,F1), (P,F2) belong to M , which is not possible
since M is Hausdorff (observe that any future chronological sequence {xn}n defining P will
converge to both points, see Thm. 17 (ii)).

1.3.2 At the chronological level

Let us now study the behaviour of  regarding the causal structure. As a first step, we need to de-
fine first a chronological relation on V /G . For this, we will follow an approach inspired from [36,
Section 6.2], where two equivalence classes ı((P ,F )), ı((P ′ ,F ′)) ∈ V /G (being (P ,F ), (P ′ ,F ′) ∈ V
two arbitrary points) are chronologically related, ı((P ,F )) ¿ ı((P ′ ,F ′)) if there exist (P 0,F 0) ∈
ı((P ,F )) and (P ′

0,F ′
0) ∈ ı((P ′ ,F ′)) with (P 0,F 0) ¿ (P ′

0,F ′
0) in V .

In general, and under the hypothesis thatπ is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective,
we can obtain that both spaces inherit the same causal structure.

Proposition 1.26. Let π : V → M a spacetime covering projection and assume that π is well
defined as a map to M and it is surjective. Denote by  the corresponding map between V /G and
M. Then, the bijection  is a chronological isomorphism, that is,

(P,F ) ¿ (P ′,F ′) ⇐⇒ −1((P,F )) ¿ −1((P ′,F ′))

Proof. Consider (P,F ), (P ′,F ′) ∈ M and denote by (P ,F ), (P ′ ,F ′) ∈ V two corresponding lifts. It
follows that −1((P,F )) = ı((P ,F )) and −1((P ′,F ′)) = ı((P ′ ,F ′)).

Assume that ı((P ,F )) ¿ ı((P ′ ,F ′)) and, without loss of generality, that (P ,F ) ¿ (P ′ ,F ′).
Then, F ∩ P ′ 6= ; and from the first bullet point of Prop. 1.5, that F ∩ P ′ 6= ;. Therefore,
(P,F ) ¿ (P ′,F ′).

For the other implication, assume that (P,F ) ¿ (P ′,F ′), i.e., F ∩P ′ 6= ; and let x ∈ F ∩P ′. As
x ∈ F and π̌(F ) = F , Prop. 1.5 ensures that there exists a point p ∈ V with π(p) = x such that
p ∈ F . Reasoning in the same way but fixing this lifted p ∈V of x, we can show that there exists
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g ∈ G such that p ∈ g P ′ (recall that π̂(P ′) = P ′). In conclusion, p ∈ F ∩ g P ′ and so (P ,F ) ¿
(g P ′ , g F ′). Hence, ı((P ,F )) ¿ ı((P ′ ,F ′))(= ı((g P ′ , g F ′))).

1.3.3 At the topological level

Finally, in this section we will compare the topological structures of both, V /G and M . Let us
start by fixing some notation. M and V will be endowed with the corresponding chronological
topology, while V /G will be with the induced quotient topology from V . In concordance with
Section 1.2, we will denote by LM the chronological limit on M , by LV the chronological limit
on V and by LG the quotient limit operator on V /G induced from LV (recall equation (1.2)).

In spite of the partial cases where the openness of the map ̂ is always ensured, in general
the map  is neither continuous nor open. In fact, the following result summarizes the relevant
cases where  is well behaved with respect the limit operator.

Proposition 1.27. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection and assume that π is well
defined as a map to M and it is surjective. Then

(a) If (P ,F ) ∈ LV (σ) for some sequence σ ⊂ V with P 6= ; 6= F , then (P,F ) ∈ LM (σ), where
(P,F ) =π((P ,F )) and σ=π(σ).

(b) If (P,;) ∈ LM (σ) (analogously for (;,F ) ∈ LM (σ)) for some sequenceσ⊂ M, then there exist
a subsequence κ ⊂ σ and lifts (P ,;) and κ of (P,;) and κ respectively such that (P ,;) ∈
LV (κ).

Proof. Assertion (b) is a direct consequence of (7), Rem. 1.11 and the fact that any lift (P ,F ) ∈
π−1((P,;)) should have F = ;, so let us focus on assertion (a). For this, recall that from the
definition of the chronological limit, P ⊂ LI({P n}n) and F ⊂ LI({F n}n). As the projection pre-
serves contentions, we have that P ⊂ LI({Pn}n) and F ⊂ LI({Fn}n), which is enough to ensure
that (P,F ) ∈ LM ({(Pn ,Fn)}n) (see Prop. 16).

The other cases (that is, when (P ,F ) has one empty component or when P 6= ; 6= F ) are false
in general, as it is proved by Examples 1.45 and 1.51. On the first one there exists a sequence
{qn}n ⊂ V converging to a point of the form (P ,;), while its projection converges to a point
(P ′,;) with π̂(P ) = P ( P ′. On the second example, the sequence {xn}n converges to (P,F ) in
M , however {xn}n has no convergent lift on the corresponding V .

The first case is directly related with the non continuity of ̂. In fact, we can easily prove that:

Proposition 1.28. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection with π well defined as a
map to M and surjective. If π((P ,;)) = (P,;), π((;,F )) = (;,F ) for any IP P and IF F (so that,
in particular, π is univocally determined, see Rem. 1.22); and M has no sequence with divergent
lifts, then, the map π (and so, ) is continuous.

Proof. To prove the continuity of π it is enough to show that, given a point (P ,F ) ∈ V and
a sequence {(P n ,F n)}n ⊂ V with (P ,F ) ∈ LV ({(P n ,F n)}n), then (P,F ) ∈ LM ({(Pn ,Fn)}n), where
(P,F ) = π((P ,F )) and (Pn ,Fn) = π((P n ,F n)). If P 6= ; 6= F , the result follows from Prop. 1.27 (a).
If F =; (the other case is analogous) we have that P ∈ L̂V ({P n}n) and so, from Prop. 1.14, that
P ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n). Finally, from hypothesis, π((P ,;)) = (P,;) ∈ M , so (P,;) ∈ LM ({(Pn ,Fn)}n).

Let us give a closer look to previous proof. Observe that the non existence of divergent lifts is
used precisely when we deal with limit points of the form (P ,;) or (;,F ). In this case, π̂(P ) := P
does not belong to L̂M ({Pn}n) if it is not a maximal IP in LS({Pn}n) and then, necessarily, it
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should exists another IP P ′ with P ( P ′ ∈ L̂M ({Pn}n) (up to a subsequence). Therefore, if we
assume that M has no lightlike boundary points (and conditions ensuring that (P,;) ∈ M), such
a situation is not possible and the continuity of π follows. In conclusion we have:

Proposition 1.29. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection satisfying: (i) π is well de-
fined as a map to M and it is surjective, (ii) π((P ,;)) = (P,;) and π((;,F )) = (;,F ) for any IP P
and IF F (henceπ is univocally determined, see Rem. 1.22); and (iii) M has no lightlike boundary
points. Then, the map π (and so, ) is continuous.

Remark 1.30. Observe that, in spite of Cor. 1.15, here we do not need to impose that the bound-
ary M has only spatial boundary points; indeed, we can also include timelike ones. The reason
is simple: unlike partial boundaries, the total c-completion takes into account more informa-
tion for each point in the boundary, specially with timelike boundary points where both, the
future and past components, are non empty. In fact, such an additional information lets us
simplify the definition of the limit operator (see Prop. 16), as we have used on the proof of
Prop. 1.28.

As we have mentioned at the beginning of the section, and in spite of the continuity of ̂ and
ǰ , the openness of the partial maps ̂ and ̌ is not enough to ensure the openness of , as we can
see on Example 1.51. This means that an additional condition has to be imposed to obtain the
openness of . In this sense, we will consider the finite chronology condition of whose properties
will be studied in the following section.

1.3.4 Group actions with the finite chronology property

First of all, let us introduce the definition of finite chronology.

Definition 1.31. Let V be a spacetime and G a group of isometries. We will say that the pair
(V ,G) is finitely chronological if given two points p, q ∈ V with p ¿ q, there exists only a finite
number of elements g ∈G such that p ¿ g q.

The finite chronology property will be enough to ensure the openness of  and it will also
simplify the conditions to ensure when the map π is well defined as a map to M , it is univo-
cally determined and surjective. However, such a condition will not be enough to prove the
continuity of ̂ or ̌, as it is showed by Example 1.47. Let us begin with a crucial lemma:

Lemma 1.32. Assume that (V ,G) is finitely chronological and consider a point p ∈ V , a past-
directed (resp. future-directed) chronological chain {pn}n ⊂ V and a sequence {gn}n ⊂ G. If for
all n ∈N, p ¿ gn pn (resp. gn pn ¿ p), then there exists n0 ∈N and a finite family {h1, . . . ,hr } ⊂G
such that for n ≥ n0, gn = hi for some i = 1, . . . ,r . In fact, n0 can be taken in such a way that each
hi occurs infinitely often, and so, {h1, . . . ,hr } ⊂G(p, {pn}n) (resp. {h1, . . . ,hr } ⊂G({pn}n , p), where

G(p, {pn}n) := {g ∈G : p ¿ g pn for all n}(
G({pn}n , p) := {g ∈G : g pn ¿ p for all n}

)
is a non empty finite set.

Proof. The proof follows essentially by recalling that, for a fixed k0 ∈N and n ≥ k0,

p ¿ gn pn ¿ gn pk0 . (1.8)

In particular, as there exists a finite number of elements g ∈ G such that p ¿ g pk0 , gn

should belong to a finite family of elements in G for n big enough. Moreover, we can take
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{h1 . . . ,hr } ⊂G such that, for all hi , there exists a subsequence {gni
k
}k with gni

k
= hi . In particular,

there exists n0 such that for each n ≥ n0 there exists i (≡ i (n)) with gn = hi .
For the second assertion, recall that the set G(p, {pn}n) is finite by the finitely chronolog-

ical property. Now, we will show that {h1, ...,hr } ⊂ G(p, {pn}n). As we have stated before, for
each hi there exists a subsequence {gni

k
}k ⊂ {gn}n such that gni

k
= hi , and therefore satisfying

p ¿ gni
k

pni
k
= hi pni

k
for all k. Now observe that, for any m ∈ N, we can take k ∈N such that

m < ni
k , and it follows that p ¿ hi pni

k
¿ hi pm (as {pn}n is past-directed chronological chain);

concluding then that hi ∈G(p, {pn}n).

If we consider two points p, p ′ ∈V with p ¿ p ′, then it follows that G(p ′, {pn}n) ⊆G(p, {pn}n).
This relation allows us to prove that the lifts of terminal sets are well behaved with respect to
the future and common pasts, at least when (V ,G) is finitely chronological. Concretely,

Lemma 1.33. Consider an IP P and an IF F on M satisfying that P ⊂↓ F ; and take P ,F the
corresponding lifts. If (V ,G) is finitely chronological then the set G(P ,F ) defined by

G(P ,F ) = {g ∈G : P ⊂↓ g F } (1.9)

is non empty and finite.

Proof. As a first step, we are going to characterize the set G(P ,F ) in terms of the sequences
defining P and F . In this sense, let {xn}n and {yn}n be chronological sequences defining P and
F resp., and {pn}n , {qn}n the corresponding chronological lifts defining P and F . Observe that
the following chain of equivalences follows

g ∈G(P ,F ) ⇐⇒ P ⊂↓ g F
⇐⇒ pn ∈ g F for all n ∈N
⇐⇒ pn ¿ g qm for all n,m ∈N
⇐⇒ g ∈G(pn , {qm}m) for all n ∈N

In particular,

G(P ,F ) =∩n∈NG(pn , {qm}m). (1.10)

As a second step, recall that from hypothesis P ⊂↓ F , and so, xn ¿ ym for all n,m ∈ N.
Hence, Prop. 1.5 ensures that there exists a sequence {gm}m ⊂G such that pn ¿ gm qm and so,
from Lemma 1.32, G(pn , {qm}m) is non empty and finite for all n.

Then, G(P ,F ) is the intersection of a numerable family of non empty and finite sets ordered
by G(pn+1, {qm}m) ⊂G(pn , {qm}m). Therefore, it is a non empty and finite set.

In particular, and as a consequence of Lemma 1.33 and Props. 1.19 and 1.23, we have that:

Corollary 1.34. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering with (V ,G) finitely chronological and
assume that M does not admit an inextensible sequence {xn}n ⊂ M which is either past-directed
chronological with future divergent lifts or future-directed chronological with past divergent lifts.
Then, the map π : V → M is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective.

At this point a natural question arises at the point set level: is there any relation between
π−1((P,F )) and the set G(P ,F )? Intuitively, one can expect that for a fixed lift P , the set G(P ,F )
determines all the pairs of the form (P , g F ) ∈V with projection (P,F ). However, as we recall in
Rem. 1.20, it is not clear that, in general, all the lifts preserving the relation with the common
future (or past) are S-related. Again, the finite chronology condition will be enough for this,
as we will see on Lemma 1.37. In order to prove such a lemma, we need first the following
technical result:
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Lemma 1.35. Let P ,P ′ ∈ V̂ (resp. F ,F ′ ∈ V̌ ) be two points of the future (past) causal completion
projecting to the same set P ∈ M̂ (F ∈ M̌). Suppose one of the following situations:

(H1) (V ,G) is finitely chronological and there exists p ∈V such that P ′ ⊂ I−(p) (F ′ ⊂ I+(p)).

(H2) G is finite.

Then there exists h′ ∈G such that P = h′ P ′ (F = h′ F ′). In particular, it follows that if G is finite
the projection π is future (past) tame.

Proof. Let {pn}n , {p ′
n}n be future chronological chains defining P and P ′ resp. As both sets

project onto the same P , it follows that the projection of such sequences {xn}n , {x ′
n}n generate

P . In particular, for each n there exists m(n) big enough such that xn ¿ x ′
m(n). We will consider

{m(n)}n a strictly increasing sequence, so {x ′
m(n)}n is a subsequence of {x ′

n}n and generates the

same P (and, accordingly, {p ′
m(n)}n generates P ′). From Prop. 1.5 it follows that there exists a

sequence {gn}n ⊂G such that gn pn ¿ p ′
m(n) for all n.

Now observe that, in either situation (H1) nor (H2), and up to a subsequence, {gn}n can
be considered a constant sequence (say gn = h ∈ G for all n). In the case that G is finite the
argument is straightforward. In the other case, recall that from (H1) we have that gn pn ¿
p ′

m(n) ¿ p, and so the assertion follows from Lemma 1.32. Therefore, h pn ¿ p ′
m(n) for all n, and

hence, h P ⊂ P ′ . By interchanging the roles of P ′ and h P (recall that, now, h P ⊂ P ′ ⊂ I−(p)), we
find another h̃ such that h̃ P ′ ⊂ h P or, by considering h′ = h−1h̃, that h′ P ′ ⊂ P .

Now, we can join both contentions h P ⊂ P ′ and h′ P ′ ⊂ P together in the following way

g P ⊂ h′ P ′ ⊂ P (1.11)

for g = h′h; and then construct the chain:

P ⊃ g P ⊃ (g )2 P ⊃ ·· · ⊃ (g )n P ⊃ . . .

where (g )i denotes the i -th iteration of the action by g . Now observe that under the hypothesis
of the lemma, there exists i0 such that (g )i0 = e. This assertion is again straightforward under
the assumption of G finite, so let us focus on the hypothesis (H1). If by contradiction (g )i 6=
(g ) j for all i 6= j , and recalling that P ⊂ I−(p), we deduce that (g )i P ⊂ I−(p) for all i . which
contradicts that (V ,G) is finitely chronological (the point p will be chronologically related with
(g )i q for any q ∈ P and i ∈N).

Summarizing we deduce that g P = P and from (1.11) we obtain that P = h′ P ′ , as desired.

Remark 1.36. Note that in previous proof the following statement has been implicitly proved:
if g P ⊂ P for some g ∈ G , and either (H1) or (H2) holds on V , then g P = P (analogously for
future sets).

Lemma 1.37. Assume that (V ,G) is finitely chronological. If P and F are terminal sets with
π̂(P ) = P ∼S F = π̌(F ), then P ∼S g F for all g ∈G(P ,F ).

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that e ∈G(P ,F ), and so, that P ⊂↓ F . By contradiction,
let us assume that P is not S-related with F . Recalling Rem. 1.20, we ensure the existence of
a terminal set P ′ with P ( P ′ ⊂↓ F and satisfying that π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′). As (V ,G) is finite chrono-
logical and there exists p ∈V such that P ′ ,P ⊂ I−(p) (take any p ∈ F ), Lemma 1.35 ensures that
there exists h ∈G such that P ′ = h P . But then, recalling Rem. 1.36, we arrive to a contradiction
with P ( P ′ = h P .
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The technical Lemma 1.35 allows us to prove that π is univocally determined, as it follows
from the following result (recall also Rem. 1.22):

Proposition 1.38. Assume that (V ,G) is finitely chronological. If (P ,;) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′), then F ′ =;
(an analogous result follows for a pair (;,F )).

Proof. Assume by contradiction that (P ,;) ∼G0 (P ′ ,F ′) with F ′ 6= ;. By recalling that both sets
P and P ′ projects onto the same set P in M̂ , and that for any p ∈ F ′ , P ′ ⊂ I−(p); we can apply
Lemma 1.35 (H1) deduce the existence of h′ ∈G such that P = h′ P ′ . Since G acts by isometries,
it follows that P = h′ P ′ ∼S h′ F ′ , which is a contradiction to P ∼S ;. In conclusion, F ′ =;.

With all previous machinery set, we are now in conditions to prove the openness of  under
the assumption of finite chronology:

Proposition 1.39. Let π : V → M be spacetime covering projection with (V ,G) finitely chrono-
logical and assume that π is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective. Then, the univocally
determined map π induces an open map  from V /G to M.

Proof. Let {(Pn ,Fn)}n ⊂ M be a sequence and (P,F ) ∈ M a point such that (P,F ) ∈ LM ({(Pn ,Fn)}n).
Our aim is to show that, up to a subsequence, (Pn ,Fn) and (P,F ) admit lifts (P ′

n ,F ′
n) and (P ′ ,F ′)

with (P ′ ,F ′) ∈ LV ({(P ′
n ,F ′

n)}n), and hence, that −1((P,F )) ∈ LG ({−1(Pn ,Fn)}n) (recall (1.2)). Ob-
serve that the case where F or P is empty follows from Prop. 1.27 (b), so we only need to focus
on the case where both sets are non empty.

Assume that P 6= ; 6= F and let P ,F ,P n ,F n be some fixed lifts of P,F,Pn ,Fn respectively.
Consider {xn}n and {yn}n chronological sequences defining P and F and, as usual, denote by
{pn}n and {qn}n the corresponding lifts defining P and F . Let us denote by {m(n)}n a sequence
in N with m(n +1) ≥ m(n)+1 and satisfying that xn ∈ Pm(n) and yn ∈ Fm(n). Now, as xn ∈ Pm(n),
Prop. 1.5 ensures that pn ∈ gn P m(n) for some gn ∈ G . From Lemma 1.33, we know that the set
G(gn P m(n),F m(n)) is non empty and, from Lemma 1.37, that for any g ′

n ∈ G(gn P m(n),F m(n)),
gn P m(n) ∼S g ′

n F m(n). Finally, again from Prop. 1.5 and yn ∈ Fm(n), there exists hn ∈G such that
hn qn ∈ g ′

n F m(n).
Now, let us observe that from gn P m(n) ⊂↓ g ′

n F m(n), it follows that pn ¿ hn qn . In particular,
we have the chain

p1 ¿ pn ¿ hn qn

and then, from Lemma 1.32, we can ensure that, up to a subsequence, {hn}n is constant, say
hn = h ∈G for all n. In particular, for any i and all n > i , it follows that

pi ¿ pn ¿ h qn .

In particular, P ⊂↓ h F and so h ∈G(P ,F ). Hence, Lemma 1.37 ensures that both sets P and
h F are S-related. Summarizing:

• The pairs (P ,h F ) and (gn P m(n), g ′
n F m(n)) belong to V .

• P ⊂ LI({gnP m(n)}n) and h F ⊂ LI({g ′
n F m(n)}n), thus (see Prop. 16)

(P ,h F ) ∈ LV ({(gnP m(n), g ′
nF m(n))}n).
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In conclusion, and always up to a subsequence, if (P,F ) ∈ LM ({(Pn ,Fn)}n) we can always
obtain appropriate lifts (P ′ ,F ′) and {(P ′

n ,F ′
n)}n such that (P ′ ,F ′) ∈ LV ({(P ′

n ,F ′
n)}n). The result

follows then as a consequence of Prop. 1.3 applied to −1.

As a final remark of this section, we will show how finite chronology lets us simplify some
of our previous hypothesis regarding the definition and continuity of . In fact, the condition
of M having no sequence with divergent lifts (which is almost equivalent to the continuity of π̂
and π̌, recall Prop. 1.14) imposed in Prop. 1.23 can be substituted by a topological requirement
on V̂ and V̌ respectively:

Corollary 1.40. Assume that (V ,G) is finitely chronological and that both V̂ ,V̌ are Hausdorff.
Then, π is well defined as a map to M, it is surjective and univocally determined.

Proof. We only need to show, according to Cor. 1.34, that any past-directed chronological chain
on M has no future divergent lifts (the other case will be completely analogous). Let {yn}n be a
past-directed chronological chain and consider {qn}n a past chronological sequence in V with
π(qn) = yn and defining an IF F . Suppose that there exist {hn}n , {gn}n ⊂ G and P ,P ′ ∈ V̂ such
that P ∈ L̂V ({I−(hn qn)}n) and P ′ ∈ L̂V ({I−(gn qn)}n).

Take p ∈ P . From P ∈ L̂V ({I−(hn qn)}n) we have that p ¿ hn qn for n big enough. As (V ,G)
is finitely chronological, Lemma 1.32 ensures that, up to a subsequence, hn = h0 for some fixed
h0 ∈G . Reasoning in the same way with P ′ and {gn}n , we can ensure that, up to a subsequence,
gn = g0 for some fixed g0 ∈G .

Hence, we have that P ∈ L̂V ({I−(h0 qn)}n) and P ′ ∈ L̂V ({I−(g0 qn)}n) and, from the first in-
clusion, we deduce that (g0h−1

0 )P ∈ L̂V ({I−(g0 qn)}n). As V̂ is Hausdorff, then (g0h−1
0 )P = P ′

and both sets project onto the same set in M̂ . In conclusion, {yn}n cannot admit future diver-
gent lists. Finally, π is univocally determined as it follows from Prop. 1.38.

At the topological level, we also have to impose some conditions on M , obtaining:

Corollary 1.41. Assume that (V ,G) is finitely chronological, V̂ and V̌ are Hausdorff and M has
no lightlike boundary points. Then, V /G ≡ M, i.e., both V /G and M are homeomorphic and
chronologically isomorphic.

Proof. From Cor. 1.40 follows thatπ is well defined as a map to M , it is surjective and univocally
determined. Then, Props. 1.26 and 1.39 ensure, that  is both a chronological isomorphism and
an open map.

Hence, it only remains to show that  is continuous. But this follows from Prop. 1.29, recall-
ing that Prop. 1.38 ensures that π((P ,;)) = (P,;) and π((;,F )) = (;,F ).

Ideally, one would like to impose conditions only on V in order to ensure that V /G and M
have the same structures. For example, and in the spirit of Cor. 1.41, we would like to impose
on V the non-existence of lightlike boundary points to obtain the non-existence of lightlike
boundary points on M , and therefore the continuity of . However, the lack of lightlike bound-
ary points in V is not enough to ensure that the same property holds on M (see Example 1.52).
Nevertheless the situation is very controlled and it is related again to the existence of a very
particular class of divergent lifts. In fact, we can prove that (compare with Prop. 1.13):

Corollary 1.42. Let π : V → M be a spacetime projection. Assume that π is well defined as a map
to M, it is surjective and it satisfies thatπ((P ,;)) = (P,;) andπ((;,F )) = (;,F ) (hence univocally
determined, see Rem. 1.22) for any IP P and IF F . If V has no lightlike boundary points and the
G-orbits for both V̂ and V̌ are closed (with the corresponding topologies), then M has no lightlike
boundary points.
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that M has lightlike boundary points, that is, that there exists
(P,;) ∈ M and P ′ ∈ M̂ such that P ( P ′ (the case with past sets will be analogous). Let {xn}n and
{x ′

n}n be chronological chains generating P and P ′ resp. and consider P , P ′ , {pn}n and {p ′
n}n

the corresponding lifts on V̂ . From hypothesis, it follows that (P ,;) ∈V .
As P ⊂ P ′ we deduce that, for all n, xn ¿ x ′

n′ with n′ big enough, so Prop. 1.5 ensures that

there exists gn such that pn ¿ gn p ′
n ∈ gn P ′ . It follows then that P ⊂ LI({gn P ′}n). Moreover, it

also follows that P ∈ L̂V ({gn P ′}n) as, otherwise, there exists P ′′ such that P ( P ′′ and this is not
possible as V has no lightlike boundary points.

Finally, and from the hypothesis that the G-orbits are closed on V̂ with the future chrono-
logical topology, it follows that P ∈ {g P ′}g∈G , i.e., there exists g0 ∈ G such that P = g0 P ′ . In
conclusion, and taking projections, we obtain that P = P ′, a contradiction.

As a consequence of Corollaries 1.40, 1.41 and 1.42, we obtain the following result:

Corollary 1.43. Assume that (V ,G) is finitely chronological, V has no lightlike boundary points
and V̂ and V̌ are Hausdorff and have closed G-orbits. Then, V /G ≡ M, i.e., both V /G and M are
homeomorphic and chronologically isomorphic.

Summarizing, we have our main theorem:

Theorem 1.44. Let π : V → M be a spacetime covering projection and consider π : V → M̂;×M̌;
one extension map as defined on Defn. 1.21 (see also Rem. 1.22). Then:

(PS1) If M does not admit an inextensible sequence {xn}n ⊂ M which is either past-directed
chronological with future divergent lifts nor future-directed chronological with past di-
vergent lifts; and any (P,F ) ∈ M with P 6= ; 6= F admits a lift on V (in particular if (V ,G) is
finitely chronological, see Defn. 1.31), then the projection π is well defined as a map to M
and it is surjective.

(PS2) If, in addition, the projection π is tame (recall Defn. 1.8) or (V ,G) is finite chronological
(see Defn. 1.31), π is univocally determined (see Rem. 1.22) by

π((P ,F )) = (π̂(P ), π̌(F ))

where π̂(;) = π̌(;) =;.

(PS3) Finally, if (V ,G) is finitely chronological and both V̂ ,V̌ are Hausdorff then the projection π
is well defined as a map to M, it is surjective and univocally determined.

Moreover, when the map π is well defined as a map to M and it is surjective, it defines the follow-
ing relation between points in V : two points are ∼G -related if they project onto the same point in
M. Then, denoting by V /G the quotient space, we obtain the following commutative diagram:

V

V /G M

ı



π

where ı is the natural projection to the quotient and  is the induced bijection.

At the chronological level, and once an appropriate chronological relation is defined on V /G
(see Section 1.3.2), it follows that
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(CH) the map  is a chronological isomorphism.

Finally, at the topological level,  satisfies the following properties:

(TP1) The map  is continuous if one of the following hypotheses hold:

(i) π satisfies that π((P ,;)) = (P,;) and π((;,F )) = (;,F ) (this follows if, for instance, π
is tame or (V ,G) is finite chronological); and M has no sequence with (future or past)
divergent lifts.

(ii) π((P ,;)) = (P,;), π((;,F )) = (;,F ) and M has no lightlike boundary points (see
Defn. 13).

(TP2) If (V ,G) is finite chronological, the map  is open.

In particular, π is well defined as a map to M, it is surjective, univocally determined and
induces a homeomorphism and chronological isomorphism between V /G and M if one of the
following assertions is satisfied :

(a) (V ,G) is finite chronological and M admits no sequence with (future or past) divergent lifts.

(b) (V ,G) is finitely chronological, both V̂ ,V̌ are Hausdorff and M has no lightlike boundary
points.

(c) (V ,G) is finitely chronological, V has no lightlike boundary points, and both V̂ ,V̌ are
Hausdorff and have closed G-orbits. In particular, if π is (future and past) tame and there
are no constant sequences with divergent lifts in M, then the G-orbits in V̂ and V̌ will be
closed .

Proof. At the point set level, the first assertion on (PS1) is proved on Prop. 1.23 and the second
one follows from Prop. 1.19 and Lemma 1.33. (PS2) is a consequence of Rem. 1.22, Lemma 1.24
and Prop. 1.38; while (PS3) is proved in Cor. 1.40.

At the chronological level, assertion (CH) is proved on Prop. 1.26.
At the topological level, (TP1) (i) is proved in Prop. 1.28, (TP1) (ii) is Prop. 1.29. The con-

ditions over the projection of pairs (P ,;) and (;,F ) remarked in (TP1) are proved when π is
tame or (V ,G) finitely chronological by Lemma 1.24 or by Prop. 1.38 respectively. Finally, (TP2)
follows from Prop. 1.39.

For the last assertions,πbeing univocally determined is a consequence of the finite chronol-
ogy and (PS2). (a) follows from (PS1), (CH), (TP1) (i) and (TP2), while for (b) we have to consider
(PS3) and (TP1) (ii) instead of (PS1) and (TP1) (i). The last assertion (c) is proved in Cor. 1.43,
recalling that the closedness of the G-orbits under π tame is proved in Prop. 1.13.

1.4 On the optimality of the results: some examples

Along this section, we will include some examples showing that our main results are optimal.
It is worth pointing out that in all the examples #LM (σ) will be bounded, and so, according to
Lemma 1.4, LM will be of first order UTS. This is specially relevant recalling Prop. 1.14, as it
means that in all our examples the non existence of divergent lifts characterize the continuity
of π̂ and π̌.

Let us start with the example due to Harris where ̂ is not continuous. Here, we will include
only the main properties of his example, referring the reader to [56] for details.
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Figure 1.1: The spacetime M is constructed in the following way: Consider in L2 two timelike
curvesσ− andσ+ approaching two parallel lightlike lines, as we can see in (A). M is obtained by
removing from L2 the segments Sn obtained by joining vertically the points σ−(n) and σ+(n).
The universal cover V of M contains then a numerable family of copies of M glued along the
segments Hi coherently (see details on Example 1.45 and [56]).
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Example 1.45. (Behaviour of the universal cover and non-continuity of π̂) In this example we
will see: First, the main properties about the universal cover of a spacetime M where we have
removed a numerable family of compact segments (these properties will be used frequently on
the forthcoming examples). Second, a case where π̂ (and so, ̂) is non-continuous. Finally, that
V̂ /Ĝ is not a T1-topological space.

Let us consider a spacetime M as in the Fig. 1.1, and let V denote its universal cover. As
it is described in the last example of [56], V contains a numerable family of copies of M , that
we will denote by {n}×M with n ∈ Z, glued coherently along the horizontal segments Hn . For
a given element x ∈ M , let us denote by p its lift in V laying in the fibre {0}×M . We will also
denote by n ·p the lift of x in the fibre {n}×M (i.e., p ≡ 0 ·p).

In order to understand how the fibres are glued along Hn , let us analyse how the lifts of
curves behave. Consider γ a curve on M as it is showed in Fig. 1.1 (A), which is a timelike
curve joining two points x and y . Let p and q be the corresponding lifts in the fibre {0}×M and
consider γ a lift of γ on V with start point m ·p. The fibres are glued in such a way that, as γ
intersects the segment Hn , the lifted curve γ moves from the fibre {m}×M to {m+n}×M , being
(m +n) ·q its final point.

Once we have pointed out this behaviour, let us observe the particularities of the example
regarding the continuity of π̂. Let us observe now Fig. 1.1 (B), where we have two TIPs P ( P ′

defined by the sequences {xn}n and {yn}n (P is filled in dark grey, while P ′ has a lighter grey).
Consider pn and qn lifts of xn and yn resp. laying in the fibre {0}×M . It is not difficult to observe,
due to the behaviour described before, that m ·pn 6¿ m ·qn for any m ∈N. In fact, it follows that

m ·pn ¿ (m +n) ·qn for all n ∈N

as we can consider timelike curves on M joining xn with yn and intersecting Hn . From this,
we can prove that: (a) the sequence σ = {I−(qn)}n has P ′ (the lift of P ′ on the fibre {0}×M) on
its limit, (b) the sequence {I−(n · qn)}n has P on its limit (the inclusion on the inferior limit is
straightforward, while the proof of the maximal character is detailed in [56]) and (c) π̂(P ) = P (
P ′ = π̂(P ′). In conclusion, and recalling Prop. 1.14, π̂ is not continuous.

As a final observation, let us consider the future causal completion of the universal cover
V (which is a T1 topological space) and its quotient space V̂ /Ĝ , where G = π1(M) is the funda-
mental group of M acting on V . Consider P ′ ∈ V̂ and its corresponding class [P ′] in the quotient
space V̂ /Ĝ . It is now straightforward to see that P ′ ∈ L̂V ({P ′}n) and P ∈ L̂V ({n ·P ′}n). Hence, re-
calling the definition of LQ (see (1.2)), it follows that both [P ] and [P ′] belong to LQ ({[P ′]}n),
making V̂ /Ĝ a non T1 topological space.

Example 1.46. (Optimality of Prop. 1.23) The following example shows that a point (P ,;) ∈ V
(resp. (;,F ) ∈ V ) does not project well (recall Prop. 1.18), even when π̂ and π̌ are continuous.
With this aim, a point (P,F ) ∈ M (P 6= ; 6= F ) with no natural lift on V will be exhibited.

Let us consider M a spacetime as described in Fig. 1.2 and V its universal cover. As it is
pointed out in [35, Fig. 11], both sets P and F are S-related. Now, let us fix P and F lifts of the
corresponding terminal sets on {0}×M ⊂ V as we have done on Example 1.45; and denote by
{pn}n ⊂ {0}×M a future chronological sequence which is a lift of the sequence {xn}n showed in
Fig. 1.2. Recall that the lifts on V of timelike curves of M moving between Sn and Sn+1 behave
essentially as described in Example 1.45. Hence, it follows that

∩n∈NI+(pn) =;.

In fact, for a given point y ∈ F (and so, with xn ¿ y for all n) with fixed lift q ∈ {0}×M ⊂V , there
is no constant element g ∈ G such that (p1 ¿)pn ¿ g q for all n big enough (since pn ¿ mqn
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P (0,0)

(0,1)

F

xn

Sn

M

Figure 1.2: M is constructed by removing from L2 the black square and the vertical segments
Sn . As it was pointed out in [35, Fig. 11], the terminal sets P and F are S-related, and so, they
form a pair (P,F ) ∈ M . However, if P is a lift of P to the universal cover V , it follows that ↑ P =;.

for m ≥ n). This shows in particular that (V ,G) is not finitely chronological (hence Thm. 1.44
(PS3) is not applicable) and that the set ↑ P is empty, so P ∼S ;.

However, it is not difficult to see that both π̂ and π̌ are continuous. Recall that the non-
continuity of such maps can only follow by the existence of a sequence {yn}n ⊂ M admitting
divergent lifts.

The only case we have to be concerned about is when {yn}n converges on R2, to the point
(0,1) or to (0,0) (in the other cases, the convergence is essentially the usual one in R2). Assume
for instance that the sequence {yn}n converges to the point (0,1) (the other case is completely
analogous). It is straightforward to check that any convergent lift with the past chronological
topology of {yn}n in V are, up to a subsequence, of the form {m ·qn}n , with m ∈Z constant and
qn ∈ {0}×M ⊂V a fixed lift of {yn}n . In particular, their limits are of the form m ·F . This is due
to the fact that the IFs involved will not have points between the segments Sn , and so, we do
not have to move between different fibres of V . Therefore, any convergent lift of {yn}n with the
past topology converges to a terminal set on π̌−1(F ), and so, {yn}n does not have past divergent
lifts (condition (ii) in Defn. 1.12 cannot be fulfilled).

For the future topology however the situation is a little more technical, as the involved
IPs contain these points between the segments Sn . With some effort, it can be proved that if
LI({I−(gn qn)}n) 6= ; for some {gn}n ⊂Z, then LI({I−(gn qn)}n) = m P for some m ∈Z. In partic-
ular, any convergent lift with the future topology of {yn}n will converge to some TIP on π̂−1(P ),
and so, reasoning as in the previous case, {yn}n does not admit future divergent lifts.

In conclusion, M does not admit (future or past) divergent lifts, and so, both π̂ and π̌ are
continuous.

Example 1.47. (Optimality of Prop. 1.18, Cor. 1.34 and Thm. 1.44 (PS3)) Let us see: (i) se-
quences with divergent lifts can be obtained by a constant sequence {gn}n (see Defn. 1.12 and
Thm. 1.14), (ii) if a past chronological sequence has future divergent lifts, then the thesis of
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P1
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r 1
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r 2
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(0,0)

(1,1)

F F

(0,0)
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Figure 1.3: The spacetime V (on the left) is L2 with two families of lines {r 1
n}n and {r 2

n}n re-
moved, where r 1

n = {(1/3+n, t ) : t ≥ 1/3+n} and r 2
n = {(2/3+n, t ) : t ≤ 2/3+n}. The action of

an element g of the group Z is just a translation of g -times the vector (1,1), being the region
between the striped lines in the left figure a fundamental region for the action. The quotient
spacetime M =V /Z (on the right) is the space (0,1)×Rwith the points (0, t ) and (1, t +1) iden-
tified.

Prop. 1.18 can fail and (iii) the finite chronology property is not enough to ensure the continu-
ity of the partial maps π̂ and π̌, being necessary to include this hypothesis additionally, this will
show the optimality of Cor.1.34.

Let us consider a spacetime V ⊂ R2 as showed in Fig. 1.3. On such a spacetime, consider
G ≡Z an isometry group given by the following action:

Z×V → V
(g , p) → g ·p := p + g (1,1).

The quotient M = V /Z can be seen as a cylinder with some cuts on it (see Fig. 1.3 (B)). Let us
summarize the properties of the spacetime covering projection π : V → M . On the one hand,
and observing Fig. 1.3 (B), it follows easily that M contains the pairs (P1,F ) and (P2,;). Indeed,
both sets P1,P2 are contained in ↓ F , but thanks to the identification of both lateral sides, it
follows that P2 ( P1, so only P1 is maximal on the common past of F . However, on V we have
both pairs (P 1,F ) and (P 2,F ), so the thesis on Prop. 1.18 is false on this case.

On the other hand, the non continuity of π̂ can be deduced from the fact that P 2 ∈ L̂V ({pn}n)
while P2 = π̂(P2) ∉ L̂M ({xn}n), as P1 breaks the maximality of P2 in the superior limit. Finally, it
is quite straightforward to see that (V ,G) is finitely chronological. If p ¿ q in V , it could exist
(at most) one element in g ∈ Z such that p ¿ g q (specifically, g = ±1). However, we cannot
apply Thm. 1.44 to ensure that π is well defined as a map to M as V̂ is not Hausdorff (recall that
P 1,P 2 ∈ L̂V ({pn}n)).

Example 1.48. (π is well defined as a map to M even when π is non tame) Let us consider the
spacetime V =R× (−1,1)×Rwith the 3-dimensional Minkowski metric

g = d x2 +d y2 −d t 2.
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L2 × {−1} L2 × {1}

(
R×S1

)× {−1}
(
R×S1

)× {1}

i+ i+

i− i−

∂V ∂M

i+ i+

i− i−

ξ+R ξ+R

ξ−R ξ−R

ξ+L

ξ−L

ξ+L

ξ−L

Figure 1.4: On the left figure is represented the c-boundary of V , which is formed by two copies
of the c-completion of the 2-dimensional Minkowski spacetime glued by the corresponding
edges (the identified edges are denoted equally). On the right figure it is represented the c-
boundary of ∂M , formed by two copies ofR×S1 and the points i+ and i− (again identified).

As the spacetime (V , g ) is, in fact, a static spacetime, we can calculate directly its c-boundary.
The structure of the c-boundary of V is given by:

∂V = (
(ξ+R ∪ξ+L )t (ξ−R ∪ξ−L )

)∪ (
L2 × {−1,1}

)∪ {i+, i−}

(see Fig. 1.4). Concretely, recall that the structure of the c-boundary for static models depends
essentially on the so-called Busemann completion of its spatial fibre (see for instance [5, Thm.
3.10] as well as Section 1.5 for details). In this case, it follows that the associated Busemann
completion for

(
R× (−1,1),d x2 +d y2

)
is formed by the Cauchy boundary (R× {−1})∪(R× {1})

and two additional points, each determined by inextensible curves whose x-component di-
verge (one point when the x-component diverges to +∞ and the other to −∞). The Cauchy
boundary points generate in the c-boundary two copies of L2 (denoted in Fig. 1.4 by L2 × {−1}
and L2 × {1}) formed by timelike points, and so, with both components non empty; while the
two points in the proper Busemann boundary generates four lightlike lines, two for the future
and two for the past boundary, denoted by ξ+R ,ξ+L ,ξ−R and ξ−L resp. From the topological view-
point, and due the simplicity of the example, it follows that the chronological topology works
as expected in this c-completion, being the convergence with the chronological topology the
same as the usual convergence in Fig. 1.4 (after the appropriate identifications).

In the previous spacetime we define the following group action

Z×V → V
(z, (x, y, t )) → (x + z, y, t )

so M = V /Z is, in fact, M = S1 × (−1,1)×R with the induced metric. Again, the c-boundary is
computable by previous methods, obtaining

∂M = ((
R×S1)× {−1,1}

)∪ {i+, i−}

(here, the proper Busemann boundary is empty while the Cauchy boundary is formed by two
copies ofR×S1).

Let us describe briefly how π works: it takes all the lightlike points of ∂̂V and ∂̌V to i+ and
i− respectively; and it mods out by a properly discontinuous Z-action on each L2 × {±1}. In
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Figure 1.5: The spacetime M (on the right) is L2 with the line r = {(x,0) : x ≥ 0} and the sequence
of points {(0,− 1

n )}n removed, while V is the universal cover of M . On the first one, associated to
the point (0,0) we have the point (P,F ) ∈ ∂M . However, the set P lifts to a fixed fibre {0}×M ⊂V
as two different terminal past sets P and P ′ , creating two different points (P ′ ,F ), (P ,;) ∈ ∂V . In
particular, it follows that the sequence {yn}n depicted on the right is not convergent, while its
lifts {qn}n converges to (P ,;).

particular, observe that any boundary point in
(
ξ+R \ {i+}

) ⊂ ∂V and i+ ∈ ∂V are both projected
to i+ ∈ ∂M , but no element onZ sends an element of the former to the latter (this can be seen
as no translation in L2 sends a terminal set P ∈ ξ+R \ {i+} to i+); proving that π̂ is not (future)
tame. In order to show that Prop. 1.23 is applicable, we have to show that any inextensible past
chronological sequence on M has no future divergent lifts (being the future case completely
analogous).

Letσ= {(xn , yn , tn)}n be a past inextensible chronological sequence on M , and letσ= {(xn+
zn , yn , tn)}n anσ′ = {(xn +zn +z ′

n , yn , tn)}n be two lifts on V . The inextensibility ofσ determines
two possibilities: or {tn}n ↘ −∞, or {tn}n ↘ Ω and {yn}n converges to some point in {−1,1}.
Observe that in the first case there is nothing to do as L̂chr (σ) = L̂chr (σ′) = ;. Hence we can
assume that we are in the second case and, without loss of generality, that {yn}n → 1. Recalling
the (well) behaviour of the topology in the future completion, if L̂(σ) 6= ; 6= L̂(σ′) then {(xn +
zn , yn , tn)}n → (x0,1,Ω) and {(xn+zn+z ′

n , yn , tn)}n → (x ′
0,1,Ω) for some x0, x ′

0 ∈R. In particular,
and given that {xn + zn}n → x0, {xn + zn + z ′

n}n → x ′
0 and z ′

n ∈ Z, we conclude that for n big
enough z ′

n = z ′
0 for some fixed z ′

0. It follows then that x ′
0 = x0 + z ′

0 and, therefore, that if σ and

σ′ have both limit points, such limits points are unique and project into the same point in M̂ .
In conclusion, the sequence σ has no future divergent lifts.

Example 1.49. (Optimality of Prop.1.28, example of a non-tame projection and optimality of
Prop. 1.13) In this example we will show: (i) a case of a non tame spacetime covering projection,
where (and unlike Example 1.48) two terminal sets P ,P ′ ∈ V̂ project into the same set on M̂ with
no element in the group G sending one to the other but with P ′ S-related to a non empty set, (ii)
that even if M does not admit constant sequences with future divergent lifts, the G-orbits can
be non closed (showing the optimality of Prop. 1.13) and (iii) a spacetime covering projection
with a sequence {qn}n ⊂ V and a TIP P ∈ V̂ with P ∼S ; and such that P ∈ L̂V ({I−(qn)}n), P ∈
L̂M ({I−(yn)}n) but P ∼S F with F 6= ; (showing the optimality of Prop. 1.28).
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Let us consider the Lorentz manifold

M = L2 \

(
{[0,∞)×0}∪∪n{(0,− 1

n
)}

)
(see Fig. 1.5), and take V its universal cover. The behaviour of the lifts of curves in M to V be-
haves essentially in the same manner described in Example 1.45, that is, it contains a numer-
able family of copies of M (which will be denoted again by {n}×M) glued together accordingly;
and whenever a curve γ ⊂ M pass between two holes of M , the initial point and the endpoint
of the lifted curve γ live in two different fibres of such a numerable family.

It follows that the point (0,0) ∈R2 has associated in M a singular point (P,F ) ∈ M . However,
the lift of the terminal set P in a concrete fibre, say {0}× M , determines two different termi-
nal sets P ,P ′ . The reason is simple, any timelike curve joining a point of the sequence {xn}n

with {x ′
n}n should pass between two holes of M , and so, its lift moves along different fibres.

Moreover, from construction, we have that for each pn there exists gn ensuring that pn ∈ gn P ′ .
However, the sequence {gn}n cannot be considered constant (not even up to a subsequence),
so there is no g ∈ G such that P ⊂ g P ′ and the projection cannot be tame. Moreover, it fol-
lows from the construction that P ⊂ LI({gn P ′}n) and it is maximal on the superior limit, i.e.,
P ∈ L̂V ({gn P ′}n). Therefore, the G-orbit {g P ′}g∈G is not closed as P is an element not belong-

ing to the G-orbit of P ′ but which is in its closure.
Let us now show the existence of a sequence {qn}n as described in the first paragraph of the

example. Consider a sequence {yn}n as in Fig. 1.5 and {qn}n its lift in the fibre {0}×M ⊂V . As we
can see in the figure, P ∈ L̂M ({I−(yn)}n) and P ∈ L̂V ({I−(qn)}n). Moreover, as we have mention
before, P ∼S F with F 6= ;. So, it only rest to show that P ∼S ;. But this follows from the fact that
↑ P = ; (recall that whenever a timelike curve moves through the space between two holes, it
pass to another fibre in V ). Summarizing, we have shown (in particular) that the map π is not
continuous. The sequence {qn}n converges to the point (P ,;) ∈ V , while its projection {yn}n

does not converge to (P,F ) ∈ M (note that LI({I+(yn)}n) =;).

Example 1.50. (Several candidates for the projection of a pair) The following example is a three
dimensional version of the previous one. Its aim is to show three points (P ,;), (P ′ ,F 1), (P ′ ,F 2) ∈
V with π̂(P ) = π̂(P ′), but π̌(F 1) 6= π̌(F 2).

Let us consider the following open set M of the three-dimensional Minkowski spacetime
(with the induced metric):

M = L3 \ (C1 ∪C2 ∪ ∪nln)

where C1 = {(x, y, t ) ∈ R3 : y ≤ 0, t ≥ 0}, C2 = {(0, y, t ) ∈ R3 : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} and for n ∈ N, ln =
{(x,0,−1/n) : x ∈R} (see Fig. 1.6); and consider V its universal covering.

The behaviour of the lifts/projections in this case works essentially as in previous example.
In fact, if we project the figure into the plane y, z we will obtain almost the same setting as in
Fig. 1.5, with the first quadrant removed (and so, sharing the same properties). Hence, the set P
is naturally lifted as two different terminal sets P and P ′ living in the same fibre of V . The main
difference between this case and previous example is that, even if P is still S-related with the
empty set, the set P ′ is S-related with two sets, F 1 and F 2 corresponding to the lifts of F1 and
F2. Therefore, the points (P ′ ,F 1) and (P ′ ,F 2) are both ∼G0 -related with the pair (P ,;), while
π̌(F 1) = F1 6= F2 = π̌(F 2).

This suggests two different possible definitions for the function α, regarding the image of
the point (P ,;). In fact, we can consider:

α1((P ,;)) = (P ′ ,F 1) and α2((P ,;)) = (P ′ ,F 2)
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Figure 1.6: The space M is an open set of the three-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with the
sets C1, C2 and the sequence of lines {ln} removed. The point (0,0,0) is represented on the c-
boundary of M as two points (P,F1) and (P,F2). As happen in Fig. 1.5, the lift of P to a fixed fibre
of the universal cover of M give us two terminal sets P and P ′ . In particular, and recalling again
that ↑ P =;, we deduce that the pairs (P ′ ,F 1), (P ′ ,F 2) and (P ,;) belong to ∂V , the c-boundary
of the universal cover of M .
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P

F

xn(0,0)

Sn

M

Figure 1.7: Let M be L2 with the segments Sn removed. On this example, the sets P and F are
S-related and the sequence {xn}n has (P,F ) on its limit. However, for n big enough, the timelike
curves from xn to points in F should pass between Sn and Sn+1. In particular, if {pn}n ⊂ {0}×M
is a lift of {xn}n , and F is the corresponding lift of F in {0}×M , then g F 6⊂ LI({I+(pn)}n) for any
g ∈G .

making (P ,;) projects to (P,F1) in the first case, or to (P,F2) on the second one. In both cases,
the corresponding extended projections share the same properties: both are well defined maps
to M , are surjective and non-continuous (as in previous example, it is possible to construct a
sequence {qn}n converging to the pair (P ,;) whose projection {yn} does not converge to either
(P,F1) nor (P,F2)). So, as we pointed out in Rem. 1.22, there are no actual differences between
πα1 and πα2 regarding the satisfied properties.

Example 1.51. (Non open  (even when ĵ and ǰ are continuous) and optimality of Prop. 1.39)
Let us consider M a spacetime as in Fig. 1.7 and V the universal cover of M . On M , both sets
P and F are S-related and the sequence {xn}n converges to the point (P,F ). On V , and thanks
that we can take curves joining points from P to F without moving between any Sn and Sn+1,
we can obtain lifts P and F with P ∼S F (we can assume that both sets live in the fibre {0}×M).

However, no lift of the sequence {xn}n converges to (P ,F ). In fact, let us take {pn}n a fixed
lift of {xn}n contained in {0}×M . It is not difficult to observe that this lift is the only one satisfy-
ing that P ∈ L̂V ({I−(pn)}n). Even so, it is not true that F ∈ ĽV ({I+(pn)}n), as any timelike curve
joining a point xn with points on F should pass through two lines Sn , hence its lift moves be-
tween two different fibres. Therefore, the sequence {xn}n has no natural convergent lift and the
map  is not open. Note that (V ,G) is not finitely chronological, and this shows the optimality
of Prop. 1.39.

Finally, let us observe that ̂ and ̌ is continuous. This follows by reasoning as in Example
1.46, recalling that the only cases where the continuity could fail is considering sequences {yn}n

converging to (0,0).

Example 1.52. (V with no lightlike boundary points while M has them) Let

M = (
{(x, t ) ∈R2 : 0 < x < 1,−1 < t ≤ x}∪ ([1,2)× (−1,1))

)
\∪nSn
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M
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(1,1)
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(2,1)

(2,−1)(0,−1)

∂M

Figure 1.8: Let M be an open set of L2 with the segments Sn removed as in the left of the figure.
Even if the segments are spacelike, the terminal set P ′

0 (the past of the boundary point (1,1))
contains P0 (the past of (0,0)).
The c-boundary of M is represented on the right of the figure. Observe that, in the c-boundary,
each segment Sn is represented by a thin ellipse. This is due the fact that any non-extremal
point of the segment is reachable by a future and past inextensible timelike curve, but the cor-
responding terminal sets are not S-related. So, such points are represented in the c-boundary
as two points of the form (P,;) and (;,F ). Only on the extremal points the corresponding TIP
and TIF are S-related, and so, they determine only one point in the c-boundary.
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be a manifold as in Fig. 1.8 endowed with the induced Minkowski metric, where each Sn is a
spacelike segment obtained from a small variation of the lightlike segment joining (1/n,−1/n)
and (1,1−2/n). Due the fact that (1/n,−1/n) ¿ (1,1−2/(n +1)), such a variation can be taken
in such a way that the past of the upper-right extreme of Sn+1 contains the down-left extreme
of Sn . Let V be the universal cover of M .

The c-boundary (and so, the c-completion) of M is represented on the right of Fig. 1.8 and
it is formed almost entirely by spatial and timelike boundary points. However, the points (0,0)
and (1,1) are represented on the boundary by pairs of the form (P0,;) and (P ′

0,;) with P0 ( P ′
0

4,
hence M has lightlike boundary points. Topologically the c-completion M is Hausdorff, as it
has the induced topology fromR2.

Now, if we look into the lifts of boundary points from M to V , we observe that timelike and
spatial boundary points are lifted to timelike and spatial boundary points respectively. How-
ever, there exist no lifts (P 0,;) and (P ′

0,;) of (P0,;) and (P ′
0,;) resp. such that P 0 ( P ′

0, as
any timelike curve moving from a point close to (1,1) to a point close to (0,0) should move
between two segments Sm and Sm+1, and so, it will move between different fibres of V (recall
again the behaviour of the universal covering described on Example 1.45). Therefore, V will
have no lightlike boundary points. Finally, and due the fact that the topology around a point of
V coincides again with the induced topology fromR2, we have that V is also Hausdorff.

1.5 A physical application: Quotients on Robertson-Walker Space-
times

As a final section of this chapter, we will show how our results are applicable to concrete and
physically relevant models of spacetimes. Our main aim will be to apply Corollaries 1.41 and
1.43 where, in addition to the finite chronology, we need Hausdorffness on both V̂ and V̌ and
the non existence of lightlike boundary points on M (recall also Cor. 1.42).

We will focus on the case of Robertson Walker models, even if our results are extensible to
other more general ones (see Rem. 1.56). The c-completion of such a models is well known [5,
Section 4.2], but we include the details in here for completeness. Observe that we are not going
to follow the original approach proposed in [5], but the approach introduced in [36, Section 3].

Let (Σ,hΣ) be a Riemannian manifold. Denote by t :R×Σ→ R and πΣ :R×Σ→ Σ the cor-
responding projections; and consider a smooth positive function α :R→ (0,∞). A Robertson
Walker model with base Σ and warping function α is given by the pair (V ,g), where

V =R×Σ, and g=−d t 2 + (α◦ t )π∗
Σ(hΣ). (1.12)

For simplicity, α ◦ t will be denoted just by α(t ) and, whenever there is no confusion, we will
omit the pullback π∗

Σ. The chronological relation on these models is characterized as (see [36,
Prop. 3.1]):

(t0, x0) ¿ (t1, x1) ⇐⇒ d(x0, x1) <
∫ t1

t0

1p
α(s)

d s

where d denotes the distance on Σ defined by hΣ. Thanks to the previous characterization of
the chronological relation, it follows that any future terminal set P is determined by the so-
called Busemann functions. Such functions are defined in the following way: given a curve
c : [a,Ω) →Σ satisfying that hΣ(ċ, ċ) < 1, we define the associated Busemann function as:

4Observe that (1/n,−1/n) ¿ (1,1−2/(n +1)), so it is possible to obtain timelike curves passing between Sn and
Sn+1.
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bc (·) = lim
t→Ω

(∫ t

0

1p
α(s)

d s −d(·,c(t ))

)
Then, for any indecomposable past set P , it follows that P = P (bc ) for some curve c with hΣ(ċ, ċ) <
1, where

P (bc ) =
{

(t , x) ∈V :
∫ t

0

1p
α(s)

d s < bc (x)

}
(see [36, Equation (3.3)]). If we have either Ω < ∞; or Ω = ∞ and

∫ ∞
0

1p
α(s)

d s < ∞; it follows

that c(t ) → x∗ ∈ΣC , where ΣC denotes the Cauchy completion associated to (Σ,hΣ). Moreover,
bc (·) = d(Ω,x∗)(·) := ∫ Ω

0
1p
α(s)

d s − d(·, x∗) (see [36, Equations (3.7) and (3.8)]. In this way, and

under the assumption of previous integral condition, we have that the future causal completion
has the following point set structure:

V̂ ≡ΣC × {R∪ {∞}}

The study is completely analogous for the past orientation, where if we assume the integral
condition

∫ 0
−∞

1p
α(s)

d s <∞, the past causal completion is identified with:

V̌ ≡ΣC × {R∪ {−∞}}.

Finally, for the (total) c-completion, we only need to observe that past and future indecom-
posable past sets are S-related if they are associated to the same pair (Ω, x∗) ∈R×ΣC (see [36,
Equation (3.14)] and the paragraph above). In conclusion, the following result follows:

Proposition 1.53. Let (V ,g) be a Robertson Walker model as in (1.12), and assume the following
integral conditions ∫ ∞

0

1p
α(s)

d s <∞,
∫ 0

−∞
1p
α(s)

d s <∞. (1.13)

Then, the c-completion, as point set, becomes

V ≡ΣC × {{−∞}∪R∪ {∞}}.

Chronologically, the c-boundary has two copies, one for the future and one for the past, of the
Cauchy completion ΣC formed by spatial boundary points; and timelike lines over each point of
the Cauchy boundary of Σ. Topologically, and assuming that ΣC is locally compact, the chrono-
logical topology on V coincides with the product topology inΣC ×{{−∞}∪R∪{∞}}. Morever, both
V̂ and V̌ are Hausdorff.

Proof. The pointset and causal structure can be deduced from previous comments (see also
[5, Thm. 4.2]). For the topological structure, we only need to recall that [37, Prop. 5.24] is also
applicable to this approach and, moreover, it is also true when Ω=∞ if the integral condition
holds.

Therefore, when the integral conditions are satisfied and the associated Cauchy completion
ΣC is locally compact, both V̂ and V̌ are Hausdorff and V has no lightlike boundary points.
Therefore, and as a consequence of Cor. 1.43:

Theorem 1.54. Let (V ,g) be a Robertson Walker model as in (1.12) and assume both, the integral
conditions in (1.13) and that ΣC is locally compact. Then, if π : V → M is a spacetime covering
projection with associated group G, (V ,G) is finitely chronological and the G-orbits are closed for
both V̂ and V̌ , then V /G and M are both, chronologically isomorphic and homeomorphic.
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Obviously, our results are applicable in other Robertson Walker models without the integral
conditions (1.13). For instance, the Anti-de Sitter model also satisfy both, it has Hausdorff par-
tial completions and has no lightlike boundary points (see [5, Section 4.1]). Moreover, the only
pairs in V with an empty component are of the form (V ,;) and (;,V ), corresponding to i+ and
i−, so it follows readily that M has no lightlike boundary points. Hence:

Theorem 1.55. Let (V ,g) be the Anti-de Sitter model with a timelike line for the origin removed,
that is, V =R× (0,∞)×S2 and

g =−cosh2(r )d t 2 +dr 2 + si nh2(r )(dθ2 + si n2θdφ2).

Assume that we have a spacetime covering projection π : V → M with associated group G and
such that (V ,G) is finitely chronological. Then, V /G ≡ M.

The previous result can be used, for instance, to calculate the c-completion of the BTZ
blackhole models [8] and the Hawking-Page reference model [62], which are obtained as suit-
able quotients of the 3-dimensional Anti-de Sitter model [7, 103, 104].

Remark 1.56. We would like to note that Thm. 1.54 is generalizable to other, more general,
models of spacetimes. For instance, a similar result follows for Lorentz manifolds (R×Σ,g)
with

g=−d t 2 +p
α◦ t π∗

Σ(ω)⊗d t +p
α◦ t d t ⊗π∗

Σ(ω)+ (α◦ t )π∗
Σ(hΣ) (1.14)

whereω is a one-form of Σ. Observe that such metrics are generalizations of Robertson-Walker
models to the standard stationary settings. In fact, the theory developed in [37] for the station-
ary case is enough to study their c-completion (see [36, Section 3]).

The c-completion of the standard stationary case presents remarkable differences with re-
spect to the Static one, mainly because its causality is no longer determined by a (regular) dis-
tance but by a (non-symmetric) generalized distance. That lack of symmetry is reflected on
different structures for the future and past c-completions. For instance, future and past com-
pletions depends on different Cauchy completions (named by forward and backward Cauchy
completions and denoted by Σ±

C resp., see [37, Section 6]). However, an under some mild hy-
potheses (the local compactness of Σ±

C and the well behaviour of the extended distance to such
spaces, see [37, Thm. 1.2]), we can obtain analogous versions of Prop. 1.53 and Thm. 1.54 for
the model (1.14).
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CHAPTER 2

Causality and c-completion of multiwarped spacetimes

In this chapter a systematic study of the causal structure, the global causality properties and
the causal completion of multiwarped spacetimes is developed. In section 2.1, we study the
characterizations of the chronological and causal relations in these spacetimes, and, its posi-
tion in the causal hierarchy. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, we study the future causal completion of
these spacetimes, focusing first in the Generalized Robertson Walker spacetime in order to get
some intuition of the structure of the future causal completion in the warped case, and, then we
proceed to the study of future c-completion for doubly warped spacetimes (analogously for the
past completion, see 2.4). In section 2.5, the total causal completion of doubly warped space-
times is studied. Finally, in section 2.7 we compute the c-completion of some physical relevant
spacetimes, such as, Kasner models, the intermediate part of Reissner Nodström spacetime,
the interior part of Schwarzschild spacetime and warped products of De Sitter spacetime with
(not necessarily compact) Riemannian manifolds.

2.1 The causal structure of doubly warped spacetimes

A multiwarped spacetime (V ,g) can be written as V = (a,b)×M1 × ·· ·×Mn , −∞ ≤ a < b ≤∞,
and

g=−d t 2 +α1h1 +·· ·+αnhn , (2.1)

where αi : (a,b) →R are positive smooth functions and (Mi ,hi ) are Riemannian manifolds, for
all i = 1, . . . ,n.

In order to simplify the notation, we will work with doubly warped spacetimes, i.e. , a mul-
tiwarped spacetime (V ,g) as in (2.1) with two fibers (n = 2), that is,

V := (a,b)×M1 ×M2 and g=−d t 2 +α1h1 +α2h2. (2.2)

It is worth to mention that all the results that we will obtain for doubly warped spacetimes
are also true in the general case, see Section 2.6.

Now, let us start with the main purpose in this section: the characterization of the chrono-
logical and causal relations in doubly warped spacetimes.

61
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Take (t e , xe ) ∈V and xo ∈ M := M1×M2
1. Denote by C (xo , xe ) the set of smooth curves in M

connecting xo with xe . Given c = (c1,c2) ∈C (xo , xe ), consider the unique future-directed light-
like curve ρ : [so , se ] →V withρ(s) = (τc,t e (s),c(s)) and τc,t e (se ) = t e . From the metric expression
in (2.2), the component τc,t e (s) is determined by the Cauchy problem

−τ̇2
c,t e +α1(τc,t e )h1(ċ1, ċ1)+α2(τc,t e )h2(ċ2, ċ2) = 0, τc,t e (se ) = t e .

Consider the functional

Jxo ,(t e ,xe ) : C (xo , xe ) → [a,b), c 7→
{
τc,t e (so) if τc,t e defined on [so , se ]
a otherwise.

By using the transitivity of the chronological and causal relation [83, Corollary 14.01], it follows
that (t o , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ) if, and only if, there exists c ∈ C (xo , xe ) such that to < Jxo ,(t e ,xe )(c). This
property suggests the following definition for the departure time function:

T : M × ((a,b)×M) → [a,b), T (xo , (t e , xe )) := SupC (xo ,xe )Jxo ,(t e ,xe )

(compare with [85, Section 2.9] and [41, Section 4]). By construction, this function character-
izes the chronological relation in (V ,g), as follows:

(t o , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ) ⇐⇒ t o < T (xo , (t e , xe )). (2.3)

In particular, the chronological past of a given point (t e , xe ) is given by

I−
(
(t e , xe )

)
:= {(t , x) ∈ (a,b)×M : t < T (x, (t e , xe ))}.

Given a future-directed timelike curve γ(t ) = (t ,c(t )), t ∈ [ω,Ω), and a point x ∈ M , the tran-
sitivity of the chronological relaction ¿ ensures that the function T (x,γ(t )) is increasing on t .
Hence, the chronological past of γ can be written as

I−(γ) = {(s, x) ∈ (a,b)×M : s < bc (x) := l i mt→bT (x,γ(t ))}.

Next, let us characterize the departure time function, and so, the chronological relations
(recall (2.3)), in terms of some integral conditions involving the warping functions αi and the
Riemannian distances di associated to the fibers (Mi , gi ), i = 1,2. To this aim, let us consider a
future-directed causal curve γ : I → V , γ(s) = (t (s),c1(s),c2(s)). From the metric expression in
(2.2):

d t

d s
(s) =

√
−D + µ1

α1 ◦ t
+ µ2

α2 ◦ t
(s),

where D := g (dγ/d s,dγ/d s) ≤ 0 and µi := (αi ◦ t )2hi (dci /d s,dci /d s), i = 1,2. From the Inverse
Function Theorem, previous formula translates into

d s

d t
(t ) =

(
−(D ◦ s)+ µ1 ◦ s

α1
+ µ2 ◦ s

α2

)−1/2

.

Therefore, if we denote t o = t (so), t e = t (se ), we deduce

length
(
ci |[so ,se ]

)= ∫ se

so

√
hi (ċi , ċi )d s = ∫ t e

t o

√
hi (ċi , ċi ) d s

d t d t

= ∫ t e

t o

p
µi ◦s
αi (t )

(
−(D ◦ s)+ µ1◦s

α1(t ) +
µ2◦s
α2(t )

)−1/2
d t for i = 1,2.

(2.4)

In the particular case of being γ a lightlike geodesic we have: (i) D = 0 (lightlike character of
γ), (ii) µi ◦ s are constants and (iii) ci are (pre-)geodesics on the corresponding Riemannian
manifold (Mi , gi ) (geodesic character of γ). So, from (2.4), one deduces (see [40, Thm. 2] for
details):

1Along the chapter, superscripts “o” and “e” concern to “origin” and “end”, respectively.
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Proposition 2.1. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2) with (weakly) convex fibers
(i.e., satisfying that any pair of points can be joined by some minimizing geodesic). Consider
two distinct points (t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ), (t e , xe

1 , xe
2) ∈ V with t o < t e . Then, the following statements are

equivalent:

(a) There exists a lightlike geodesic joining (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) and (t e , xe
1 , xe

2).

(b) There exist µ1,µ2≥0 with µ1 +µ2 = 12 such that

∫ t e

t o

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2;

We are now in conditions to establish the characterization of the chronological relation.

Proposition 2.2. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2), and (t o , xo), (t e , xe ) ∈ V
with xo 6= xe . The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) (t o , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ); or, equivalently, t o < T (xo , (t e , xe )) (recall (2.3));

(ii) T (xo , (t e , xe )) is the unique real value T ∈ (a,b) with t o < T < t e such that, for some
(unique) positive constants µ1,µ2≥0, with µ1 +µ2 = 1, it satisfies

∫ t e

T

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2; (2.5)

(iii) there exist strictly positive constants µ′
1,µ′

2 > 0, with µ′
1 +µ′

2 = 1, such that

∫ t e

t o

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2. (2.6)

Proof. The implication (i i ) ⇒ (i i i ) is trivial unless some µi is equal to 0. So, assume for in-
stance that µ1 = 0 (and so, µ2 = 1). Then, (2.5) becomes

0 = d1(xo
1 , xe

1)

∫ t e

T

1p
α2(s)

d s = d2(xo
2 , xe

2).

By continuity, we can modify slightly µ1, µ2, to obtain strictly positive µ′
1,µ′

2, with µ′
1 +µ′

2 = 1,
such that 

∫ t e

t o

√
µ′

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > 0 = d1(xo
1 , xe

1)

∫ t e

t o

√
µ′

2

α2(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > d2(xo
2 , xe

2),

as desired.

2Note that only the relative weight between the “velocities” of the spatial pregeodesics is relevant to find the right
initial direction to connect geodesically the given points, so, this condition ‘fixes the extra gauge”.
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For the implication (i i i ) ⇒ (i ), denote

Lεi :=
∫ t e

t o+ε

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s, for ε> 0.

Take ε> 0 small enough so that t o+ε< t e and the inequalities in (2.6) still hold for t o+ε instead
of t o . Since Lεi > di (xo

i , xe
i ), there exist curves yi : [so , se ] → Mi , with yi (so) = xo

i and yi (se ) = xe
i ,

such that l eng th(yi ) = Lεi , i = 1,2. Consider the lightlike curve ρ(s) = (τ(s), y1(s), y2(s)), with y i
reparametrizations of yi , constructed by requiring τ̇=

√∑2
i=1

µ′
i

αi ◦τ
τ(se ) = t e

,

{
hi (ẏ i , ẏ i ) = µ′

i

(αi ◦τ)2

y i (se ) = xe
i

for i = 1,2.

If τ remains above t o +ε then there exists t 1 > t o such that ρ connects (t 1, xo) to (t e , xe ) and so
(t o , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ). Otherwise, by applying (2.4) to the lightlike curve ρ (in particular, D = 0), we
deduce

length(y i |[τ−1(t o+ε),se ]) =
∫ t e

t o+ε

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = Lεi = length(yi ).

Therefore, ρ(s) is a lightlike curve joining (t o + ε, xo) with (t e , xe ), and so, these points are
causally related. Since (t o , xo) ¿ (t o +ε, xo), necessarily (t o , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ).

Finally, for the implication (i ) ⇒ (i i ), let us show first that if T satisfies (2.5) then T ≤
T (xo , (t e , xe )). So, assume that (2.5) holds. Take any sequence εm ↘ 0 and define

Li ,m :=
∫ t e

T−εm

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s i=1,2.

We have that Li ,m > di (xo
i , xe

i ) for all i . The implication (iii)⇒(i), which has been proved before,
ensures that (T − εm , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ) for all m. Therefore, from the definition of T (xo , (t e , xe )),
T −εm < T (xo , (t e , xe )) for all m, and then, T ≤ T (xo , (t e , xe )).

Next, it is sufficient to prove that some value T verifying (2.5) always exists, and necessarily
T ≥ T (xo , (t e , xe )). Let t ′ < T (xo , (t e , xe )), and thus, (t ′, xo) ¿ (t e , xe ). Let γ : [t ′, t e ] → V , γ(t ) =
(t ,c1(t ),c2(t )), be a timelike curve such that γ(t ′) = (t ′, xo) and γ(t e ) = (t e , xe ). Consider real
curves c i , i = 1,2, such that

0 ≤ ċ i (t ) ≤
√

hi (ċi (t ), ċi (t ))
c i (t ′) = 0
c i (t e ) = di (xo

i , xe
i )

for i = 1,2.

Then, γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )) becomes a future directed timelike curve in the globally hyperbolic
doubly warped spacetime with convex fibers V ′ = ((a,b)×R2,−d t 2+α1d x2

1+α2d x2
2) (recall [11,

Thm. 3.68]) joining γ(t ′) = (t ′,0,0) with γ(t e ) = (t e ,d1(xo
1 , xe

1),d2(xo
2 , xe

2)), i.e.,

γ(t ′) = (t ′,0,0) ¿ (t e ,d1(xo
1 , xe

1),d2(xo
2 , xe

2)) = γ(t e ).

Consider T > t ′ such that (T,0,0) ≤ γ(t e ) but (T,0,0) 6¿ γ(t e ). From Avez and Seifert’s result,
there exists some lightlike geodesic in V ′ joining both points. Now, from Prop. 2.1 applied to
this lightlike geodesic, there exist unique positive constants µ1,µ2 ≥0, with µ1 +µ2 = 1, such
that ∫ t e

T

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = |di (xo
i , xe

i )−0| = di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2.
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Finally, since t ′ < T for all t ′ < T (xo , (t e , xe )), necessarily T (xo , (t e , xe )) ≤ T , which concludes
the proof.

Let us consider now the characterization of the causal relation (see [40, Thm. 2(2)]).

Definition 2.3. A Riemannian manifold (N ,h) is L-convex if any pair of points p, q ∈ N with
dh(p, q) < L can be joined by a minimizing geodesic.

Proposition 2.4. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2) whose fibers (Mi , gi ) are
Li -convex for i = 1,2. Consider two points (t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ), (t e , xe

1 , xe
2) ∈ V , with t o ≤ t e , satisfying

d(xo
i , xe

i ) < Li , i = 1,2. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) the points are causally related, (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ≤ (t e , xe
1 , xe

2);

(ii) there exists a causal geodesic joining (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) with (t e , xe
1 , xe

2);

(iii) there exist constants µ′
1,µ′

2 ≥ 0, µ′
1 +µ′

2 = 1, such that

∫ t e

t o

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2. (2.7)

Moreover, if the equalities hold in (2.7), then there is a lightlike and no timelike geodesic joining
the points.

2.1.1 Position into the causal ladder

In order to have an idea of the goodness of the causality of doubly warped spacetimes, next we
are going to determine their position into the causal ladder. As we will see, this depends on the
warping functions integrals and the convexity character of their Riemannian fibers. It is direct
from the very basic structure of doubly warped spacetimes (2.2) that t : V → (a,b) is a global
time function (see [11, Lemma 3.55]). Therefore, any doubly warped spacetime is stably causal,
see Def. 9 (vi). The approach developed in previous section will allow to show that any doubly
warped spacetime is causally continuous as well. In fact:

Theorem 2.5. Any doubly warped spacetime (V ,g) as in (2.2) is causally continuous.

Proof. Since (V ,g) is stably causal, then it is also distinguishing. So, it suffices to show that
(V ,g) is reflecting. Let (t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ), (t e , xe

1 , xe
2) ∈ V be such that I+((t e , xe

1 , xe
2)) ⊂ I+((t o , xo

1 , xo
2 )),

and let us prove that I−((t o , xo
1 , xo

2 )) ⊂ I−((t e , xe
1 , xe

2)) (the converse is analogous). Consider the
sequence {(t e +1/n, xe

1 , xe
2)}n ⊂ I+((t e , xe

1 , xe
2)) and note that, by the hypothesis, this sequence

also belongs to I+((t o , xo
1 , xo

2 )). Therefore, from Prop. 2.2, there exist constants µn
1 ,µn

2 > 0, with
µn

1 +µn
2 = 1, satisfying the following inequalities:

∫ t e+1/n

t o

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2. (2.8)

Up to a subsequence, we can assume that {µn
i }n converges to µi , for all i , with 0 ≤µ1,µ2 ≤ 1 and

µ1 +µ2 = 1. Moreover,{√
µn

i αi (s)−1

(
2∑

k=1
µn

kαk (s)−1

)−1/2}
n

−→p
µiαi (s)−1

(
2∑

k=1
µkαk (s)−1

)−1/2

(2.9)
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uniformly on [t o , t e +δ] with t e +δ< b. Therefore, from (2.8) and (2.9), we deduce

∫ t e

t o

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xo
i , xe

i ), for i = 1,2.

If we consider (t o −1/n, xo
1 , xo

2 ), and modify slightly (µ1,µ2), by continuity we obtain new coef-
ficients (µ′

1,µ′
2), with µ′

1,µ′
2 > 0 and µ′

1 +µ′
2 = 1, such that

∫ t e

t o−1/n

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i , xe

i ) for i = 1,2.

Again from Prop. 2.2, we have (t o − 1/n, xo
1 , xo

2 ) ¿ (t e , xe
1 , xe

2) for all n. So, taking into ac-
count that I−((t o , xo

1 , xo
2 )) =∪n∈NI−((t o−1/n, xo

1 , xo
2 )), we deduce the inclusion I−((t o , xo

1 , xo
2 )) ⊂

I−((t e , xe
1 , xe

2)), as required.

Theorem 2.6. A doubly warped spacetime (V ,g) as in (2.2) is causally simple if and only if
(Mi ,hi ) is Li -convex for Li =

∫ b
a

1p
αi (s)

d s, i = 1,2.

Proof. For the implication to the right, assume that (V ,g) is causally simple. We will prove
that (M1,h1) is L1-convex (the proof for the second fiber is analogous). Let xo

1 , xe
1 ∈ M1 with

0 < d1(xo
1 , xe

1) < L1. Since
∫ b

a
1p
α1(s)

d s = L1 > d1(xo
1 , xe

1), there exists a < d1 < d2 < b such that

∫ d2

d1

1p
α1(s)

d s > d1(xo
1 , xe

1). (2.10)

Fix x2 ∈ M2 and consider the points (d1, xo
1 , x2) and (d2, xe

1 , x2). Inequality (2.10) and Prop. 2.2
imply that (d2, xe

1 , x2) ∈ I+((d1, xo
1 , x2)). Since (d1, xe

1 , x2) 6∈ I+((d1, xo
1 , x2)), there exists t e ∈R such

that (t e , xe
1 , x2) ∈ ∂I+((d1, xo

1 , x2)), i.e.,

(t e , xe
1 , x2) ∈ I+((d1, xo

1 , x2)) \ I+((d1, xo
1 , x2))

= J+((d1, xo
1 , x2)) \ I+((d1, xo

1 , x2)),

where, in the equality, we have used that (V ,g) is causally simple. Therefore, there exists a null
geodesic γ(s) = (t (s),c1(s),c2(s)) connecting (d1, xo

1 , x2) with (t e , xe
1 , x2). From Prop. 2.4 there

exist constants µ′
1,µ′

2 ≥ 0 such that the following inequalities hold:

0 < d1(xo
1 , xe

1) ≤
∫ t e

d1

√
µ′

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = length1(c1),

0 = d2(x2, x2) ≤
∫ t e

d1

√
µ′

2

α2(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = length2(c2).

So, taking into account that

(t e , xe
1 , x2) 6∈ I+((d1, xo

1 , x2)),

the second inequality in the first line must be an equality (recall Prop. 2.2). In conclusion, c1(s)
is a reparametrization of a minimizing geodesic of (M1,h1), as required.

For the implication to the left, assume that (Mi ,hi ) is Li -convex for Li =
∫ b

a
1p
αi (s)

d s, i = 1,2.

In order to prove that (V ,g) is causally simple, take (t e , xe
1 , xe

2) ∈ J+((t o , xo
1 , xo

2 )) = I+((t o , xo
1 , xo

2 )).
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x0 x1T1

T2

Tn

H0 H1

Figure 2.1: Both hemispheres H0 and H1 are connected by a sequence of immersed tubes
{Tn}n , where a length-minimizing curve connecting the north pole x0 of H0 to the north pole
x1 of H1 through Tn has bigger length than a length-minimizing curve connecting the same
points through Tn+1. This picture is based on [10, Figure 1].

Then, I+((t e , xe
1 , xe

2)) ⊂ I+((t o , xo
1 , xo

2 )), and thus, (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ¿ (t e + 1/n, xe
1 , xe

2) for all n ∈ N.
From Prop. 2.2, there exist constants 0 <µn

1 ,µn
2 < 1, with µn

1 +µn
2 = 1 for all n, such that

∫ t e+1/n

t o

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i , xe

i ), i = 1,2.

Since {µn
i }n converges (up to subsequence) to some µi ∈ [0,1] for i = 1,2, with µ1 +µ2 = 1, we

have: √
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

−→
p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

uniformly on [t o , t e +δ].

Recalling now that all previous functions are bounded by the (Lebesgue) integrable function
g : [t o , t e + δ] → R, g (t ) = αi (t )−1/2, with t e + δ < b, the Dominated Convergence Theorem
ensures that:

∫ t e

t o

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = lim
n→∞

∫ t e+1/n

t o

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xo
i , xe

i ).

In particular,

di (xo
i , xe

i ) <
∫ b

a

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≤
∫ b

a

1p
αi (s)

d s = Li , i = 1,2.

So, taking into account that (Mi ,hi ) are Li -convex for i = 1,2 we have that Prop. 2.4 implies
(t e , xe

1 , xe
2) ∈ J+((t o , xo

1 , xo
2 )), as required.

The following example shows the tight character of Thm. 2.6, in the sense that there may
exist causally simple warped spacetimes with non-convex fiber (the extension to the case of
two fibers is straightforward). In fact:

Example 2.7. In [10, Section 2.1] the authors construct a Riemannian manifold (M ,h) contain-
ing two points x0, x1 ∈ M such that any geodesic γ⊂ M connecting them satisfies leng th(γ) >
dh(x0, x1). The example basically consists of two open hemispheres H0, H1 in R3 connected
by a sequence of immersed tubes (Tn)n of decreasing lengths, and such that any curve joining
the corresponding north poles x0 and x1 through Tn is longer than a minimizing curve joining
them through Tn+1 (see Figure 2.1). It is assumed also that the lengths of these tubes converge
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to a number which is strictly positive. In particular, x0 and x1 cannot be joined by a minimizing
geodesic, and thus, (M ,h) is not convex. However, there exists some δ > 0 such that (M ,h) is
L-convex for any L ≤ δ. Consider now the warped spacetime V =R×α M with α :R→ (0,∞)
satisfying

∫ +∞
−∞ 1/

p
α(s)d s = L ≤ δ. From Thm. 2.6, V is causally simple.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, we include the following simple consequence of [11,
Thm. 3.68], whose implication to the left is reproved here by using the techniques developed
in this chapter:

Theorem 2.8. A doubly warped spacetime (V ,g) as in (2.2) is globally hyperbolic if and only if
(Mi ,hi ), i = 1,2, are complete Riemannian manifolds.

Proof. Assume that (Mi ,hi ), i = 1,2, are complete. Since (V ,g) is causally continuous, and
thus, causal, it suffices to prove that any causal diamond is sequentially compact (and thus,
compact). Let (t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ), (t e , xe

1 , xe
2) ∈ V and {(t n , xn

1 , xn
2 )}n be a sequence in J+((t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ))∩

J−((t e , xe
1 , xe

2)). Since the fibers are complete, they are convex, and so, we can apply Prop. 2.4.
Hence, there exist constants 0 ≤ µn

1 ,µn
2 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ µn

1 ,µn
2 ≤ 1 with µn

1 +µn
2 = 1 = µn

1 +µn
2 for all n,

such that ∫ t n

t o

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xo
i , xn

i )

∫ t e

t n

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xn
i , xe

i ),

i = 1,2.

In particular, the following inequalities hold for all n and i = 1,2:

t o ≤ t n ≤ t e and
∫ t e

t o

1p
αi (s)

d s ≥

∫ t e

t o

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥

di (xo
i , xn

i ).

That is, t n ∈ [t o , t e ] and xn
i ∈ B ri (xo

i ), ri := ∫ t e

t o α−1/2
i d s, i = 1,2, for large n. But, [t o , t e ] and

B ri (xo
i ), i = 1,2, are compact sets (recall that (Mi ,hi ), i = 1,2, are complete). So, up to a subse-

quence, {(t n , xn
1 , xn

2 )}n converges to some point (t∗, x1, x2) ∈ V , which necessarily lies into the
(closed) causal diamond J+((t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ))∩ J−((t e , xe

1 , xe
2)). In conclusion, the causal diamond is

sequentially compact, and so, (V ,g) is globally hyperbolic.

2.2 Case of interest: Generalized Robertson-Walker model

Before we study the future causal completion of doubly warped spacetimes, let us restrict our
attention to the future c-completion of Robertson-Walker models. In order to obtain it, we will
reproduce the study developed in [36, Section 3] adapted to this particular setting.

Let (V ,g) be a Generalized Robertson-Walker model, that is, V = (a,b)×M and

g=−d t 2 +αh,

where α : (a,b) → (0,∞) is a positive smooth function and (M ,h) is a Riemannian manifold.
This spacetime will be denoted by (a,b)×α M for short. Assume that the warping function α

satisfies the following integral condition:∫ b

d

1p
α(s)

d s =∞, a < d< b. (2.11)
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Remark 2.9. The only difference between the spacetime model studied in [36] and the one
considered here is that the temporal componentR and the integral conditions∫ ∞

0

1p
α(s)

d s =
∫ 0

−∞
1p
α(s)

d s =∞

have been replaced by a general interval (a,b) and just the integral condition (2.11). Never-
theless, the results established in this section are easily deducible by simple adaptations of the
corresponding proofs in [36]. We leave the details to the reader interested on the subject.

The chronological relation can be characterized in terms of the warping function α and the
distance d associated to (M ,h) as follows:

(t o , xo) ¿ (t e , xe ) ⇐⇒ d(xo , xe ) <
∫ t e

t o

1p
α(s)

d s

⇐⇒
∫ t o

d

1p
α(s)

d s <
∫ t e

d

1p
α(s)

d s −d(xo , xe ).

(2.12)

Take a future-directed timelike curve γ : [ω,Ω) → V , which can be expressed without loss of
generality as γ(t ) = (t ,c(t )). The function

t 7→
∫ t

d

1p
α(s)

d s −d(·,c(t )) (2.13)

is increasing with t (see [36, Prop. 3.1] for details). In particular, from (2.12),

P = I−(γ)

=
{

(t o , xo) ∈V :
∫ t o

d

1p
α(s)

d s < lim
t→Ω

(∫ t

d

1p
α(s)

d s −d(xo ,c(t ))

)}
.

(2.14)

Therefore, P = P (bc ), where bc (·) := limt→Ω

(∫ t

d

1p
α(s)

d s −d(·,c(t ))

)
is the Busemann function

associated to the curve c and

P ( f ) := {(t o , xo) ∈V :
∫ t o

d

1p
α(s)

d s < f (xo)}. (2.15)

Summarizing, the future c-completion V̂ , i.e. the set of all IPs, can be identified with the
set of all Busemann functions on M . So, if we denote by B(M) the set of all finite Busemann
functions, it follows that

V̂ ≡ B(M)∪ {∞},

where ∞ represents the constantly infinite Busemann function, which is associated to the TIP
P (∞) =V = i+.

Next, let us write V̂ = (
V̂ \ ∂̂bV

)∪ ∂̂bV , where ∂̂bV denotes the TIPs obtained from inex-
tensible future-directed timelike curves with divergent timelike component (Ω= b). The finite
Busemann functions associated to these curves are called proper, and the set of all of them is
denoted by B(M). So,

∂̂bV ≡B(M)∪ {∞}.

In order to rewrite this set in a more appealing way, consider the quotient space (note that
(2.11) guarantees that we have anR-action on B(M))

∂BM :=B(M)/R
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where two Busemann functions are R-related if they differ only by a constant. Then, we can
write

∂̂bV ≡ (R×∂BM)∪ {∞},

and so, we can see the future c-boundary as a cone with base ∂BM and apex {∞}. This picture
is reinforced by the fact that the generatrix lines of the cone are shown to be horismotic, that
is, each couple of points on the same generatrix line are horismotically related (see [36, Section
3]).

The remaining set
(
V̂ \ ∂̂bV

)
is formed by IPs obtained as the past of future-directed timelike

curves γ : [ω,Ω) → V , γ(t ) = (t ,c(t )), with Ω< b. It can be proved that, in this case, c(t ) → x∗ ∈
MC , where MC denotes the Cauchy completion of (M ,h), and so,

bc (·) = d(Ω,x∗)(·) :=
∫ Ω

d

1p
α(s)

d s −d(·, x∗) (2.16)

(see [36, (3.7)]). In conclusion, we have the following identification

V̂ \ ∂̂bV ≡ (a,b)×MC , (2.17)

which implies,

V̂ =
(
V̂ \ ∂̂bV

)
∪ ∂̂bV ≡ (

(a,b)×MC )∪ (R×∂BM)∪ {∞}.

and
∂̂V = ((a,b)×∂C M)∪ (R×∂BM)∪ {∞}.

Note that, given P = P (bc ) and Pn = P (bcn ),

P ⊂ LI({Pn}n) ⇐⇒ bc ≤ liminfn({bcn }n)(
resp. P ⊂ LS({Pn}n) ⇐⇒ bc ≤ limsupn({bcn }n)

)
.

(2.18)

This property joined to the identification between V̂ and B(M) described above, suggests to
translate the future chronological topology on V̂ into a (sequential) topology on B(M), which
is also called future chronological topology (see [36, Section 3.3]). The limit operator for this
topology, also denoted by L̂, is defined as follows:

f ∈ L̂({ fn}n) ⇐⇒
{

(a) f ≤ liminfn fn and
(b) ∀g ∈ B(M) with f ≤ g ≤ limsupn fn , it is g = f .

(2.19)

The following result establishes the relation between this topology and the pointwise topol-
ogy on B(M) (see [36, Prop. 3.2] and [37, Prop. 5.29]):

Proposition 2.10. Consider { fn}n ⊂ B(M) a sequence which converges pointwise to a function
f ∈ B(M). Then, f is the unique future chronological limit of { fn}n . In particular, if { fn}n =
{d(Ωn ,xn )}n with Ωn → Ω and xn → x(∈ MC ), then f = d(Ω,x) ∈ L̂({ fn}n) is the unique future
chronological limit of { fn}n .

Moreover, if MC is locally compact, then the following converse follows: if f = d(Ω,x) ∈ L̂({ fn}n),
then for n big enough { fn}n = {d(Ωn ,xn )}n for some Ωn ∈R and xn ∈ MC satisfying that Ωn →Ω

and xn → x(∈ MC ).

Finally, note that the study of the past c-completion is very similar, just with some minor
changes. First, the following integral condition is imposed:∫ d

a

1p
α(s)

d s =∞.
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Given a past-directed timelike curve γ : [ω,−Ω) → V , γ(t ) = (−t ,c(t )), then I+(γ) = F (−b−
c )

where

F ( f ) := {(t o , xo) ∈V :
∫ t o

d

1p
α(s)

d s > f (xo)}.

Moreover, the backward Busemann functions are written now as

b−
c (·) := lim

t→−Ω

(∫ d

−t

1p
α(s)

d s −d(·,c(t ))

)
.

The space of finite backward Busemann functions coincide with B(M), so there is a natural
bijection between the future and past c-completions. Moreover, when −Ω < −a, then c(t ) →
x∗ ∈ MC and the backward Busemann function becomes (compare with (2.16))

b−
c (·) = d−

(Ω,x∗)(·) =
∫ d

Ω

1p
α(s)

d s −d(·, x∗). (2.20)

In conclusion, one deduces
V̌ \ ∂̌aV ≡ (a,b)×MC ,

and then,
V̌ ≡ B(M)∪ {−∞}

≡ (
(a,b)×MC

)∪ (B(M)∪ {−∞})
≡ (

(a,b)×MC
)∪ (R×∂B(M))∪ {−∞}.

2.3 The future c-completion of doubly warped spacetimes

In this section we are going to study the point set and topological structure of the future c-
completion of doubly warped spacetimes, and we will improve the following result given in
[56, Prop. 3.5]:

Proposition 2.11. (Harris, 2004) Let (V ,g) be a multiwarped spacetime as above, and assume
that (for some c ∈ (a,b)) the first k warping functions, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, obey

∫ b
c (αi (s))−1/2d s <∞, and

the rest, k +1 ≤ i ≤ n, obey
∫ b

c (αi (s))−1/2d s =∞. Then the following hold:

(a) If some Riemannian factor Mi is incomplete, the future causal boundary ∂̂V has timelike-
related elements.

(b) If Mi is not compact for some i ≥ k + 1, the future causal boundary ∂̂V has null-related
elements.

(c) If neither of those occur, then V has only spacelike future boundaries.

In the last case, ∂̂V is homeomorphic to M 0 = M1 × ·· · × Mk . Furthermore, the future causal
completion V̂ is homeomorphic to

(
(a,b]×M 0 ×M ′)/ ∼, where M ′ = Mk+1 × ·· · ×Mn and ∼ is

the equivalence relation defined by (b, x0, x ′) ∼ (b, x0, y ′) for any x0 ∈ M 0 and x ′, y ′ ∈ M ′; ∂̂V
appears there as {b}×M 0 × {∗}.

So, let us begin by studying the chronological past of future directed timelike curves. Let
γ : [ω,Ω) →V , Ω≤ b be a future-directed timelike curve in V . We can reparametrize this curve
by using the standard parameter t for the temporal component, γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )). So, from
(2.4),

length(ci |[ω,Ω)) ≤
∫ Ω

ω

d sp
αi (s)

. (2.21)
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Next, assume that Ω < b. Then, the integral in (2.21) is finite. Hence, length(ci ) < ∞, and
so, ci (t ) → x∗

i as t → Ω for some x∗
i ∈ MC

i , where MC
i denotes the Cauchy completion of the

Riemannian manifold (Mi ,hi ), i = 1,2. If, in addition, x∗
i ∈ Mi for i = 1,2, the past of γ is

clearly determined by the triple (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ). The following result shows that this is also true if x∗
i

belongs to the Cauchy boundary ∂C Mi for some i = 1,2.

Proposition 2.12. Let γ : [ω,Ω) → V , Ω < b, be a future-directed timelike curve with γ(t ) =
(t ,c1(t ),c2(t )). Then, γ(t ) → (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2 as t →Ω for some (x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) ∈ MC

1 ×MC
2 .

Moreover, (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ I−(γ) if, and only if, there exist constants µ1,µ2 > 0 with µ1 +µ2 = 1 and
such that ∫ Ω

t o

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i , x∗

i ) for i = 1,2. (2.22)

Proof. As argued above, the first assertion is a direct consequence of (2.21). So, we only need
to focus on the last assertion.

For the implication to the right, assume that (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ I−(γ). Since the chronological
past I−(γ) is an open set, we can take ε> 0 small enough so that (t o+ε, xo

1 , xo
2 ) ∈ I−(γ). Consider

an increasing sequence {tn} ⊂ [ω,Ω) with tn ↗Ω and (t o + ε, xo
1 , xo

2 ) ¿ γ(tn) for all n. For each
n, Thm. 2.2 ensures the existence of constants µn

1 ,µn
2 > 0, with µn

1 +µn
2 = 1, such that:

∫ tn

t o+ε

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i ,ci (tn)) for i = 1,2. (2.23)

Observe that {ci (tn)}n → x∗
i ∈ MC

i for i = 1,2, and so, from the continuity of the distance func-
tion di (xo

i , ·) on MC
i , necessarily {di (xo

i ,ci (tn))}n → di (xo
i , x∗

i ). Even more, since {µn
i }n ⊂ [0,1],

we can assume that {µn
i }n converges (up to a subsequence) to, say, µ∗

i , i = 1,2, with µ∗
1 +µ∗

2 = 1.
Hence, 

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2


n

→
√
µ∗

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ∗
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

pointwise on [t o ,Ω].

Arguing as in the proof of Thm. 2.6, we observe that these functions are bounded by the in-
tegrable function g : [t o ,Ω] → R, g (t ) = αi (t )−1/2, so the Dominated Convergence Theorem
ensures that 

∫ tn

t o+ε

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s


n

→
∫ Ω

t o+ε

√
µ∗

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ∗
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s.

In conclusion, by taking limits in (2.23), we arrive to

∫ Ω

t o+ε

√
µ∗

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ∗
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xo
i , x∗

i ) for i = 1,2.

In order to conclude the implication, it rests to show that, if t o +ε is replaced by t o , all previous
inequalities are strict. In principle, the only way to avoid this conclusion is by assuming that
some µ∗

i is equal to zero. If, say, µ∗
1 = 0 (and so, µ∗

2 = 1), then (i) d1(xo
1 , x∗

1 ) = 0 and (ii)∫ Ω

t o

1p
α2(s)

d s > d2(xo
2 , x∗

2 ).
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Reasoning as in the proof of Prop. 2.2, a small modification of µ∗
1 ,µ∗

2 provides new constants
µ1,µ2 > 0, with µ1 +µ2 = 1, such that

∫ Ω

t o

p
µ1

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > 0 = d1(xo
1 , x∗

1 )∫ Ω

t o

p
µ2

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
2 , x∗

2 ),

and we are done.

For the converse, assume that (2.22) holds for some (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) and some constants µ1,µ2 >
0, with µ1 +µ2 = 1, and let us prove that (t o , xo

1 , xo
2 ) ∈ I−(γ). Recalling that the inequalities in

(2.22) are strict and γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )) → (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ), there exists some t e ∈ (a,b) big enough
such that ∫ t e

t o

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i ,ci (t e )) for i = 1,2.

Hence, from Prop. 2.2, (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ¿ γ(t e ), as required.

We have just proved that the chronological past of a future-directed timelike curve γ de-
fined on a finite interval [ω,Ω), Ω< b, is determined by its future limit point (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ), in the

sense that any other future-directed timelike curve γ′ with the same future limit point has the
same chronological past. Next, we are going to prove that if γ′ is another future-directed time-
like curve converging to another triple, then it generates a different past set.

Proposition 2.13. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2). If the timelike curves
γi : [ωi ,Ωi ) → V , i = 1,2 satisfy γi (t ) → pi := (Ωi , xi

1, xi
2) ∈ (a,b)× MC

1 × MC
2 with p1 6= p2 as

t →Ωi , then I−(γ1) 6= I−(γ2).

Proof. The conclusion easily follows if, say, Ω1 < Ω2, since in this case γ2(t ) ∈ I−(γ2) \ I−(γ1)
whenever Ω1 < t <Ω2. So, we will assume that Ω1 =Ω2(=:Ω) and, say, d1(x1

1 , x2
1) > 0. Consider

γi (t ) = (t ,c i
1(t ),c i

2(t )) i = 1,2. Let t o be close enough to Ω < b so that (recall that c1
1(t ) → x1

1 as
t →Ω) ∫ Ω

t o

1p
α1(s)

d s < d1(x1
1 , x2

1)

3
and d1(c1

1(t o), x2
1) > d1(x1

1 , x2
1)

3
,

and define q = γ1(t o) ∈ I−(γ1). Then, q 6∈ I−(γ2), since, otherwise, from Prop. 2.12,

∫ Ω

t o

p
µ1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > d1(c1
1(t o), x2

1) for some µ1,µ2 > 0.

But this is not possible since, from the choice of t o ,

d1(c1
1(t o), x2

1) > d1(x1
1 , x2

1)

3
>

∫ Ω

t o

1p
α1(s)

d s >
∫ Ω

t o

√
µ′

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s

for any positive constants µ′
1,µ′

2, with µ′
1+µ′

2 = 1. In conclusion, I−(γ1) 6= I−(γ2) if p1 6= p2, and
the conclusion follows.

Remark 2.14. In the proof of previous propositions the key property is the finite value of the
integral

∫ Ω
t o αi (s)−1/2d s <∞, not the inequality Ω< b. Of course, the second condition implies

the first one, but the same argument can be reproduced if only the first condition holds.
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Props. 2.12 and 2.13 together establish a natural bijection between the space (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2
and the set V̂ \ ∂̂bV , where ∂̂bV denotes the set of TIPs determined by future-directed timelike
curves with divergent temporal component (Ω= b).

Convention. We will denote such a natural bijection (whose explicit form can be tracked easily
from the context) with the symbol ↔. Tipically, when such a bijection has been established
for a (partial) causal boundary, we will compare at what extent the bijection preserves other
properties such as the topology or chronological relations.

Summing up:

Proposition 2.15. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2). Then, there exists a bijec-
tion

V̂ \ ∂̂bV ↔ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 , (2.24)

which maps each indecomposable past set P ∈ V̂ \ ∂̂bV to the limit point (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) ∈ (a,b)×
MC

1 ×MC
2 of any future-directed timelike curve generating P.

Next, we are going to extend the point set structure obtained above to a topological level.
We will consider (a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2 attached with the product topology. The first result shows

the continuity of bijection (2.24) in the left direction:

Proposition 2.16. Let Pn ,P ∈ V̂ \ ∂̂bV with Pn ≡ (Ωn , xn
1 , xn

2 ) and P ≡ (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ), where we are
assuming that the triplets belong to (a,b) × MC

1 × MC
2 . If (Ωn , xn

1 , xn
2 ) → (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ), then P ∈

L̂({Pn}n).

Proof. First, recall the analytic characterization of the IPs P and Pn provided by Prop. 2.12: a
point (t , x1, x2) ∈ V belongs to P (resp. Pn) if, and only if, there exist positive constants µ1,µ2

(µn
1 ,µn

2 ) with µ1 +µ2 = 1 (µn
1 +µn

2 = 1) and satisfying that, for i = 1,2:

∫ Ω

t

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi , x∗
i )∫ Ωn

t

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi , xn
i )


Second, note that, from the hypotheses, the continuity of the distance map, and the Dominated
Convergence Theorem, the following two limits hold: di (xi , xn

i ) → di (xi , x∗
i ) and

∫ Ωn

t

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s →
∫ Ω

t

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s for any µ1,µ2 > 0.

These two properties directly imply both, P ⊂ LI({Pn})) and P is maximal into LS({Pn}), i.e.,
P ∈ L̂({Pn}).

In order to prove the continuity of bijection (2.24) in the right direction, we need to impose
local compactness on the Cauchy completion since, otherwise, there exist counterexamples
even in the one fibre case. For instance, on [37, Example 4.9] it is shown that in the classical
comb space, where the Cauchy completion is not locally compact, both the chronological and
the standard topology (inherited fromR2) differ.

Proposition 2.17. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2) with MC
1 and MC

2 locally
compact. If {Pn}n is a sequence of IPs converging to some IP, P ≡ (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2 ,

then Pn ≡ (Ωn , xn
1 , xn

2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 for n big enough, and (Ωn , xn
1 , xn

2 ) → (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) with
the product topology. As consequence, the bijection (2.24) becomes a homeomorphism.
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Proof. The proof follows essentially in the same fashion as [37, Prop. 5.24].
Since the Cauchy completion MC

1 ×MC
2 is locally compact, there exists a pre-compact neigh-

bourhood U of P ≡ (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ). Let {pn
m}m , {pm}m ⊂ V be future chains generating Pn and P ,

resp. We can assume without restriction that {pm} ⊂U . It suffices to show the existence of n0

and a map m :N→N such that pn
m ∈ U for all n ≥ n0 and m ≥m(n). In fact, in this case, the

temporal component of the sequence {pn
m}m will not diverge as m →∞, and so, Pn can be iden-

tified with some (Ωn , xn
1 , xn

2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 ∩U . Moreover, since the result is valid for any
pre-compact open set U , and (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) admits a countable local neighbourhood basis given

by pre-compact open sets, necessarily (Ωn , xn
1 , xn

2 ) → (Ω∗
1 , x∗

1 , x∗
2 ).

In order to prove the statement in previous paragraph, assume by contradiction that, up
to subsequences, pn

m is not contained in U for all m and n. Since P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n), for each
m ∈N there exists n0 such that pm ∈ Pn for all n ≥ n0. Consider a strictly increasing sequence
{n(m)}m such that pm ∈ Pn(m). Denote by γm the future-directed timelike curve from pm to
some point of a future chain generating Pn(m). Each γm intersects the boundary of U at a point,
say, (sm , ym

1 , ym
2 ). Since U is pre-compact, its boundary is compact and we can assume (up to a

subsequence) that (sm , ym
1 , ym

2 ) → (s∗, y∗
1 , y∗

2 ) for some (s∗, y∗
1 , y∗

2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 . Let us de-
note by P ′ the indecomposable set associated to q = (s∗, y∗

1 , y∗
2 ) which is necesssarily different

from P (as q belong to the boundary of U ); and by {qm}m a future chain generating P ′. Next,
we are going to show that P ′ breaks the maximality of P into LS({Pn}), in contradiction with
P ∈ L̂({Pn}n).

Let us show that P ′ ⊂ LS({Pn}). First recall that, for each m ∈N, the set I+(qm) is an open
set containing q : in fact, this is straightforward if q ∈ (a,b)× M1 × M2; otherwise, it suffices
to realize that the characterization of the chronological relation given in Prop. 2.2 (which is
an open property) extends to the set (a,b)× MC

1 × MC
2 (see Prop. 2.12). In particular, since

{(sk , yk
1 , yk

2 )} → q , it follows that (sk , yk
1 , yk

2 ) ∈ I+(qm) for k big enough. But, from construction,
(sk , yk

1 , yk
2 ) ∈ Pn(k), so qm ∈ Pn(k) for k big enough. Therefore, P ′ ⊂ LS({Pn(m)}m).

It rests to show that P ( P ′; that is, any point pm of the future chain generating P is con-
tained in P ′. From construction, pm = (t m , xm

1 , xm
2 ) ¿ pk ¿ (sk , yk

1 , yk
2 ) for all k > m. Let ε > 0

be small enough so that pε
m = (t m +ε, xm

1 , xm
2 ) ¿ pm+1, and thus, pε

m ¿ (sk , yk
1 , yk

2 ) for all k > m.
From Prop. 2.2, there exist positive constants µk

1 and µk
2 , with µk

1 +µk
2 = 1, such that:

∫ sk

t m+ε

√
µk

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

l=1

µk
l

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xm
i , yk

i ) for i = 1,2.

But {(sk , yk
1 , yk

2 )} → (s∗, y∗
1 , y∗

2 ). By continuity, and up to a subsequence, there exist positive
constants µ∗

1 ,µ∗
2 , with µ∗

1 +µ∗
2 = 1, such that:

∫ s∗

t m+ε

√
µ∗

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

l=1

µ∗
l

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xm
i , y∗

i ) for i = 1,2.

Now if we replace in previous expression t m + ε by t m , at least one of previous inequalities
becomes strict. Then, reasoning as in the proof of Prop. 2.2, we arrive to

∫ s∗

t m

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

l=1

µ′
l

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xm
i , y∗

i ) for i = 1,2,

for some slightly modified constants µ′
i from µ∗

i . Therefore, the point pm belongs to P ′ (recall
Prop. 2.12). Since this argument works for any point of the sequence {pm}m generating P , the
inclusion P ( P ′ follows.
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For the last assertion, observe that the previous argument gives the continuity of bijection
(2.24) to the right direction, while Prop. 2.16 ensures the continuity to the left one.

Next, we analyze the case Ω = b. In this case, the finiteness/infiniteness of the integrals
associated to the warping functions becomes crucial, so we will consider several subsections
to discuss it.

2.3.1 Finite warping integrals

First, we consider the case when the integrals associated to the warping functions are both
finite: ∫ b

d

1p
αi (s)

d s <∞, i = 1,2 for some d ∈ (a,b). (2.25)

In this case, the following result provides the point set and topological structure of the future
c-boundary:

Theorem 2.18. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2), and assume that the integral
conditions (2.25) hold. Then, there exists a bijection

V̂ ↔ (a,b]×MC
1 ×MC

2 (2.26)

which maps each IP P ∈ V̂ to the limit point (Ω, x1, x2) ∈ (a,b]×MC
1 ×MC

2 of any future-directed
timelike curve generating P. Moreover, if MC

1 , MC
2 are locally compact, this bijection becomes an

homeomorphism.

Proof. For the first assertion, we only need to prove the corresponding bijection between ∂̂bV
and {b}×MC

1 ×MC
2 (recall Prop. 2.15). But this follows from the same arguments as in the proofs

of Props. 2.12 and 2.13 (recall (2.25) and Remark 2.14).
For the second assertion, the continuity to the left of bijection (2.26) follows as in Prop. 2.16,

just taking into account that the integral condition (2.25) must be used in order to apply the
Dominated Convergence Theorem. For the continuity to the right, assume that P ∈ L̂({Pn}n),
with P = I−(γ), Pn = I−(γn), and being γ : [ω,Ω) →V , γn : [ωn ,Ωn) →V future-directed timelike
curves. Let (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) and (Ωn , xn

1 , xn
2 ) be the limit points in (a,b]×MC

1 ×MC
2 of γ and γn , resp.

We need to prove that (Ωn , xn
1 , xn

2 ) → (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ). Observe that, if Ω < b, then the result follows
from Prop. 2.17, so we will focus on the case Ω= b.

First, note thatΩn → b. In fact, otherwise, there existsΩ∗ < b and a subsequence {Ωnk } such
that Ωnk < Ω∗ for all k ∈N. But, in this case, Pnk will not contain any point γ(t ) with t > Ω∗,
and so, P 6⊂ LI ({Pn}).

Assume by contradiction that, say, {xn
1 }n does not converge to x∗

1 . Then, up to a subse-
quence, there exists ε0 > 0 such that d1(xn

1 , x∗
1 ) > ε0. Take t 0 big enough so that∫ b

t o

1p
α1(s)

d s < ε0

3
.

Take (xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ M1 ×M2 such that q = (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ I−(γ) = P with d1(xo
1 , x∗

1 ) < ε0/3. It suffices
to show that q does not belong to Pn for any n, since, in this case, we arrive to a contradiction
with P ⊂ LI (Pn). So, assume that q ∈ Pn for all n. From Prop. 2.12, there exists some µn

1 ,µn
2 > 0

such that ∫ Ωn

t o

√
µn

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > d1(xo
1 , xn

1 ).
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This is in contradiction with the fact that, for any pair of positive constants µ′
1,µ′

2 > 0 with
µ′

1 +µ′
2 = 1,

d1(xo
1 , xn

1 ) > d1(x∗
1 , xn

1 )−d1(x∗
1 , x0

1) > 2

3
ε0 >

∫ b

t o

1p
α1(s)

d s >
∫ b

t o

√
µ′

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s.

2.3.2 One infinite warping integral

Let us consider now the case when just one of the warping integrals is infinite, say:∫ b

d

1p
α1(s)

d s <∞ and
∫ b

d

1p
α2(s)

d s =∞. (2.27)

Point set structure

The first integral in condition (2.27) plus (2.21) ensures that any future-directed timelike curve
γ : [ω,b) → V , γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )), satisfies that c1(t ) → x∗

1 ∈ MC
1 . Moreover, the second inte-

gral ensures that the associated Generalized Robertson-Walker spacetime ((a,b)×M2,−d t 2 +
α2h2) corresponds with the model studied in Section 2.2. In particular, since the curve σ(t ) =
(t ,c2(t )) is also a future-directed timelike in that spacetime, we can consider the Busemann
function bc2 ∈ B(M2)∪ {∞}.

Next, our aim is to show that the chronological past of γ is determined by both, x∗
1 ∈ MC

1
and the Busemann function bc2 ∈ B(M2)∪ {∞}. Let us begin with the following result:

Proposition 2.19. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime and assume that the integral con-
ditions (2.27) are satisfied. Consider two future-directed timelike curves γi : [ω,b) → V , γi (t ) =
(t ,c i

1(t ),c i
2(t )), with c i

1(t ) → xi
1 ∈ MC

1 , i = 1,2, as t → b. If (x1
1 ,bc1

2
) 6= (x2

1 ,bc2
2
) then I−(γ1) 6= I−(γ2).

Proof. If x1
1 6= x2

1 , we can reason as in the proof of Prop. 2.13 (taking Ω = Ω′ = b and x1
1 6= x2

1 ;
Remark 2.14 and the first integral condition in (2.27)). So, it suffices to consider the case bc1

2
6=

bc2
2
.

From the timelike character of γi on V (for i = 1,2), σi (t ) = (t ,c i
2(t )) is also a future directed

timelike curve on the Generalized Robertson-Walker spacetime
(
(a,b)×M2,−d t 2 +α2h2

)
. Since

bc1
2
6= bc2

2
, necessarily I−(σ1) 6= I−(σ2). Assume, for instance, that (t 0, y2) ∈ I−(σ2) \ I−(σ1) (the

other case is analogous). Then, taking into account the characterization in (2.14), it follows that

bc1
2
(y2) ≤

∫ t o

d

1p
α2(s)

d s < bc2
2
(y2). (2.28)

From the first inequality in (2.28),

(bc1
2
(y2) =) limt→b

(∫ t
d

1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(y2,c1
2(t ))

)
≤ ∫ t o

d
1p
α2(s)

d s ⇒
⇒ limt→b

(∫ t
t o

1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(y2,c1
2(t ))

)
≤ 0.

Therefore, since the function t 7→
(∫ t

t o
1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(y2,c1
2(t ))

)
is increasing, we deduce

∫ t

t o

1p
α2(s)

d s < d2(y2,c1
2(t )) for all t . (2.29)
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Let us show the existence of xo
1 ∈ M1 such that q = (t o , xo

1 , y2) ∈ I−(γ2). From the inequality∫ t o

d

1p
α2(s)

d s < bc2
2
(y2) = lim

t→b

(∫ t

d

1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(y2,c2
2(t ))

)
,

there exists t ′ > t o big enough such that∫ t ′

t o

1p
α2(s)

d s > d2(y2,c2
2(t ′)).

From continuity, we can find positive constants µ1,µ2, with µ1 +µ2 = 1, such that

∫ t ′

t 0

p
µ2

α2(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > d2(y2,c2
2(t ′))∫ t ′

t 0

p
µ1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > 0.

So, if we take xo
1 close enough to c2

1(t ′) so that

d1(xo
1 ,c2

1(t ′)) <
∫ t ′

t o

p
µ1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s,

Prop. 2.2 ensures that (t o , xo
1 , y2) ¿ γ2(t ′), and thus, q = (t o , xo

1 , y2) ∈ I−(γ2).

On the other hand, for any pair of positive constants µ1,µ2 > 0 with µ1 +µ2 = 1, necessarily

∫ t

t o

p
µ2

α2(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s <
∫ t

t o

1p
α2(s)

d s < d2(y2,c1
2(t )) for all t > t 0,

where (2.29) has been used in the last inequality. Therefore, from Prop. 2.2, q 6¿ γ1(t ) for all
t > t o , and thus, q 6∈ I−(γ1).

Lemma 2.20. Let γ : [ω,Ω) → V , γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )) be a future-directed timelike curve with
c1(t ) → x∗

1 ∈ MC
1 . If σ = {(tn , xn

1 ,c2(tn))}n ⊂ V satisfies {tn}n → Ω and xn
1 → x∗

1 , then I−(γ) ⊂
LI ({I−(tn , xn

1 ,c2(tn))}n).

Proof. Assume by contradiction the existence of some point q = (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ I−(γ) such that
q 6¿ (tn , xn

1 ,c2(tn)) for infinitely many n. From the open character of the chronological re-
lation, we can assume that xo

1 6= x∗
1 . Moreover, for ε > 0 small enough, it follows that qε =

(t o + ε, xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ I−(γ). Then qε ¿ γ(tn) definitively on n. From Prop. 2.2, there exist positive
constants µn

1 ,µn
2 > 0, with µn

1 +µn
2 = 1, such that

∫ tn

t o+ε

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xo
i ,ci (tn)) for i = 1,2.

We can assume without restriction that {µn
i }n converges to some point µ∗

i , i = 1,2. Since qε 6∈
I−((tn , xn

1 ,c2(tn))) (recall that q 6¿ (tn , xn
1 ,c2(tn))), necessarily

(
d1(xo

1 ,c1(tn)) <)∫ tn

t o+ε

√
µn

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≤ d1(xo
1 , xn

1 ),
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the last inequality by Prop. 2.2. From the hypothesis, the first and third element in previous
expression converge to d1(xo

1 , x∗
1 ) > 0. Moreover, from (2.27), the integral in the middle is also

finite. Hence,
∫ tn

t o+ε

√
µn

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s


n

→
∫ Ω

t o+ε

√
µ∗

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ∗
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s = d1(xo
1 , x∗

1 ) <∞. (2.30)

In particular, since xo
1 6= x∗

1 , necessarily µ∗
1 6= 0, and so,

∫ Ω

t o

√
µ∗

1

α1(s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ∗
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > d1(xo
1 , x∗

1 ). (2.31)

Finally, from (2.30) and (2.31),

∫ t n

t o

√
µn

1

α1

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk

)−1/2

d s > d1(xo
1 , xn

1 ) for n big enough,

which implies that q = (t o , xo
1 , xo

2 ) ∈ I−((tn , xn
1 ,c2(tn))) for n big enough, a contradiction.

This Lemma has the following consequence:

Proposition 2.21. Let γi : [ω,b) →V , γi (t ) = (t ,c i
1(t ),c i

2(t )), i = 1,2, be a future-directed timelike
curves. If c i

1(t ) → x∗
1 ∈ MC

1 , i = 1,2, and bc1
2
= bc2

2
, then I−(γ1) = I−(γ2).

Proof. Let us prove that, say, I−(γ1) ⊂ I−(γ2). Since bc1
2
= bc2

2
, we have that the curves σi (t ) =

(t ,c i
2(t )), i = 1,2, have the same past on the Generalized Robertson-Walker spacetime ((a,b)×

M2,−d t 2+α2h2). Therefore, for any sequence {sn}n ↗ b there exists another sequence {tn}n →
b such that

(sn ,c1
2(sn)) =σ1(sn) ¿σ2(tn) = (tn ,c2

2(tn)) for all n,

and thus,
(sn ,c2

1(tn),c1
2(sn)) ¿ (tn ,c2

1(tn),c2
2(tn)) = γ2(tn) on V . (2.32)

Next, observe that the sequence ζ = {(sn ,c2
1(tn),c1

2(sn))}n , which from (2.32) is contained in
I−(γ2), together with the curveγ1, satisfies the conditions in Lemma 2.20; in fact, {c2

1(tn)}n → x∗
1

as {tn}n → b and c1
1(t ) → x∗

1 as t → b. Therefore,

I−(γ1) ⊂ LI({I−((sn ,c2
1(tn),c1

2(sn)))}n) ⊂ I−(γ2)

as desired. Analogously, we can prove that I−(γ2) ⊂ I−(γ1).

Summarizing, if we put together Props. 2.15, 2.19 and 2.21, we deduce the following point set
structure for the future c-completion of (V ,g):

Theorem 2.22. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2), and assume that the integral
conditions (2.27) hold. Then, there exists a bijection

V̂ ↔ MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞}) ≡ (

(a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2

)∪ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞})
)

. (2.33)

This bijection maps each indecomposable past set P = I−(γ) ∈ V̂ , where γ : [ω,Ω) → V , γ(t ) =
(t ,c1(t ),c2(t )), is any curve generating P, to a pair (x∗

1 ,bc2 ), where x∗
1 ∈ MC

1 is the limit point of
the curve c1. If Ω< b, then bc2 = d(Ω,x∗

2 ), where x∗
2 is the limit point of c2 (see (2.16)), and thus, P

can be also identified with the limit point (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) of γ (recall Prop. 2.15).
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Topological Structure

Next, we are going to extend previous study to a topological level, showing that the bijection
obtained above is actually a homeomorphism when the corresponding product topology on
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞}) is considered.
To this aim, we only need to prove the following equivalence: given P ≡ (x∗

1 ,bc2 ) ∈ V̂ and
{Pn}n ≡ {(xn

1 ,bcn
2

)}n ⊂ V̂ ,

P ∈ L̂({Pn}n) ⇐⇒ xn
1 → x∗

1 and bc2 ∈ L̂({bcn
2

}n). (2.34)

Under the hypothesis of MC
1 and MC

2 being locally compact, the equivalence (2.34) for the case
bc2 ≡ d(Ω,x2) is already proved in Prop. 2.17. In fact, if Pn = I−(γn) with γn : [ω,Ωn) → V , then
Ωn < b for n big enough. In particular, bcn

2
≡ d(Ωn ,xn

2 ) with xn
2 ∈ MC

2 (see (2.16)). Moreover, Prop.
2.17 implies that (Ωn , xn

1 , xn
2 ) → (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ). Hence, {d(Ωn ,xn

2 )}n converges pointwise to d(Ω,x2),

and thus, d(Ω,x2) ∈ L̂({d(Ωn ,xn
2 )}n) (see Prop. 2.10). So, to finish the proof of (2.34), we can focus

just on the case bc2 ∈B(M2).
We begin with some preliminary results. The first one becomes central for the more shaded

topological results.

Lemma 2.23. Let P,P ′ ∈ V̂ and {Pn}n ⊂ V̂ , and assume that P ≡ (x1,bc2 ),P ′ ≡ (x ′
1,bc ′

2
) and Pn ≡

(xn
1 ,bcn

2
) belong to MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞}) for all n (recall the identification in (2.33)). Then, the
following statements hold:

(i) If x1 = x ′
1, then

bc2 ≤ bc ′
2
⇐⇒ P ⊂ P ′.

(ii) If xn
1 → x1, then

P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n) ⇐⇒ bc2 ≤ li m i n f n({bcn
2

}n).

Proof. Let γ : [ω,Ω) → V , γ′ : [ω′,Ω′) → V and γn : [ωn ,Ωn) → V be future-directed timelike
curves generating P,P ′ and Pn , resp. Assume that γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )) and γ′(t ) = (t ,c ′1(t ),c ′2(t ))
satisfy that c1(t ) → x1, c ′1(t ) → x1 and bc2 , bc ′

2
are their Busemann functions.

(i) First, let us prove the implication to the left. Consider the future-directed timelike curves
σ(t ) = (t ,c2(t )) and σ′(t ) = (t ,c ′2(t )) in the Generalized Robertson-Walker spacetime(

(a,b)×M2,−d t 2 +α2h2
)

.

Since P ⊂ P ′, and the chronological relation between the corresponding points is preserved
when one fibre is removed, necessarily P (bc2 ) = I−(σ) ⊂ I−(σ′) = P (bc ′

2
), and thus, bc2 ≤ bc ′

2

(recall (2.14) and (2.15)).
For the implication to the right, assume that x1 = x ′

1 and bc2 ≤ bc ′
2
. It suffices to show the

existence of a sequence ζ = (tn , yn
1 ,c2(tn)) with {tn}n ↗ Ω, satisfying {yn

1 }n → x1 and ζ ⊂ P ′.
In fact, in this case, Lemma 2.20 ensures that P ⊂ LI(ζ) and, taking into account that ζ ⊂ P ′,
necessarily P ⊂ P ′.

To this aim, take {tn}n ↗Ω and observe that, by hypothesis, bc2 ≤ bc ′
2
. So, in the Generalized

Robertson-Walker spacetime
(
(a,b)×M2,−d t 2 +α2h2

)
, the inclusion P (bc2 ) ⊂ P (bc ′

2
) holds (re-

call equations (2.14) and (2.15)). In particular, since the future-directed timelike curves σ(t ) =
(t ,c2(t )) and σ′(t ) = (t ,c ′2(t )) satisfy I−(σ) = P (bc2 ) and I−(σ′) = P (bc ′

2
), there exists a sequence

{sn}n , with {sn}n ↗ Ω′, such that σ(tn) = (tn ,c2(tn)) ¿ (sn ,c ′2(sn)) = σ′(sn). Let us show that
ζ= {(tn ,c ′1(sn),c2(tn))} is the required sequence. From construction and the fact that
(tn ,c ′1(sn),c2(tn)) ¿ (sn ,c ′1(sn),c ′2(sn)) in V for all n, necessarily ζ⊂ P ′. Moreover, since {sn}n ↗
Ω′, necessarily c ′1(sn) → x ′

1 = x1, as desired.
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(ii) For the implication to the right, assume that P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n). Assume also that Pn is gen-
erated by a timelike curve γn(t ) = (t ,cn

1 (t ),cn
2 (t )), and observe that cn

1 (t ) → xn
1 . Let us show that

bc2 ≤ liminf({bcn
2

}n). Denote by σ(t ) = (t ,c2(t )) and σn(t ) = (t ,cn
2 (t )) future-directed timelike

curves in the Generalized Robertson Walker model(
(a,b)×M2,−d t 2 +α2h2

)
.

Since P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n), necessarily

P (bc2 ) = I−(σ) ⊂ LI ({I−(σn)}n) = LI ({P (bcn
2

)}n)

(where we are considering past sets in the associated Generalized Robertson Walker model),
and the conclusion follows from (2.18).

For the implication to the left, assume that bc2 ≤ li m i n f n({bcn
2

}n) and let us prove that
P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n). Let {tk } ↗ Ω be an arbitrary sequence. For each k, and from the timelike
character of γ, we have (tk ,c2(tk )) ¿ (t ,c2(t )) in the Generalized Robertson-Walker spacetime(
(a,b)×M2,−d t 2 +α2h2

)
for all t > tk . From (2.12) and the increasing character of (2.13),∫ tk

d

1p
α2(s)

d s < bc2 (c2(tk )) = lim
t→Ω

(∫ t

d

1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(c2(tk ),c2(t ))

)
.

Since bc2 ≤ li m i n f ({bcn
2

}n), there exists an increasing sequence {nk }k such that∫ tk

d

1p
α2(s)

d s < bcn
2

(c2(tk )) = lim
r→Ωn

(∫ r

d

1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(c2(tk ),cn
2 (r ))

)
∀ n ≥ nk . (2.35)

For each nk ≤ n < nk+1, consider rn ∈ [ωn ,Ωn) such that∫ tk

d

1p
α2(s)

d s <
∫ rn

d

1p
α2(s)

d s −d2(c2(tk ),cn
2 (rn)), d1(cn

1 (rn), xn
1 ) < 1

2n , (2.36)

(for the first inequality recall (2.35); for the second one, recall that cn
1 (t ) → xn

1 ). From the first
inequality, it follows that

(tk ,c2(tk )) ¿ (rn ,cn
2 (rn)) for nk ≤ n < nk+1 and all k.

However, since {(tk ,c2(tk ))} is a chronological chain, the previous chronological relation is true
for all n ≥ nk : in fact, if n ≥ nk , there exists k ′(≥ k) such that nk ′ ≤ n < nk ′+1. As we have noted
before (tk ′ ,c2(tk ′)) ¿ (rn ,cn

2 (rn))) but, taking into account (tk ,c2(tk )) ¿ (tk ′ ,c2(tk ′)), necessarily
(tk ,c2(tk )) ¿ (rn ,cn

2 (rn))).
Next, define the sequence σ = {(ln ,cn

1 (rn),c2(ln))}n , where ln := tk if nk ≤ n < nk+1. Since
{tk }k ↗Ω, necessarily {ln}n →Ω. Moreover, since (tk ,c2(tk )) ¿ (rn ,cn

2 (rn)),

(ln ,cn
1 (rn),c2(ln)) = (tk ,cn

1 (rn),c2(tk )) ¿ (rn ,cn
1 (rn),cn

2 (rn)) = γn(rn),

hence (ln ,cn
1 (rn),c2(ln)) ∈ Pn for all n. Finally, note that σ satisfies the conditions of Lemma

2.20, as {ln}n → Ω and cn
1 (rn) → x1 (recall that cn

1 (t ) → xn
1 , xn

1 → x1 from hypothesis and the
second inequality in (2.36)). Therefore,

P ⊂ LI ({I−(ln ,cn
1 (rn),c2(ln))}n) ⊂ LI ({Pn}),

as desired.

Proposition 2.24. Let P ∈ V̂ and {Pn}n ⊂ V̂ , and assume that P ≡ (x1,bc2 ) and Pn ≡ (xn
1 ,bcn

2
) (in

MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞})) for all n. Then, P ∈ L̂({Pn}n) if, and only if, xn

1 → x1 and bc2 ∈ L̂({bcn
2

}n).
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Proof. For the implication to the right, and reasoning as in the proof of Thm. 2.18, it follows that
xn

1 → x1 (recall the finite warping integral in (2.27) and Remark 2.14). Hence, we will focus on
bc2 ∈ L̂({bcn

2
}). From Lemma 2.23 and the fact that P ∈ L̂({Pn}n), necessarily bc2 ≤ liminf({bcn

2
}n).

So, bc2 ∈ L̂({bcn
2

}) follows if we prove that bc2 is maximal into limsup({bcn
2

}n). Consider any bc2

such that bc2 ≤ bc2
≤ li m sup({bcn

2
}n), and consider the associated past set P ≡ (x1,bc2

). Up to

a subsequence, we can assume that bc2
≤ li m i n f ({bcn

2
}n). From Lemma 2.23, P ⊂ P and P ⊂

LI ({Pn}n). But P is maximal into the superior limit of the sequence {Pn}n , so necessarily P = P .
From Prop. 2.19 we have that bc2 = bc2

so the maximal character of bc2 into limsup({bcn
2

}n) is
obtained.

For the implication to the left, first note that P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n) (recall Lemma 2.23 and the defi-
nition of L̂ for Busemann functions (2.19)). So, we only need to focus on the maximal character
of P into LS({Pn}n). Take P an indecomposable past set with P ⊂ P and maximal into LS({Pn}n),
and let us prove that P = P . Assume that P ≡ (x1,bc2

). Up to a subsequence, we can also as-
sume that P ⊂ LI ({Pn}n), hence P ∈ L̂({Pn}n). Hence, from the previous part, xn

1 → x1. But, by
hypothesis, xn

1 → x1, obtaining that x1 = x1. Once this is observed, Lemma 2.23 ensures both,
bc2 ≤ bc2

and bc2
≤ limsup({bcn

2
}). Since bc2 ∈ L̂({bcn

2
}), necessarily bc2 = bc2

, and so, P = P (recall
Prop. 2.21).

Summarizing, we are in conditions to deduce the following result:

Theorem 2.25. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2), and assume that the integral
conditions in (2.27) are satisfied. If MC

1 and MC
2 are locally compact, the bijection (2.33) becomes

a homeomorphism.

Proof. From Prop. 2.17, the bijection between V̂ \ ∂̂bV and (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 is a homeomor-
phism if we assume that MC

1 and MC
2 are locally compact. From Prop. 2.24, the homeomor-

phism can be extended to the bijection (2.33).

2.4 The past c-completion of doubly warped spacetimes

Obviously, similar arguments provide the corresponding results for the past c-completion:

Theorem 2.26. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2), and assume that the integral
conditions ∫ d

a

1p
αi (s)

d s <∞, i = 1,2 for some d ∈ (a,b). (2.37)

hold. Then, there exists a bijection

V̌ ↔ [a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 (2.38)

which maps each IF F ∈ V̌ to the limit point (Ω, x1, x2) ∈ [a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 of any past-directed
timelike curve generating F . Moreover, if MC

1 and MC
2 are locally compact, then this bijection

becomes a homeomorphism.

Theorem 2.27. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2), and assume that the integral
conditions ∫ d

a

1p
α1(s)

d s <∞ and
∫ d

a

1p
α2(s)

d s =∞, (2.39)

hold. Then, there exists a bijection

V̌ ↔ MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {−∞}) ≡ (

(a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2

)∪MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {−∞}) . (2.40)
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This bijection maps each indecomposable future set F = I+(γ) ∈ V̌ , where γ : [ω,−Ω) →V , γ(t ) =
(−t ,c1(t ),c2(t )), is any curve generating F , to a pair (x∗

1 ,b−
c2

), where x∗
1 ∈ MC

1 is the limit point of
the curve c1. If −Ω<−a, then b−

c2
= d−

(Ω,x∗
2 ), where x∗

2 is the limit point of c2 (see (2.20)), and thus,

F can be also identified with the limit point (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) of γ. Moreover, if MC
1 and MC

2 are locally
compact, then this bijection becomes a homeomorphism.

2.5 The total c-completion of doubly warped spacetimes

We are now in conditions to construct the (total) c-completion of doubly warped spacetimes
by merging appropriately the future and past c-boundaries obtained in previous section.

To this aim, first we need to determine the S-relation between indecomposable sets. So, let
γ : [ω,Ω) → V , γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )), be an inextensible future-directed timelike curve. Clearly,
if Ω = b then ↑ I−(γ) =;, and there are no IFs S-related to I−(γ). So, we will focus on the case
Ω< b.

Proposition 2.28. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime and consider a future-directed (resp.
past-directed) timelike curve γ with associated endpoint (Ω+, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) ∈ (a,b)× MC

1 × MC
2 (resp.

(Ω−, y∗
1 , y∗

2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 ). Then

↑ I−(γ) = {(t , x1, x2) ∈V | ∃µ1,µ2 > 0 such that∫ t

Ω+

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi , x∗
i ), i = 1,2}.

(2.41)

(resp. ↓ I+(γ) = {(t , x1, x2) ∈V | ∃µ1,µ2 > 0 such that∫ Ω−

t

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi , y∗
i ), i = 1,2}).

As consequence, if P ∈ V̂ and F ∈ V̌ are associated to (Ω+, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) and (Ω−, y∗
1 , y∗

2 ) in (a,b)×MC
1 ×

MC
2 , resp, then the following equivalence holds:

P ∼S F ⇐⇒ Ω− =Ω+ and x∗
i = y∗

i ∈ MC
i , i = 1,2.

Proof. Assume that γ : [ω,Ω+) → V , γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )), is a future-directed timelike curve
with associated endpoint (Ω+, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2 (for the past is analogous). We need to

show that ↑ I−(γ) = A(Ω,x∗
1 ,x∗

2 ), where

A(Ω+,x∗
1 ,x∗

2 ) := {(r, x1, x2) ∈V | ∃µ1,µ2 > 0 such that∫ r

Ω+

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi , x∗
i ), i = 1,2}.

For the inclusion to the right, take (r, x1, x2) ∈↑ I−(γ) and ε > 0 small so that (r − ε, x1, x2) ∈↑
I−(γ) (recall that the common future is open). For any sequence {tn}n ↗Ω+ we have γ(tn) ¿
(r −ε, x1, x2) for all n. From Prop. 2.2 there exist constants µn

1 ,µn
2 > 0, with µn

1 +µn
2 = 1 for all n,

such that ∫ r−ε

tn

√
µn

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µn
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi ,ci (tn)) for i = 1,2.
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Then, by the standard limit process, we deduce the following inequalities:

∫ r−ε

Ω+

√
µ∗

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ∗
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s ≥ di (xi , x∗
i ), i = 1,2,

where µ∗
i is the limit (up to a subsequence) of {µn

i }. Now observe that some of previous in-
equalities become strict if we replace r − ε by r . So, a small variation of µ∗

1 and µ∗
2 if necessary

(concretely, if one of these constants is zero), provides positive constants µ′
1,µ′

2 > 0 satisfying

∫ r

Ω+

√
µ′

i

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µ′
k

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi , x∗
i ), i = 1,2.

In particular, (r, x1, x2) ∈ A(Ω,x∗
1 ,x∗

2 ), and so, ↑ I−(γ) ⊂ A(Ω,x∗
1 ,x∗

2 ).

For the inclusion to the left, assume that (r, x1, x2) ∈ A(Ω,x∗
1 ,x∗

2 ). By the continuity of both,
the integral with respect to the lower limit of integration and the distance function, and the
convergence of γ(t ) = (t ,c1(t ),c2(t )) to (Ω, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ), we deduce that

∫ r

t

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (xi ,ci (t )) for t sufficiently close to Ω+.

So, from Prop. 2.2, γ(t ) ¿ (r, x1, x2) for all t , which implies (r, x1, x2) ∈↑ I−(γ).

For the last assertion, assume that P is associated to (Ω+, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) ∈ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 . From
the first part of this proposition, ↑ P = A(Ω+,x∗

1 ,x∗
2 ). Now observe that, from the analog of Prop.

2.12 for past-directed timelike curves, A(Ω+,x∗
1 ,x∗

2 ) = I+(σ) where σ is any past-directed timelike
curve converging to (Ω+, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ). So, F = I+(σ) is the unique maximal IF into the common fu-

ture of P . Reasoning analogously we deduce that P is the unique maximal IP into the common
past of F . In conclusion, P is S-related just with the indecomposable future set F , and vice
versa.

From this result it is clear that V is simple as a point set (see Defn. 19). On the other hand,
if we define

∂abV := ∂̂bV ∪ ∂̌aV ,

the following identification is deduced:

V \∂abV ↔ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 .

In particular, ∂V \∂abV can be identified with a cone with base (MC
1 ×MC

2 )\(M1×M2). Moreover,
if we assume that both MC

1 , MC
2 are locally compact, Prop. 2.17 ensures that previous bijection

is a homeomorphism. Particularly, this proves that, given (P,F ) ∈V \∂abV ,

P ∈ L̂({Pn}) ⇐⇒ F ∈ Ľ({Fn})

for any sequence {(Pn ,Fn)}n ∈V . Hence, V \∂abV is also simple topologically.
Finally, the following lemma ensures that the line over each point (x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) ∈ (MC

1 × MC
2 ) \

(M1 ×M2) is timelike:

Lemma 2.29. If (P,F ), (P ′,F ′) ∈ ∂V \∂abV , with (P,F ) ≡ (Ω, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ), (P ′,F ′) ≡ (Ω′, x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) in (a,b)×
MC

1 ×MC
2 , satisfy that a <Ω<Ω′ < b then (P,F ) ¿ (P ′,F ′).
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Proof. Take t = (Ω+Ω′)/2 and µ1 =µ2 = 1/2. For i = 1,2, consider yi close enough to x∗
i so that

∫ Ω′

t

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (yi , x∗
i )∫ t

Ω

p
µi

αi (s)

(
2∑

k=1

µk

αk (s)

)−1/2

d s > di (yi , x∗
i ),

i = 1,2.

From Prop. 2.12 (and its past analogous) we deduce that (t , y1, y2) ∈ F ∩P ′, as desired.

The S-relation described in Prop. 2.28 implies that each pair (P,F ) ∈V is determined by any
of its non-empty components, that is, V is simple as a point set. Even more, from Prop. 2.17 and
the definition of the chronological limit (see (3), (4) and (7)), V is topologically simple as well
(recall Defn. 19); concretely, if (P,F ) ∈ V , P 6= ;, and σ = {(Pn ,Fn)}n ⊂ V , then (P,F ) ∈ Lchr (σ)
if, and only if, P ∈ L̂chr ({Pn}n). Therefore, in order to determine the, pointwise and topological,
structure of the (total) c-boundary, it suffices to study the partial boundaries. Consequently,
we will describe V in two different ways, according to our convenience, namely:

V = (
(a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2

)∪ ∂̂bV ∪ ∂̌aV = V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV = ∂̂bV ∪ V̌ .

Restricting conveniently, the open sets of V containing a pair (P,F ) can be viewed as: (i) open
sets in (a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2 if P 6= ; 6= F , (ii) open sets in V̂ if F =; or (iii) open sets in V̌ if P =;.

It rests to determine the causal structure of V . This is contained in the following result,
which summarizes all the information about the (total) c-completion of doubly warped space-
times:

Theorem 2.30. Let (V ,g) be a doubly warped spacetime as in (2.2). Then, there exists a homeo-
morphism

V \∂abV ↔ (a,b)×MC
1 ×MC

2 ,

where each line {(t , x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) : t ∈ (a,b), (x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) ∈ MC
1 ×MC

2 } is timelike. Moreover:

(i) If (2.25) and (2.37) hold, then ∂abV is homeomorphic to a couple of spacelike copies of
MC

1 ×MC
2 . As consequence, we have the following homeomorphism:

V ↔ [a,b]×MC
1 ×MC

2 pointwise and topologically. (2.42)

(ii) If (2.27) and (2.37) hold, then ∂abV has a copy of MC
1 ×MC

2 for the past, with spatial causal
character; and a copy of MC

1 ×(B(M2)∪ {∞}) for the future. This second set can be seen as a
cone with base MC

1 ×∂B(M2) generated by horismotic lines over each pair (x∗
1 , [bc2 ]) ending

at the point (x∗
1 ,∞). As consequence, we have the following homeomorphism

V ≡
{

V̌ ∪ ∂̂bV ↔ (
[a,b)×MC

1 ×MC
2

)∪ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞})
)

∂̌aV ∪ V̂ ↔ (
{a}×MC

1 ×MC
2

)∪ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞})
)

.

(iii) If (2.25) and (2.39) hold we have a structure analogous to (ii), but interchanging the roles
of future and past, i.e.,

V ≡
{
∂̂bV ∪ V̌ ↔ (

{b}×MC
1 ×MC

2

)∪ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {−∞})
)

.
V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV ↔ (

(a,b]×MC
1 ×MC

2

)∪ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {−∞})
)
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(iv) If (2.27) and (2.39) hold, then ∂abV has two copies of the space MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞}), one

for the future and the other one for the past, formed by horismotic lines over each point
(x∗

1 , [bc2 ]) ∈ MC
1 ×∂B(M2) ending at the point (x∗

1 ,∞). As consequence,

V ≡
{
∂̂bV ∪ V̌ ↔ (

MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞})

)∪ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {−∞})
)

V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV ↔ (
MC

1 × (B(M2)∪ {∞})
)∪ (

MC
1 × (B(M2)∪ {−∞})

)
.

Proof. As we have argued before, the first assertion about the point set topological and causal
structure of V \∂abV is a direct consequence of Props. 2.15, 2.17 (and its past analogous), 2.28
and Lemma 2.29. So, we will focus on the rest of assertions.

(i) The point set and topological structure are straightforward from Thms. 2.18 and 2.26.
So, we only need to prove that ∂abV = ∂̂bV ∪ ∂̌aV is spacelike. Take (P,;), (P ′,;) ∈ ∂̂bV
two different boundary points (for TIFs is completely analogous). By using the iden-
tification in (2.42), we can assume that (P,;) ≡ (b, x∗

1 , x∗
2 ) and (P ′,;) ≡ (b, y∗

1 , y∗
2 ) with

(x∗
1 , x∗

2 ) 6= (y∗
1 , y∗

2 ). From the proof of Prop. 2.13 (recall also Rem. 2.14) it follows both,
P 6⊂ P ′ and P ′ 6⊂ P , thus (P,;) and (P ′,;) are neither timelike nor lightlike related, i.e.,
they are spatially related.

(ii) The point set and topological structure are deduced from Thm. 2.18 and Thm. 2.27.
For the causal structure, let us take two points (P,;), (P ′,;) ∈ ∂̂bV over the same point
(x∗

1 , [bc ]) ∈ MC
1 × ∂BM2. Hence, we can make the identifications (P,;) ≡ (x∗

1 ,bc1 ) and
(P ′,;) ≡ (x∗

1 ,bc2 ) with bc1−bc2 =K , K constant. If we assume that K > 0, then bc1 ≥ bc2 ,
and so, P ′ ⊂ P (recall Lemma 2.23), i.e., both points are lightlike related (the case with
K < 0 is completely analogous).

Finally, assertions (iii) and (iv) are easily deduced from (i) and (ii).

Remark 2.31. (1) Of course, the four cases considered in the previous theorem do not cover
all the possibilities compatible with the finiteness of at most one warping integral (since the
finite warping integral may not be necessarily the last one). However, the structure of the c-
completion for these additional cases are easily deducible from our approach. The general
situation where the finite warping integral is not necessarily the last one, and there are n fibres,
is considered in the following section.

(2) There is an inherent difficulty associated to the case where multiple warping integrals
are infinity. In this case, an eventual characterization of the chronological relation of the whole
spacetime requires to work with some sort of Busemann functions involving the fibres asso-
ciated to these warping functions. The fact that these warping functions may be different be-
tween them, makes highly unclear how to relate these Busemann functions with the geometric
elements of each fibre, and so, prevents of a satisfactory description of the c-boundary for the
whole spacetime in terms of the geometry of its fibres.

2.6 The general multiwarped case

In order to simplify the exposition, up to now we have considered multiwarped spacetimes with
just two fibers. Even if the arguments and results for the general case are totally analogous, and
can be easily deduced by the reader, we have devoted this section to explicitly write down the
main results in the case of n fibres.

First, as a summary of the extensions of Thm. 2.5, Thm. 2.6 and Thm. 2.8 to multiwarped
spacetimes we have:
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Theorem 2.32. Let (V ,g) be a multiwarped spacetime as in (2.1), then the following statements
hold:

(i) (V ,g) is stably causal. And so, it is strongly causal, distinguishing, causal, chronological
and non-totally vicious.

(ii) (V ,g) is causally continuous.

(iii) (V ,g) is causally simple if and only if (Mi ,hi ) is Li -convex for Li =
∫ b

a
1p
αi (s)

d s, i = 1,2, ...,n.

(iv) (V ,g) is globally hyperbolic if and only if (Mi ,hi ), i = 1,2, ...,n, are complete Riemannian
manifolds.

Now, we give all the results that describe the future c-completion, past c-completion and the
total c-completion of multiwarped spacetimes.

Theorem 2.33. Let (V ,g) be a multiwarped spacetime as in (2.1), and take any d ∈ (a,b). Then,
we have the following possibilities for the future c-completion of V :

(i) If the integrals of the warping functions along [d,b) are all finite, then

V̂ ↔ (a,b]×MC
1 ×·· ·×MC

n .

(ii) If the integrals of the warping functions along [d,b) are finite except the i -th one, then

V̂ ↔ ∏
k 6=i

MC
k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞}) ≡ ((a,b)×

n∏
k=1

MC
k )∪ (

∏
k 6=i

MC
k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})).

Theorem 2.34. Let (V ,g) be a multiwarped spacetime as in (2.1), and take any d ∈ (a,b). Then,
we have the following possibilities for the past c-completion of V :

(i) If the integrals of the warping functions along (a,d] are all finite, then

V̌ ↔ [a,b)×MC
1 ×·· ·×MC

n .

(ii) If the integrals of the warping functions along (a,d] are finite except the j -th one, then

V̌ ↔ ∏
k 6= j

MC
k × (

B(M j )∪ {−∞}
)≡ ((a,b)×

n∏
k=1

MC
k )∪ (

∏
k 6= j

MC
k × (

B(M j )∪ {−∞}
)
).

Theorem 2.35. Let (V ,g) be a multiwarped spacetime as in (2.1), and take any d ∈ (a,b). Then,
we have the following possibilities for the total c-completion of V :

(i) If the integrals of the warping functions along both, [d,b) and (a,d], are all finite, then

V ↔ [a,b]×MC
1 ×·· ·×MC

n . (2.43)

(ii) If the integrals of the warping functions along (a,d] are all finite, and along [d,b) are finite
except the i -th one, then

V ≡
{

V̌ ∪ ∂̂bV ↔ (
[a,b)×∏n

k=1 MC
k

)∪ (∏
k 6=i MC

k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})
)

∂̌aV ∪ V̂ ↔ (
{a}×∏n

k=1 MC
k

)∪ (∏
k 6=i MC

k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})
)

.
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(iii) If the integrals of the warping functions along [d,b) are all finite, and along (a,d] are finite
except the j -th one, then

V ≡
{
∂̂bV ∪ V̌ ↔ (

{b}×∏n
k=1 MC

k

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
.

V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV ↔ (
(a,b]×∏n

k=1 MC
k

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
(iv) If the integrals of the warping functions along [d,b) are finite except the i -th one, and along

(a,d] are also finite except the j -th one, then

V ≡
{
∂̂bV ∪ V̌ ↔ (∏

k 6=i MC
k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
V̂ ∪ ∂̌aV ↔ (∏

k 6=i MC
k × (B(Mi )∪ {∞})

)∪ (∏
k 6= j MC

k × (
B(M j )∪ {−∞}

))
.

2.7 Some examples of interest

In this section we are going to apply our results to compute the c-completion of some space-
times of physical interest. Concretely, we will consider some Kasner models, the intermediate
region of Reissner-Nordström and de Sitter models with (non necessarily compact) internal
spaces.

Kasner models

Generalized Kasner models are multiwarped spacetimes (V ,g) where V = (0,∞)×Rn and

g=−d t 2 + t 2p1 d x2
1 +·· ·+ t 2pn d x2

n , (p1, . . . , pn) ∈Rn . (2.44)

These models are solutions to the vacuum Einstein equations if (p1, . . . , pn) ∈Rn belongs to the
so-called Kasner sphere, i.e., if it satisfies

n∑
k=1

pk = 1 =
n∑

k=1
p2

k .

Even if this condition does not fall under the hypotheses of our results, this does not cover all
the cases of interest, and so, we are not going to assume it.

As far as we know, the c-boundary of these models can be faced in two different ways. On
the one hand, by using Harris’ result (Prop. 2.11); taking into account that the fibers are com-
plete, this result gives a full description of the future c-boundary when pk > 1 for all k, and
provides some partial information in the other cases. On the other hand, these models have
been studied by García-Parrado and Senovilla in [45] by using the isocausal relation. They es-
sentially prove that, depending on the values of the constants p1, . . . , pn , the corresponding
Kasner model is isocausal to a particular Robertson-Walker model whose c-boundary is well-
known. This may be useful, since, although the c-boundary of isocausal spacetimes may be
different (see [39]), they can share some qualitative properties (see [36]).

Of course, Thm. 2.18 parallels Harris’ result for Kasner models when pk > 1 for all k. How-
ever, now we can go a step further and give a complete description of the c-boundary when

pk > 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ i −1, pk = q for i ≤ k ≤ n and
∫ ∞

1

1

t q d t =∞.

In this case we can write

V = (0,∞)×Ri−1 ×Rn−i+1, g=−d t 2 +
i−1∑
k=1

t 2pk d x2
k + t 2q

(
n∑

k=i
d x2

k

)
,
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In particular, ∫ ∞

1

d t

t pk
<∞, k = 1, . . . , i −1,

∫ ∞

1

d t

t q =∞.

Therefore, the spacetime falls under the hypotheses of Thm. 2.33 (ii), with Mk = R for k =
1, . . . , i −1, Mi =Rn−i+1 and being i the number of fibres instead of n. This provides the follow-
ing homeomophism:

V̂ ↔ (
(0,∞)×Rn)∪ (

Ri−1 ×
(
B(Rn−i+1)∪ {∞}

))
.

So, taking into account that (see, for instance, [55, Section 5.1])

B(Rn−i+1) ≡R×Sn−i ,

we immediately deduce that

∂̂V ↔Ri−1 ×
((
R×Sn−i

)
∪ {∞}

)
.

The intermediate Reissner-Nordström

The Reissner-Nordström model is a spacetime (V ,g), where V =R×R×S2 and

g=−
(
1− 2m

r
+ q2

r 2

)
d t 2 +

(
1− 2m

r
+ q2

r 2

)−1

dr 2 + r 2(dθ2 + si n2θdφ2).

This metric degenerates at the zeros of the function f (r ) = (1−2m/r +q2/r 2), which depend on
the parameters m (mass) and q (charge). For our purposes we will require that q ≤ m, which

ensures the zeros r± = m
(
1±

√
1−q2/m2

)
for f . The intermediate region of the Reissner-

Nordström is the spacetime (VI ,g), where VI =R× (r−,r+)×S2.
Taking into account that f (r ) < 0 on (r−,r+), the metric g can be rewritten on VI as

g=− f (r )d t 2 + 1

f (r )
dr 2 + r 2dσ2 =−dτ2 + r (τ)2dσ2 −F (τ)d t 2, (2.45)

where

dτ := dr√− f (r )
= dr√

−1+2m/r −q2/r 2
and F (τ) = f (r (τ)).

Note that τ ranges in a finite interval (a,b), and so, (VI ,g) clearly corresponds with the standard
form of a doubly warped spacetime where VI = (a,b)×S2 ×R. In order to proceed with the
analysis of the c-completion of (VI ,g), we need to distinguish two cases: q 6= 0 and q = 0.3

Intermediate Reissner-Nordström with charge, q 6= 0.

In this case, the warping integrals satisfy, for a < d< b,∫ d

a

1p
α1(τ)

dτ=
∫ r (d)

r−

1

r
√

−1+ 2m
r − q2

r 2

dr <∞ (2.46)

∫ b

d

1p
α1(τ)

dτ=
∫ r+

r (d)

1

r
√

−1+ 2m
r − q2

r 2

dr <∞ (2.47)

3Since the Penrose’s diagram of Reissner-Nordström is well-known (see, for instance, [61]), the c-completion of
(VI , g ) can be also studied by applying [35, Thm. 4.32].
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and ∫ d

a

1p
α2(τ)

dτ=
∫ r (d)

r−

1

−1+ 2m
r − q2

r 2

dr =∞ (2.48)

∫ b

d

1p
α2(τ)

dτ=
∫ r+

r (d)

1

−1+ 2m
r − q2

r 2

dr =∞. (2.49)

So, from Thm. 2.30 (iv) (with M1 =S2 and M2 =R), we deduce the homeomorphisms

V ↔ (
(a,b)×S2 ×R)∪ (S2 × ((

R× {z−, z+}
)∪ {i+}

)
)∪ (S2 × ((

R× {z−, z+}
)∪ {i−}

)
),

∂V ↔ (S2 × ((
R× {z−, z+}

)∪ {i+}
)
)∪ (S2 × ((

R× {z−, z+}
)∪ {i−}

)
),

where we have used that B(R) ≡R× {z−, z+}, being z− and z+ the two asymptotic directions
(left and right) ofR.

Interior Schwarzschild, q = 0.

When q = 0, f (r ) has only one zero, we can identify (r−,r+) ≡ (0,2M), and the intermediate
region of Reissner-Nordström coincides with the interior region of Schwarzschild. In this case,
the warping integrals (2.46), (2.47) and (2.49) still hold, but (2.48) transforms into∫ d

a

1p
α2(τ)

dτ=
∫ r (d)

0

1

−1+ 2m
r

dr <∞.

So, from Thm. 2.30 (iii), we deduce the homeomorphism

V ↔ (
[a,b)×S2 ×R)∪ (

S2 × (
R× {z−, z+}

))
and thus,4

∂V ≡ ∂̂V ∪ ∂̌V ↔ (
{a}×S2 ×R)∪ (

S2 × ((
R× {z−, z+}

)∪ {i+}
))

. (2.50)

De Sitter models with (non-necessarily compact) internal spaces

Motivated by the relevance for the problem of the dS/CFT correspondence, finally we study the
c-boundary of warped products of de Sitter models with complete Riemannian manifolds.

Recall that de Sitter spacetime can be seen as a Robertson-Walker spacetime (M ,gM ), where

M =R×Sl , gM =−d t 2 + cosh(t )2hSl .

Consider the doubly warped spacetime (V ,g) obtained as the product of de Sitter space (M ,gM )
and a complete Riemannian manifold (F,hF ), i.e.,

V =R×Sl ×F, g=−d t 2 + cosh2(t )hSl +hF .

The first warping function α1(t ) = cosh(t )2 satisfies the finite integral conditions for both, the
future and the past directions, meanwhile the second one α2(t ) ≡ 1 does not. Therefore, from

4The usual time-orientation on Reissner-Nordström makes the vector field ∂r past-directed in the intermediate
region. So, in formula (2.50), the roles of the future and past c-boundaries are interchanged with respect to the (a
priori) expected ones.
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Thm. 2.30 (iv) (with M1 = Sl and M2 = F ), we deduce the following homeomorphism for the
c-boundary of (V ,g) (recall that ∂C F = ∂CSl =;):

∂V ≡ ∂̂V ∪ ∂̌V ↔
(
Sl × (

B(F )∪ {i+}
)) ∪ (

Sl × (B(F )∪ {i−})
)

.

In particular, if (F,hF ) is compact, then B(F ) is empty, and the c-boundary becomes (compare
with the last assertion on Prop. 2.11):

∂V ↔
(
Sl × {i+})

)
∪

(
Sl × {i−}

)
.
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CHAPTER 3

Splitting of globally hyperbolic spacetimes with timelike boundary

Globally hyperbolic spacetimes with timelike boundary are the natural class of spacetimes con-
taining (conformal) naked singularities where boundary conditions can be posed; such condi-
tions can be regarded as asymptotic, when the boundary is obtained by means of a conformal
embedding. In this chapter we extend the well-known splitting of globally hyperbolic space-
times without boundary to a big class of causally continuous ones.

In Section 3.1, some basic preliminaries are introduced. They are essentially known from
standard techniques but become relevant later. In Subsect. 3.1.1, the double manifold is used
for extensions of the spacetime with boundary, relations between time-orientations and time-
like vector fields of V ,∂V and V are explained and Gaussian coordinates are introduced. In
Subsect. 3.1.2, the causal ladder of spacetimes is introduced. Our choices in the definitions
allow a reasonably self-contained development. In particular, the basic properties of the lower
levels of the ladder (until stably causal) are quickly checked there. In Subsect. 3.1.3, H 1-causal
curves are introduced by following [19]. This allows to obtain intrinsically limit curves within
the same class of curves (Prop. 3.16) and will circumvent subtleties which appear for standard
causal-continuous curves.

In Section 3.2, all the framework of Geroch’s topological splitting is revisited in order to in-
clude boundaries. In Subsect. 3.2.1, after checking that the role of admissible measures can be
extended to the case with boundary, we reconstruct the higher levels of the causal ladder levels
(Thm. 3.24), determine the causal properties inherited by the boundary ∂V and and the inte-
rior V at each level, and provide the necessary (counter-) examples (Remark 3.25). In Subsect.
3.2.2, we go over Geroch’s technique to find the required Cauchy time function (Thm. 3.27).
However, for the sake of completeness, the properties of Cauchy hypersurfaces are developed
in a more general setting for achronal subsets and edges in Subsect. 3.2.3. Some differences
with the case without boundary are stressed (recall Remark 3.30) and Geroch’s topological split-
ting is also extended to the case with boundary (Cor. 3.33).

3.1 Preliminaries on spacetimes with timelike boundary

3.1.1 Generalities: boundaries, time-orientation and coordinates

Manifolds with boundary. In what follows V will denote a connected n-manifold with bound-
ary, n ≥ 2; any function or tensor field will be smooth when it is as differentiable as possible
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(compatible with the C r character of V ); typically, C 1 will be enough for the metric g. V is
then locally diffeomorphic to (open subsets of) a closed half space ofRn ; V will denote its in-
terior and ∂V its boundary. For any p ∈ V , TpV will denote its n-dimensional tangent space
while for p ∈ ∂V , Tp∂V is the (n−1)-dimensional tangent space to the boundary. Such a V can

be regarded as a closed subset of the so-called double manifold V
d

, a C r n-manifold (without
boundary) obtained by taking two copies of V and identifying analogous boundary points (in

particular, partitions of unity for V can be constructed from V
d

using V
d

\ V as an extra open
subset), see [65, Section 9]. Lorentzian and Riemannian metrics on V are particular cases of
semi-Riemannian metrics, i.e. non-degenerate metric tensors (of constant index).

Proposition 3.1. Regarding V as a closed subset of V
d

, any semi-Riemannian metric g on V can

be extended to some open subset Ṽ ⊂V
d

(with V ⊂ Ṽ ).

Proof. (See also [44, Lemma 2.3]) Working in coordinates around each p ∈ ∂V ⊂ V
d

, the met-
ric g (i.e., its coordinate functions gi j , defined on a closed subset) can be extended as a sym-

metric tensor g(p) defined on some open neighbourhood U (p) 3 p with U (p) ⊂ V
d

. Consider

the covering {U (p), p ∈ ∂V }∪ {V } of some open subset V d ⊂ V
d

and take a subordinate parti-
tion of unity {µpi , i ∈ N}∪ {µ}, where Supp(µpi ) ⊂ U (pi ), Supp(µ) ⊂ V . The locally finite sum
g̃= ∑

i µpi g
(pi ) +µg extends g as a symmetric tensor, and it becomes non-degenerate (so, with

constant index) in some neighbourhood Ṽ ⊂V d ⊂V
d

of V .

Remark 3.2. In general, the natural extension to V
d

of the metric g defined in two copies of V

is only a C 0 metric. In the Riemannian case, g can be extended to all V
d

, but in the Lorentzian
case this may be non-possible. For example, if V is an even-dimensional closed half-sphere,

V
d

admits no Lorentzian metric.

Futher properties of manifolds with boundary can be seen in [65, Section 9], for example.

Time-orientation and spacetimes. Next, we recall some basic notions for the study of space-
times with timelike boundary. Usual causal notions for Lorentzian manifolds without bound-
ary such as causal or timelike vectors (following conventions in [83, 77]) are extended to the
case with boundary with no further mention (see [43, 95] for further background).

Definition 3.3. A Lorentzian manifold with timelike boundary (V ,g), V =V ∪∂V , is a Lorentzian
manifold with boundary such that the pullback i∗g defines a Lorentzian metric on the bound-
ary, where i : ∂V ,→ V is the natural inclusion. A spacetime with timelike boundary is a time-
oriented Lorentzian manifold with timelike boundary.

By time-oriented we mean that a time cone has been chosen continuously (i.e., locally se-
lected by a continuous timelike vector field X ) on all V . The pull-back i∗ will be dropped when
there is no possibility of confusion and the time-orientation is assumed implicitly. If g,g′ are
two Lorentzian metrics for spacetimes on V , the notation g < g′ (resp. g ≤ g′) means that any
future-directed causal vector for g is future-directed timelike (resp. causal) for g′. The following
result ensures that no additional issue on time-orientations appears because of the boundary
(its proof uses standard background for the case without boundary, see [83, Lemma 5.32, Prop.
5.37]).

Proposition 3.4. The following properties are equivalent for any Lorentzian manifold with time-
like boundary (V ,g):

(i) (V ,g) is time-orientable
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(ii) (V ,g) and (∂V ,g) are time-orientable
(iii) There exists a timelike vector field T on all V tangent to Tp̂∂V at each p̂ ∈ ∂V .
(iv) There exists a timelike vector field T on all V .

Therefore, for any spacetime with timelike boundary, any connected component of its bound-
ary is naturally a spacetime (without boundary)1.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Notice that if X selects the time-orientation on some neighbourhood U ⊂ V ,
then its orthogonal projection selects continuously a time orientation on U ∩∂V .

(ii) ⇒ (iii) As (V ,g) has no boundary, it admits a smooth timelike vector field T V , and each
connected part C of ∂V will admit also a timelike vector field T C . For each p̂ ∈ C , consider a
coordinate chart (Up̂ , (x0, x1, ..., s)) adapted to the boundary, i.e. s−1(0) = Up̂ ∩C , and extend
the (restricted) vector field T C |Up̂∩C to the coordinate chart Up̂ by making the components
of the vector field independent of the s coordinate. Let T C [p̂] be such an extension. As the
points where the time orientations selected by T C [p̂] and T V agree are both, open and closed,
we can choose T C so that both agree for all T C [p̂], p̂ ∈ C . Repeating this for all the connected
componentes of ∂V , considering the covering of V provided by V and all Up̂ , p̂ ∈ ∂V , and taking
a partition of unity subordinate to this covering, one gets a timelike vector field T 0 defined on
some neighbourhood U of ∂V which is also tangent to ∂V . So, if {µ,1−µ} is a partition of the
unity of ∂V subordinate to the covering {U ,V }, the required vector field is just T = µT 0 + (1−
µ)T V .

The implications (iii) ⇒ (iv), (iv) ⇒ (i) and the last assertion are trivial.

Gaussian coordinates. Sometimes the following coordinates specially well adapted to the
boundary will be useful. Let p̂ ∈ ∂V and take a chart in the boundary (Û , x0, x1, . . . , xn−2), with
Û ⊂ ∂V connected and relatively compact, g(∂0,∂0) = −1 on all Û , ∂0 future-directed, and be-
ing {∂0, . . . ,∂n−2} an orthonormal base of Tp̂∂V . Since ∂V is timelike, there exists a unitary
spacelike vector field N on ∂V which is orthogonal to the boundary and points out into V .
Extend the previous coordinate system to a chart of p̂ in V by using the geodesics with ini-
tial data (q, Nq ), q ∈ Û , that is, consider the geodesic γq (s) = expq (s ·Nq ), s ≥ 0, and regard its
affine parameter s as a transverse coordinate. This provides the required coordinate system
(Û × [0, s+), (x0, x1, . . . , xn−2, xn−1 = s)) of V for some s+ > 0 small enough. Since ∂s |∂V = N is
orthogonal to the boundary, g(∂s ,∂ j ) = 0 on Û × [0, s+) for all j = 0, . . . ,n − 2 (see for example
[101, pp. 42-43]) and the metric g can be written as

g=
n−2∑

i , j=0
gi j (x̂, s)d xi d x j +d s2, where x̂ = (x0, x1, . . . , xn−2). (3.1)

Any coordinate system constructed as above will be called a Gaussian chart adapted to the
boundary, or just Gaussian coordinates. When necessary, the image of the coordinates will be
a cube, that is, (−ε,ε)n−1× [0,ε) for some ε> 0. When p ∈V , the name Gaussian coordinates will
refer just a normal neighbourhood of p, and a cube to (−ε,ε)n .

3.1.2 Conditions on causality

For any spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g), the usual notation ¿,≤, I±(p), J±(p), will be
used for the chronological and causal relations and the chronological or causal future/past of
any p ∈V ; so, J+(p,U ) will denote the causal future obtained by using curves entirely contained

1The boundary ∂V could be possibly non-connected.
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in any U ⊂ V (and, accordingly ¿U will be used); in particular, p ∈ U would be implicitly as-
sumed, and J+(p,V ) would agree with the causal future of p in the spacetime (V ,g). In what
follows cl will denote closure.

Proposition 3.5. (a) The binary relation ¿ is open (in particular, I±(p) are open in V ). (b) For
any p, q,r ∈ V , p ¿ q ≤ r ⇒ p ¿ r , p ≤ q ¿ r ⇒ p ¿ r . (c) J±(p) ⊂ cl (I±(p)). (d) I±(p,V ) =
I±(p)∩V for all p ∈V .

Proof. Properties (a), (b), (c) are easy to check (see [95, Prop. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7]). To prove I+(p,V ) =
I+(p)∩V , the inclusion ⊂ is trivial. So, let q ∈ I+(p)∩V , and take some (piecewise smooth)
future-directed timelike γ : [0,1] → V with γ(0) = p,γ(1) = q ∈ V . Consider any vector field
N ∈X(V ) which extends the pointing-inwards unit normal on ∂V (this can be always done, as
∂V is closed), any smooth function f : [0,1] → R+ vanishing only at 0,1, and the vector field V
on γ defined by V (t ) = f (t )Nγ(t ) for all t ∈ [0,1]. For any fixed-endpoints variation of γ with
variational vector V , longitudinal curves close to γ are still timelike and cannot touch ∂V , so
q ∈ I+(p,V ).

In the case of spacetimes without boundary, there is a well-known causal ladder of space-
times, each step admitting several characterizations (see [77]). Most of the ladder and char-
acterizations can be transplantated directly to the case with timelike boundary. Here, we will
focus just on the splitting of globally hyperbolic spacetimes, and the systematic study of other
causal subtleties is postponed. So, we will make a fast summary of the standard steps of the lad-
der just making simple choices on the definitions and properties to be used in a self-contained
way.

A spacetime with timelike boundary is chronological (resp. causal) if it does not contain
closed timelike (resp. closed) causal curves and strongly causal if for all p ∈ V and any neigh-
bourhood U 3 p there exists another neighbourhood U ′ ⊂U , p ∈U ′, such that any causal curve
with endpoints at U ′ is entirely contained in U . Clearly, the latter condition is more restrictive
than the others, and all of them are inherited by the interior V and the boundary ∂V .

Definition 3.6. A subset W of a spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g) is causally convex if
J+(x)∩ J−(y) ⊂ W for any x, y ∈ W (equivalently, if any causal curve with endpoints in W must
remain in W ).

Given an open neighbourhood U ⊂V , W ⊂U , W is causally convex in U when W is causally
convex as a subset of U , regarding U as a spacetime in its own right.

Notice that causally convex neighborhoods are not convex in the sense that each two of
its points can be connected by a unique geodesic (indeed, the possibility to find such subsets
depends on the second fundamental form of the boundary). However, given two points which
are causally related in the intrinsic causality of the causally convex subset, a connecting causal
curve of maximal length will be found there. Such a curve may have smooth pieces which are
geodesics for V or ∂V with the restritcted metric.

Proposition 3.7. (V ,g) is strongly causal if and only if each p ∈ V admits arbitrarily small
causally convex neighbourhoods, that is, for any neighbourhood U 3 p there exists a causally
convex neighbourhood W 3 p contained in U . In this case:

(a) The spacetime is also future (resp. past) distinguishing, that is, the equality I+(p) = I+(q)
(resp. I−(p) = I−(q)) implies p = q (equally, the set-valued map I+ : V → P (V ) (resp. I− : V →
P (V )), where P (V ) is the power set of V , is one-to-one).

(b) Causal curves are not partially imprisoned on a compact sets, that is, for any future-
directed causal curve γ : [a,b) → V , a < b ≤∞ which cannot be extended continuously to b and
any compact set K ⊂V there exists some s0 ∈ [a,b) such that γ(s) 6∈ K for all s ≥ s0.
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Proof. For the implication to the right (to the left is trivial), it is enough to show that, given
an open neighbourhood U of p, there exists a smaller neighbourhood U ′ ⊂ U , p ∈ U ′, and a
sequence of nested causally convex neighbourhoods {Wm},Wm+1 ⊂Wm , p =∩mWm , such that
each Wm is causally convex in U ′. This can be proved as in the case without boundary [77,
Thm. 2.14, Lemma 2.13] (now requiring the nested neighbourhoods just to be causally convex
instead of globally hyperbolic). Namely, given U , one takes (Gaussian) coordinates centered
at p, (U ′, xi ), U ′ ⊂ U , a standard flat metric g+ in these coordinates with g < g+ (say, g+ =
−ε(d x0)2 +∑

i (d xi )2 +d s2, with ε > 0 small and, eventually, choosing a smaller U ′) and Wm =
I+(x0 =−1/m,0, . . . ,0)∩ I−(x0 = 1/m,0, . . . ,0) for large m.

(a) Following the reasoning as in the case without boundary [77, Lemma 3.10] assume by
contradiction, say, I+(p) = I+(q) with p 6= q . No neighbourhood Up of p such that q 6∈ cl (Up )
will admit an open set U ′

p with p ∈ U ′
p ⊂ Up which is causally convex in Up . Indeed, take z ∈

I+(p)∩U ′
p and note that z ∈ I+(q). So, there exists a future-directed timelike curve γ : [0,1] →V

joining q with z. Let s0 > 0 be small enough so that γ(s0) 6∈ U ′
p , and note that γ(s0) ∈ I+(q) =

I+(p). Then, there exists a future-directed timelike curve σ joining p with γ(s0). The natural
concatenation (γ |[s0,1] ∗σ) is a future-directed timelike curve with endpoints in U ′

p that leaves
Up , a contradiction.

(b) A simple proof follows exactly as in case without boundary (see [11, Prop. 3.13] or [83,
Lemma 14.13]; see also [77, Sect. 3.6.2]). More precisely, let K ⊂ V be a compact set and γ :
[a,b) → V , a < b ≤ ∞ a future directed causal curve which cannot be extended continuously
to b. Suppose by contradiction that either γ is contained in K or that γ leaves and enters the
compact set K . Then, there exists {sn} ⊂ [a,b) with sn → b and γ(sn) ∈ K . From the compactness
of K , γ(sn) converges (up to a subsequence) to some p ∈ K , since γ(t ) is an inextensible curve in
V . Then, there exists another sequence {tn} ⊂ [a,b) with tn → b and γ(tn) 6→ p. So, there exists
some U ⊂ V neighbourhood of p such that γ(tn) 6∈U . We can take subsequences of {sn}n and
{tn}n such that their elements alternate in the following way: s1 < t1 < s2 < t2..., Then, γ |[sn ,sn+1]

is a causal curve with endpoints in U which, due to γ(tn) 6∈ U , intersects U in a disconnected
set. This contradicts that (V ,g) is strongly causal at p ∈V .

Remark 3.8. (a) Causally convex neighbourhoods play a similiar role as globally hyperbolic
ones in spacetimes without boundary [77, Thm. 2.14]. Indeed, the proof of Prop. 3.7 also
shows that any p ∈V admits a neighbourhood W which is intrinsically causally convex (that is,
(U ,g|U ) is a causally convex spacetime).

(b) As in the case without boundary if V is either past or future distinguishing, then, it is
causal (otherwise, chosing p 6= q in a closed causal curve one would have p ≤ q, q ≤ p and both
I+(p) = I+(q), I−(p) = I−(q) would follow by applying the transitivity relations in Prop. 3.5),
consistently with the ordering of the causal ladder.

Following the ladder, (V ,g) is stably causal, when there exists a time function, i.e., a contin-
uous function τ which increases strictly on all future-directed causal curves.

Remark 3.9. (a) In the case without boundary, the existence of a time function becomes equiv-
alent to the more restrictive existence of a temporal one, i.e., a smooth function with timelike
past-directed gradient. The proof in [91, Section 6.3] (which uses the procedure for the con-
struction of time functions in [14]) can be extended directly to the case with boundary, because
no restriction on ∇τ is necessary now. Indeed, such a proof would allow to extend directly the

temporal function to an extension of the metric in V
d

, so, proving that any stably causal space-
time with boundary can be regarded as a closed subset of a stably causal spacetime without
boundary of the same dimension.

(b) Easily, the existence of a time function implies strong causality. (In fact, if we consider
two open neighbourhoods U1, U2 of p ∈V , such that U 1 ⊂U2, then the time function along any
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causal curve departing from p, getting out of U1 and arriving to U2, presents a growth greater
than certain ε > 0, and so, the curve cannot return to U1.) This completes the ordering of the
lower levels in the causal ladder.

The higher levels of the ladder (related to Geroch’s proof of the splitting) will be revisited in
the next section. Its definitions (as optimized in [16, 77] for the case without boundary) are the
following.

Definition 3.10. A spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g) is:

• causally continuous, when the set valued functions I± : V → P (V ) are both, one to one
(that is, the spacetime is distinguishing) and continuous (for the natural topology in P (V )
which admits as a basis the sets {UK : K ⊂ V is compact}, where UK = {A ⊂ V : A ∩K =;},
see [77, Def. 3.37 to Prop. 3.38]);

• causally simple, when it is causal and the subsets J±(p) are closed for all p ∈V ;

• globally hyperbolic, when it is causal and the subsets J+(p)∩ J−(q) are compact for all
p, q ∈V .

3.1.3 Continuous vs H 1-causal curves

Even though the basic definitions in Lorentzian Geometry are carried out with smooth ele-
ments (in particular, causal curves are regarded as piecewise smooth), continuous causal curves
are required for relevant purposes. Indeed, a key result is the limit curve theorem [11, Prop.
3.31] which, under some hypotheses, ensures the existence of a limit curve to a sequence of
causal ones, being the limit only continuous causal (even if the causal curves in the sequence
are smooth). In the case of distinguishing spacetimes without boundary, a continuous future-
directed causal curve γ : I ⊂ R → V is any continuous curve that preserves the causal rela-
tion, that is, satisfying: t , t ′ ∈ I and t < t ′ implies2 γ(t ) < γ(t ′), see [77, Prop. 3.19]; for non-
distinguishing spacetimes, this property is required to be satisfied locally in arbitrarily small
neighbourhoods, see [77, Sect. 3.5]. Continuous causal curves are known to satisfy a locally
Lipschitz condition.

In the context of (strongly causal) spacetimes with timelike boundary the following ex-
tended notion of continuous causal curve was introduced in Solis’ Ph.D. Thesis, see [95, Def.
3.19]:

Definition 3.11. A continuous curve γ : I → V on a strongly causal spacetime with timelike
boundary (V ,g) is said to be future-directed timelike if for any t0 ∈ I there exists a Ṽ -convex
neighbourhood U0 around γ(t0) (where (Ṽ , g̃) is a spacetime without boundary that extends
(V ,g), see Prop. 3.1) and an interval [a,b] ⊂ I such that for all s, t ∈ [a,b] with s ≤ t0 ≤ t , one
has γ(s) ∈ I+(γ(t ),U0 ∩V ).

Then, the author shows that this definition does not depend on the extended spacetime (Ṽ , g̃).
Thus, causality relations in (V ,g) defined by using continuous curves as in the previous defi-
nition are equivalent to the classical ones with piecewise smooth ones, see [95, Remarks 3.20
and 3.21]. However, in the proof of [95, Lemma 3.23] (limit curve theorem for spacetimes with
timelike boundary), it is not clear that the limit curve is continuous causal with the previous
definition. So, we will circumvent this problem by introducing a type of continuous causal

2Here, < denotes the strict causal relation, i.e., the existence of a (piecewise smooth) future-directed causal curve
(thus, with non-vanishing velocity) starting at γ(t ) and ending at γ(t ′); recall that the non-strict causal relation
p ≤ q ⇔ p < q or p = q defines de causal future.
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curves satisfying: (a) it is also equivalent to the concept of continuous causal in manifolds with-
out boundary, (b) it does not require to use extensions, and (c) it is preserved for limit curves
as in the case without boundary. Anyway, the circumvented problem is postponed for future
research.

In order to introduce these curves, let us recall first some basic definitions and results. We
begin by recalling the following result that characterizes absolutely continuous curves in Rn ,
see [74, Thm. 2.7.2].

Theorem 3.12. If γ : I = [a,b] → Rn is a measurable curve, then the following statements are
equivalent:

• γ : I →Rn is absolutely continuous, i.e, for any ε> 0 there existsδ> 0 such that, for any par-
tition {a ≤ t0 ≤ ... ≤ t2k+1 ≤ b}, with

∑k
i=1 |t2i+1−t2i | < δ, we have

∑k
i=1 |γ(t21+1)−γ(t2i )| < ε;

• γ is differentiable almost everywhere in I , the derivative γ′ ∈ L1(I ,Rn), and the fundamen-
tal theorem of integral calculus holds, i.e.

x(t ) = x(0)+
∫ t

0
γ′(s)d s for any t ∈ I .

Now, we are in conditions to define the classical Sobolev space H 1(I ,Rn):

H 1(I ,Rn) := {γ : I →Rn absolutely continuous such that γ′ ∈ L2(I ,Rn)}.

This space can be extended to a smooth manifold V and any interval I as follows:

Definition 3.13. Let V be a smooth n-manifold and I any interval. A continuous curve γ : I →V
is a H 1-curve if for any local chart (U ,ϕ) with γ(I )∩U 6= ; we have that ϕ◦γ |I ′ belongs to the
Sobolev space H 1(I ′,Rn) for all compact subsets I ′ of γ−1(U ). The space of H 1-curves from I to V
will be denoted by H 1(I ,V )

In the case that I is compact, H 1(I ,V ) can be rewritten as

H 1(I ,V ) = {γ : I →V absolutely continuous |
∫ b

a
h(γ′(s),γ′(s))d s <+∞},

being h some/any Riemannian metric on V and absolute continuity defined with respect to the
distance associated with h. In fact, the finite integral condition written above is independent of
the choice of the Riemannian metric h on V because of the compactness of I . In the case that
I is not a compact interval, γ is H 1 when so is its restriction to any compact subinterval (again,
this is independent of the chosen h).

The following relation between causal continuous and causal H 1-curves was carried out
in3 [19, Appendix A].

Proposition 3.14. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime (without boundary) and γ : [a,b] → V continuous.
The curve γ is future-directed continuous causal if and only if γ is H 1, up to a reparametrization,
and γ′(s) is a future-directed causal vector almost everywhere in I .

From the proof it is also clear that the reparametrization can be always carried out locally
by using any temporal function (in this case, γ can be regarded as a Lipschitz function).

In order to extend the notion of continuous causal curve to a spacetime with timelike bound-
ary, we will use the previous property. But, first, we need to define the notion of H 1-causal curve
in the context of a spacetime with timelike boundary. So, let (V ,g) be a spacetime with timelike
boundary and fix some complete Riemannian metric h on it.

3Here, the motivation was the application of variational methods in the infinite dimensional space of causal
curves joining two prescribed points.
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Definition 3.15. A continuous curve γ : [a,b] → V is future-directed (resp. past- directed) H 1-
causal if it is H 1 (in the sense above) and γ′(s) is a future-directed (resp. past directed) causal
vector for s ∈ I a.e. An inextensible future-directed (resp. past-directed) H 1-causal curve γ :
(a,b) → V (−∞≤ a < b ≤ +∞) is an H 1-curve that cannot be extended continuously to b (resp.
a) and γ′(s) is a future-directed (resp. past-directed) causal vector a.e.

Notice that for H 1-causal curves the reparametrization is chosen directly H 1 (again, this
can be carried out locally by means of temporal functions, see footnote 7).

The classical theorem of limit curves is also valid in the context of spacetimes with timelike
boundary and H 1-causal curves, see [11, Prop. 3.31] and [95, Lemma 3.23].

Proposition 3.16. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime with timelike boundary and {γm}m a sequence of
future inextensible H 1-causal curves. If p ∈V is an accumulation point, then, there exists a limit
curve γ of {γm}m which is a future inextensible H 1-causal curve and with p ∈ γ.

Proof. Using Prop. 3.1, (V ,g) can be regarded as a subset of a spacetime without boundary
(Ṽ , g̃). Then, by the limit curve theorem in (Ṽ , g̃) (see [11, Prop. 3.31]) there exists an inextensi-
ble limit curve γ in Ṽ , which is included in V (as V is closed in Ṽ ). Moreover, γ is continuous
causal in Ṽ and, thus, can be parametrized as H 1-causal in Ṽ (and V ), by Prop. 3.14.

Denote by J+(p)H 1 (resp. J−(p)H 1 ) the causal future (resp. causal past) of p ∈ V computed
by using future-directed (resp. past-directed) H 1-causal curves. Clearly, J±(p) ⊂ J±(p)H 1 , but it
is not clear if the other contention holds. This will be studied in Subsection 3.3, after developing
some local properties of the boundary.

3.2 The topological splitting

3.2.1 Higher steps of the causal ladder.

Geroch’s proof of the topological splitting of globally hyperbolic spacetimes (without bound-
ary) (V ,g) is based in the existence of certain time function constructed by computing volumes
of suitable subsets by using a certain measure m. The conditions to be satisfied by m are very
mild; indeed, they are satisfied by the measure associated to any semi-Riemannian metric g∗

such that the total volume of the manifold is finite (so, one can choose g∗ conformal to the
original Lorentzian metric g). However, following Dieckmann ([28]; see also [77, section 3.7])
the abstract required properties for a measure on V will be studied first.

Given the spacetime with boundary (V ,g), V = V ∪∂V , consider the σ- algebra A(τV ∪ Z )

generated by the topology τV of V in addition to the set Z containing the zero-measure sets

of V . Since V is an open subset of V , the σ−algebra A(τV ∪ Z ) of V contains and, moreover,
coincides with the induced σ-algebra of A(τV ∪ Z ) over V , that is, with the set {E ∩V | E ∈
A(τV ∪Z )} (see for example [84, Lemma 3.2.1]). In a natural way, the measures on the previous

σ-algebras will be called just measures on V or V , consistently.

Definition 3.17. A measure m on V is admissible when it satisfies:

1. m(V ) <∞;

2. m(U ) > 0 for any open subset U ⊂V ;

3. m(İ±(p)) = 0 (where İ±(p) is the topological boundary of I±(p)) for all p ∈V ;
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4. for any open subset U ⊂ V there exists a sequence {Kn}n ⊂ V of compact subsets such that
Kn ⊂ Kn+1, Kn ⊂U for all n and m(U ) = limn m(Kn).

It is straightforward to check that if m is a measure on V then it induces naturally a measure
m on V just imposing m(∂V ) = 0, that is,

m(A) := m(A∩V ) for any A ∈A(τV ∪Z ).

Proposition 3.18. If m is an admissible measure on V then the induced measure m on V is also
admissible.

Proof. Properties 1, 2, 4 of Def. 3.17 are straightforward. So, let us prove just m(İ−(p)) = 0
or, equally, m(İ−(p)∩V ) = 0. Let γp : [0,1] → V be any future-directed timelike curve with
γ([0,1)) ⊂V and4 γ(1) = p ∈V . It is enough to prove

İ−(p)∩V ⊂ ∂V I−(γp ,V ), (3.2)

where ∂V I±(p,V ) denotes the (topological) boundary of I±(p,V ) computed in V , since in that
case, ∂V I−(γp ,V ) is an achronal, edgeless subset of V , and thus, it is a C 0-hypersurface of V
which is written locally as the graph of a locally Lipspchitz function5, and so, m(∂V I−(γp ,V )) =
0. To prove (3.2), just let us check that, for any q ∈ İ−(p)∩V and any open neighbourhood
U ⊂V of q :

U ∩ I−(γp ,V ) 6= ; and U ∩ (V \ I−(γp ,V )) 6= ;. (3.3)

Any u ∈ I−(q,U ) proves the first relation, because there exists some q ′ ∈ I+(u,U )∩ I−(p) and,
thus, p ∈ I+(u), which implies γ(s) ∈ I+(u) for s close to 1. For the second one, recall that
q ∈ İ−(p) ∩ M implies I+(q) ⊂ V \ cl (I−(p)); thus, any w ∈ I+(q,U ) will satisfy the stronger
property w ∈V \cl (I−(γp ,V )). In fact, if w ∈ cl (I−(γp ,V )) then there would exist a sequences in
V , {wi } → w and {γp (si )} satisfying wi ¿ γp (si ) ¿ p, and thus, w ∈ cl (I−(p)), in contradiction
with the fact that w ∈V \ cl (I−(p)).

Remark 3.19. An alternative way to define an admissible measure m on V can be developed
by using Prop. 3.1. In fact, if (Ṽ , g̃ ) (a spacetime without boundary) is an extension of (V ,g),
consider an admisible measure m0 on (Ṽ , g̃ ) (see [77, Section 3.7]), and take the restriction of
m0 over V , which provides an admissible measure on V .

In what follows, an admissible measure m is fixed on V .

Definition 3.20. The function t−(p) := m(I−(p)) (resp. t+(p) := −m(I+(p))) is the past (resp.
future) volume function associated to m.

Trivially, the volume functions are non-decreasing on any future-directed causal, but they
are constant on any closed causal curve.

Proposition 3.21. If (V ,g) is past (resp. future) distinguishing, the volume function t− (resp. t+)
is strictly increasing over any future-directed causal curve γ.

4Such a curve admits a natural interpretation by looking any p ∈ ∂V as a point of the causal boundary (recall [35,
Sect. 4]).

5This is a well-known fact, see [43, Prop. 3.1, 3.3] and the proof of [83, Prop. 14.25]. However, for the sake of
completeness, we reproduce the argument for manifolds with boundary, including the Lipschitz property in Prop.
3.31.
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Proof. Arguing for t−, since (V ,g) is past-distinguishing there are no closed causal curves in
(V ,g) (Remark 3.8(b)). So, if p = γ(t ), q = γ(t ′) with t < t ′ then necessarily p 6= q , I−(p) ⊂ I−(q)
and t−(p) ≤ t−(q). Assume t−(p) = t−(q) to obtain a contradiction with I−(p) ( I−(q). That
equality implies, for any non-empty open subset U ⊂ I−(q), that U ∩ I−(p) 6= ;. So, for any
w ∈ I−(q) there exists some z ∈U := I+(w))∩ I−(q) and w ¿ z ¿ q , i.e., w ∈ I−(p).

The following proposition charaterizes when t± is continuous. Their proofs are totally anal-
ogous to the case without boundary because, on the one hand, the property m(∂V ) = 0 makes
∂V irrelevant for the computation of t± and, on the other, the timelike character of ∂V ensures
that, for any r̂ ∈ ∂V , there are arbitrarily close points (in V as well as in ∂V ) pm , qm , such that
r̂ ∈ I+(pm)∩ I−(qm).

Proposition 3.22. For any spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g) the following properties are
equivalent:

1. The set valued function I+ (resp. I−) is continuous on V .

2. The volume function t+ (resp. t−) is continuous on V .

3. (V , g ) is past (resp. future) reflecting, that is, for all p, q ∈V :

q ∈ cl (I+(p)) ⇒ p ∈ cl (I−(q)) (resp. p ∈ cl (I−(q)) ⇒ q ∈ cl (I+(p))).

So, a distinguishing spacetime is causally continuous if and only if all the previous equivalent
properties hold and, thus, if and only if both volume functions t+, t− are time functions.

Proof. As explained above, the proof is completely analogous to the case without boundary,
studied in detail in [77]. The involved results of this reference are: characterizations of the
continuity of I±, Defn. 3.37 and Prop. 3.38; equivalence continuity I±/ continuity t±, Prop.
3.41 (essentially equivalent to Lemmas 3.39, 3.40); equivalence continuity I±/ reflectivity, Prop.
3.47 (essentially equivalent to Lemma 3.46). Alternative definitions of reflectivity appear in
Lemma 3.42, but they will not be required here.

The following result will allow to complete the implications of the ladder, taking into ac-
count the optimized definitions of global hyperbolicity and causal simplicity used here (con-
sistent with [16]).

Lemma 3.23. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime with timelike boundary.
(a) If it is causally simple then it is causally continuous.
(b) If it is globally hyperbolic then it is causally simple.

Proof. (a) We have to prove that is is both, distinguishing and (by Prop. 3.22) (future and past)
reflecting. For the former, following [16], if p 6= q but, say, I+(p) = I+(q) then choose any se-
quence {qn} → q with q ¿ qn and, thus, p ¿ qn . Then q ∈ cl (I+(p)) = cl (J+(p)) = J+(p) (the
first equality by Prop. 3.5 and the second by hypothesis). Analogously, p ∈ J+(q) and there is
a closed causal curve with endpoints at p crossing q . For the latter property, causal simplic-
ity implies J±(p) = cl (I±(p)) and, thus, the reflectivity becomes equivalent to the trivially true
property q ∈ J+(p) ⇔ p ∈ J−(q).

(b) Following [95, Props. 3.16, 3.17]), let us check that, say, J+(p) is closed. Let r ∈ cl (J+(p)),
so, r = limm rm with rm ∈ J+(p). Since ∂V is timelike there are no isolated points, so, there exists
some q ∈ I+(r ) and rm ∈ I−(q) for large m. Then, r ∈ cl (J+(p)∩ J−(q)) = J+(p)∩ J−(q) (the latter
by global hyperbolicity) and p ∈ J+(p), as required.

Theorem 3.24. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime with timelike boundary.
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1. If (V ,g) is causally continuous then it is stably causal. Moreover, (V ,g|V ) is causally con-
tinuous and (∂V ,g|∂V ) is stably causal.

2. If (V ,g) is causally simple then it is causally continuous.

3. If (V ,g) is globally hyperbolic then it is causally simple. Moreover, (∂V ,g|∂V ) is globally
hyperbolic too.

Proof. 1. The first assertion follows just because any of the volume functions t+, t− provides the
required time function (recall Prop. 3.22). Moreover, ∂V is also stably causal because, trivially,
the restrictions of these functions to ∂V are also time functions. The causal continuity of the
interior V is again a consequence of Prop. 3.22 taking into account that t± are both continuous
on all V and their restrictions on V agree with the volume functions for the measure m on V .
Indeed, as I±(p,V ) = I±(p)∩V (Prop. 3.5), m(I±(p,V )) = m(I±(p)) for all p ∈ V and the result
follows.

2. This is just Lemma 3.23 (a).
3. The first assertion is just Lemma 3.23 (b). The last assertion was proved in [95, Prop.

3.15], we include the proof for completeness (in particular, this makes apparent that no harm
was introduced by the weakening of strong causality into causality in the definition of global
hyperbolicity). As ∂V is strongly causal, it is enough to check that cl (J+(p,∂V )∩ J−(q,∂V ))
is compact (see [11, Lemma 4.29]). Now, any sequence in this subset admits a subsequence
converging to some r ∈ J+(p)∩ J−(q) and, as ∂V is closed in V , r ∈ cl (J+(p,∂V )∩ J−(q,∂V )).

Remark 3.25. Thm. 3.24 (with Remark 3.8(b)) allows to reobtain the strict ordering of all
the steps in the classical causal ladder of spacetimes for the case of spacetimes with timelike
boundary. The following examples show, in particular, that the inherited properties for V and
∂V are optimal.

(1) Start with the closed half space of Lorentz-Minkowski 3-space {(t , x, y) ∈ L3 : y ≥ 0} and
remove the line L = {(0,0, x) | x ≥ 0}. The obtained spacetime V is causally continuous (as so is V
and the continuous extension of the V -volume functions to V agree with the volume functions
on V ) but, clearly, ∂V is not.

(2) Consider now V = L3 \C , where C is the timelike cylinderR×D , being D the disk {x2 +
y2 < 1} ⊂ R2. Clearly, J+(p,V ) is not closed whenever there exists a future-directed lightlike
half-line l starting at p ∈ V and tangent to ∂V at some point q̂ ∈ ∂V ; indeed, the points in l
beyond q̂ will lie in cl (J+(p,V )) \ J+(p,V ). That is, in general V is not causally simple, even if V
is globally hyperbolic.

(3) Finally, consider the closure of the previous cylinder, C =R×D ⊂ L3, take the arc A =
{(0,cosθ, sinθ) : 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/4} and consider the spacetime V = C \ A. Clearly, ∂V is not causally
continuous. However, V (and also V ) is causally simple. Indeed, for each p ∈ V , it is obvious
not only that J±(p,V ) is closed for p ∈ V but also that so is J±(p). This happens even if p ∈
∂V because any q(6= p) in the boundary of J±(p) can be joined with p by means of a lightlike
segment included in V up to the endpoints6.

3.2.2 Extended Geroch’s proof.

Formally, our notion of Cauchy hypersurface for a spacetime with timelike boundary is equal
to the minimal one developed in [83] for the case without boundary.

Definition 3.26. Let (V ,g) be a spacetime with timelike boundary. An achronal set Σ̄ ⊂ V is a
Cauchy hypersurface if it is intersected exactly once by every inextensible timelike curve.

6From a more general viewpoint, this property happens because ∂V is strongly light-convex (see [20, Sect. 3.2
and Thm. 3.5] for further background and results)
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We will check in the next subsection some properties of Cauchy hypersurfaces (in partic-
ular, that they are truly topological hypersurfaces with boundary) in a more general setting.
Next, we focus in the existence of a Cauchy time function. Consider the Geroch function,

t : V →R, t (p) := ln

(
− t−(p)

t+(p)

)
. (3.4)

From Thm. 3.24 and Prop. 3.22, this function is continuous for any globally hyperbolic space-
time with timelike boundary. Thus, we have the elements to extend Geroch’s proof to the case
with boundary, see [77, Lemma 3.76].

Theorem 3.27. For any globally hyperbolic spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g), Geroch’s
function t defined in (3.4) is a Cauchy time function, that is, t is a time function and all its levels
are Cauchy hypersurfaces.

Proof. As t is a time function (the sum of the time functions ln t− and ln(−t+)), it is enough to
check, that, for any inextensible future-directed causal curve γ : (a,b) →V ,

lim
s→a

t−(γ(s)) = 0, (and analogously lim
s→b

t+(γ(s)) = 0),

so that lims→a t (γ(s)) = −∞ and lims→b t (γ(s)) = ∞ (as in the case without boundary). To
check lims→a t−(γ(s)) = 0, recall that the measure of V can be approximated by compact sub-
sets (Prop. 3.18). So, for any ε > 0 there exists some compact K ⊂ V with m(V \ K ) < ε and
one has just to show that there exists s0 ∈ (a,b) such that I−(γ(s0))∩K = ; (as this implies
t−(γ(s)) = m(I−(γ(s))) ≤ m(V )−m(K ) < ε, for all s ≤ s0). Assuming by contradiction the exis-
tence of a sequence {sm} → a with I−(γ(sm))∩K 6= ; for all m, there exists a sequence {rm}m ⊂ K
with rm ∈ I−(γ(sm)); by the compactness of K , {rm} → r ∈ K up to a subsequence. Taking
p ∈ I−(r ) and some fixed q = γ(c), one has p ¿ rm ¿ γ(sm) ¿ q for large m. This implies
γ(a,c] ⊂ J+(p)∩ J−(q), that is, a past inextensible causal curve is imprisoned in the compact
subset J+(p)∩ J−(q), which contradicts Prop. 3.7 (b).

3.2.3 Hypersurfaces with boundary, achronal sets and edges

Definition 3.28. The edge of an achronal set A ⊂ V is formed by the points p ∈ cl (A) (cl (·) de-
notes the topological closure) such that, for every open neighbourhood U ⊂V of p, there exists a
timelike curve contained in U from I−(p,U ) to I+(p,U ) that does not intersect A.

For any topological hypersurface S̄ = S ∪∂S we will assume that it is embedded; however
it may not be closed (so, ∂S denotes only its boundary as a submanifold with boundary). Our
study follows [83, Ch. 14], taking into account the following technicality.

Lemma 3.29. If S̄ is an achronal embedded topological hypersurface with boundary and ∂S is
included in ∂V , then S̄ ∩ed g e(S̄)∩∂V =;.

Proof. For points in S = S̄ \∂S, the result follows as in the case without boundary and we can
assume ∂S = S̄ ∩∂V . Consider a Gaussian chart (U ,ψ= (x0, . . . , xn−1)) centered at some p̂ ∈ ∂S
so that ψ(U ) is the cube L × [0,ε) ⊂Rn−1 ×R+, L := (−ε,ε)n−1 with origin at ψ(p̂). Notice that
∂S ⊂ ∂V must be an achronal topological hypersurface (withouth boundary) of ∂V . As ∂0 is
timelike then its integral curve at p̂ is transversal to ∂S and does not intersect S̄ elsewhere,
by continuity, its integral curves close to p̂ satisfy these properties too. Thus, reducing the
coordinate cube if necessary, we can assume that ∂S and an achronal embedded topological
(n −2)-submanifold (without boundary) in L, which can be written as a continuous graph on
x0 = 0 = xn−1 around p̂. Such a graph can be extended locally to some N included in x0 = 0
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by writing ψ(U ) = (−ε,ε)× N (reducing if necessary U by taking a smaller ε), and taking into
account that the projection π : ψ(U ∩ S̄) → N is continuous, one to one and onto. So, tak-
ing π−1 and projecting on the (−ε,ε) part, one obtains a function h : N → (−ε,ε), whose graph
{(h(x), x) : x ∈ N } coincides with ψ(U ∩ S̄). As h is continuous (because of the continuity of S̄ as
a topological hypersurface) the graph separates U in two open subsets, one of them contain-
ing I+(p̂,U ) and the other I−(p̂,U ) (recall that x0 increases on timelike curves). So, any curve
(timelike or not) in U from I−(p̂,U ) to I+(p̂,U ) must cross S̄, and p̂ 6∈ ed g e(S̄).

Remark 3.30. To check the role of the hypotheses, let V = {(t , x, y) ∈ L3 : y ≥ 0}. The achronal
closed disk A = {(0, x, y) ∈ L3 : (x−1)2+y2 ≤ 1} contains the edge point (0,0,0) ∈ ∂A, showing the
necessity of the assumption ∂A ⊂ ∂V . However, such an assumption permits ed g e(A)∩∂V 6= ;
(take A = {(0, x, y) ∈ V : (x, y) 6= (0,0)}). In any case, the intersection ∂V ∩ A must be tranverse
(and any point in this intersection also belongs to ∂A), according to the proof Lemma 3.29.

In the case that ∂V =;, and A is allowed to have a boundary, then A∩ed g e(A) is precisely
the set of the points of the boundary ∂A of A, but we will not be interested in this possibility.

Next, the result for the case without boundary in [83, Prop. 14.25] is generalized.

Proposition 3.31. Let (V ,g), V = V ∪∂V , be a spacetime with timelike boundary. An achronal
set A is an embedded, topological (necessarily, locally Lipschitz) hypersurface with boundary
included in ∂V (i.e., with ∂A = A∩∂V ) if and only if A∩ed g e(A) =;.

Proof. For the implication to the right, A ∩V must be an achronal topological hypersurface
(without boundary) in (V ,g). Then, (A ∩ ed g e(A))∩V = ; follows from [83, Prop. 14.25] and
(A∩ed g e(A))∩∂V =; from Lemma 3.29.

For the implication to the left, assume that A ∩ ed g e(A) = ;. Clearly, this implies that the
achronal set A ∩V has no edge points and (again from [83, Prop. 14.25]) A ∩V is a topological
hypersurface without boundary in (V ,g). So, let p̂ ∈ A ∩∂V 6= ;. Our aim will be to construct
a locally Lipschitz topological chart (U0,φ) centered at p̂ ⊂U0 ⊂ V such that φ(U0 ∩ A) is({0}×
Rn−1+ )∩φ(U0).

Since A∩ed g e(A) =;, there exists some open neighbourhood U of p̂ such that any timelike
curve contained in U going from I−(p̂,U ) to I+(p̂,U ) intersects A. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that (U ,ψ = (x0, . . . , xn−1)) is a Gaussian chart centered at p̂ such that ψ(U ) is
the cube L × [0,ε) ⊂ Rn−1 ×R+, with L = (−ε,ε)n−1. Consider the subset (−ε,ε)×NU ⊂ ψ(U ) ⊂
R×Rn−1+ =Rn+, where NU ⊂Rn−1+ contains the points of ψ(U ) with x0 = 0. The required neigh-
bourhood U0 3 p̂ will be U0 =ψ−1((−ε,ε)×N ), where N ⊂ NU is any (half) ball centered at 0 for
the natural Euclidean metric | · | in the coordinates x̂ := (x1, . . . , xn−1), with small radius so that
N is relatively compact in NU and the slices x0 =±ε/2 satisfy:

{q ∈U : x0(q) =−ε/2} ⊂ I−(p̂,U ) and {q ∈U : x0(q) = ε/2} ⊂ I+(p̂,U )

(this can be achieved trivially because ∂0 is timelike). Now, the integral curve of ∂0 starting at
any y ∈ {0}× N must intersect both, I−(p̂,U ) and I+(p̂,U ). Thus, it must intersect A (as the
choice of U ⊃U0 used p̂ 6∈ ed g e(A)) in a point yq , which is unique by the achronality of A. So,
A∩U0can be regarded as the graph of the function h : N → (−ε,ε), h(q) := x0(yq ). To show that
h is Lipschitzian will be enough because, in this case, the desired chart φ on U0 is just:

φ(ψ−1(x0, . . . , xn−1)) =(x0 −h(x1, . . . , xn−1), x2, . . . , xn−1)

(clearly then, φ(A∩U0) is the zero slice of φ(U0) ⊂R×Rn−1+ ).
The Lipschitz condition will be also checked with respect to | · | in U0. Recall first that, as

cl (U0) is compact and ∂0 is timelike, there exists some small c > 0 such that the cones of the flat
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Lorentzian metric gc = −c2(d x0)2 +∑n−1
i=1 (d xi )2 satisfy gc < g . The Lipschitz condition |h(x)−

h(y)| < c−1|x − y | holds for all x, y ∈ N because, otherwise, the points (h(x), x), (h(y), y) would
be (future or past) causally related for gc and, thus, for g (in contradiction with the achronality
of A).

As a consequence, some natural properties of achronal and Cauchy hypersurfaces are ex-
tended to spacetimes with timelike boundary.

Corollary 3.32. (1) An achronal set A is a closed (embedded) topological hypersurface with
boundary included in ∂V if and only if ed g e(A) =;.

(2) Let F 6= ;,V be a future set (i.e I+(F ) ⊂ F ). Then, its topological boundary ∂F is an
achronal closed locally Lipschitz topological hypersurface with boundary included in ∂V .

(3) Any Cauchy hypersurface Σ̄ of (V ,g) is an achronal closed locally Lipschitzian topological
hypersurface with boundary included in ∂V .

Proof. (1) For (⇒), always ed g e(A) ⊂ cl (A) and, as A is closed, now ed g e(A) ⊂ A. So, just notice
A∩ed g e(A) =; from Prop. 3.31. For (⇐), Prop. 3.31 yields that A is a topological hypersurface
with boundary included in ∂V . Closedness follows directly from the general inclusion cl (A) \
A ⊂ ed g e(A), which happens because, if q ∈ cl (A)\ A, no timelike curve through q can intersect
A (A achronal implies cl (A) achronal, as the chronological relation is also open in the case with
boundary) and, so, q ∈ ed g e(A).

(2) Taking into account elementary properties of transitivity (Prop. 3.5),

I+(∂F ) ⊂ interior(F ), I−(∂F ) ⊂V \ cl (F ), in particular, I+(∂F )∩ I−(∂F ) =;.

From the last inclusion ∂F is achronal. From the part (1), to prove ed g e(∂F ) = ; suffices
and, since ∂F is closed, ed g e(∂F ) ⊂ ∂F , that is, ed g e(∂F ) ∩ ∂F = ; suffices too. Assuming
p ∈ ed g e(∂F )∩∂F , there exists a timelike curve starting at I−(p) (thus, in V \ cl (F )) and ending
at I+(p) (in interior(F )) without crossing ∂F , an absurd.

(3) Clearly, V is the disjoint union V = I+(Σ̄)∪ Σ̄∪ I−(Σ̄). So, Σ̄ is the boundary of the future
set F = I+(Σ̄) and the part (2) applies.

Finally, Geroch’s topological splitting is obtained.

Corollary 3.33. Let (V ,g) be globally hyperbolic with timelike boundary, t any Cauchy time
function and Σ̄0 = t−1(0). Then V is homeomorphic toR× Σ̄0.

Moreover, Σ̄0 is acausal and any other Cauchy hyp. Σ̄ is homeomorphic to Σ̄0.

Proof. Prop. 3.4 ensures the existence of a future-directed timelike vector field T ∈X(V ) whose
restriction to ∂V is tangent to ∂V . With no loss of generality, T can be chosen unitary for some
auxiliary complete Riemannian metric gR on V . Then, T is complete and, so, its integral curves
are inextensible timelike curves in V . From the part (a), t diverges along the integral curves
of T , and each integral curve of T intersects Σ̄0 = t−1(0) at a unique point x ∈ Σ̄0, which will
be regarded as the initial point of each integral curve γx of T . So, every p ∈ V can be written
univocally as γx (t ) for some x ∈ Σ̄0 and t ∈R. Therefore, the map Ψ : V →R× Σ̄0, p 7→ (t , x)
is continuous, bijective and maps boundaries into boundaries. Moreover, Ψ−1 is continuous.
This is straightforward by using the theorem of invariance of the domain in the case without
boundary because both, the domain and codomain of Ψ are manifolds. The case with bound-
ary can be reduced to the previous one by using that Cor. 3.32 (3) not only ensures both Σ̄0 is a

topological hypersurface with boundary and ∂Σ0 ⊂ ∂V . Simply, take the double manifolds V
d

,

Σ̄d
0 , and extend naturally Ψ to a continuous bijective map Ψd : V

d →R× Σ̄d
0 .
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For the last sentence, first, Σ̄0 is acausal because it is a level of a time function. Second,
clearly Ψ(Σ̄) can be regarded as the graph of a locally Lipschitz function function h : Σ̄0 →R.
So, the continuos map Σ̄0 3 x 7→ (h(x), x) ∈Ψ(Σ̄) is the required homeomorphism.

3.3 Smooth and H 1 causal futures and pasts

Retaking our discussion in subsection 3.1.3, we will prove that the causal future (and past) com-
puted with H 1-causal curves agrees with the one computed with piecewise smooth ones when
(V ,g) is causally simple and postpone a more general result and its consequences for future
work. The local result is proven first by using the expression in Cor. 3.35. Naturally, J+(q,U )H 1

denotes the set of points in U that can be reached from q by an future-directed H 1-causal curve
inside U .

Proposition 3.34. Let (V ,g) be a globally hyperbolic spacetime with timelike boundary and
U = Û × [0, s+), (x0, . . . , xn−2, xn−1 = s)) any Gaussian chart for some p̂0 ∈ ∂V . Reducing Û (≡
U ∩∂V =: ∂U ) if necessary, a family of Lorentzian metrics gα, α ∈ (0,1] can be defined on U sat-
isfying:

(1) For each α ∈ (0,1] there exists sα > 0 varying smoothly and non-decreasing with α (with
limα↘0 sα = 0), such that, if 0 <α<α′, then g< gα on Uα := Û × [0, sα) and gα < gα′ on U .

(2) For any p̂ ∈U ∩∂V , the function τα := p̂,gα =exp(−1
2 dgα(p̂, ·)2) satisfies:

(i) It is smooth everywhere and g-temporal in Uα whenever τα 6= 0, and

(ii) ∇(τα) |q̂∈ Tq̂∂V for all q̂ ∈ ∂V ,

where dgα(p̂, ·) denotes the Lorentzian distance associated to gα.

Proof. Let start at the boundary. From the definition of the Gaussian charts:

gq̂ =
n−2∑

i , j=0
gi j (q̂)d xi d x j +d s2 <−α(d x0)2 +

n−2∑
i , j=0

gi j (q̂)d xi d x j +d s2, ∀q̂ ∈U ∩∂V , ∀α ∈ (0,1].

Now, for anyα ∈ (0,1], define gα extending the right hand-side independent of s, and the above
inequality remains for small s > 0, that is,

g<−α(d x0)2 +
n−2∑

i , j=0
gi j (·, ·,0)d xi d x j +d s2 =: gα on Û × [0, sα) (3.5)

for some sα > 0. Clearly, sα can be chosen non-decreasing because if α < α′ the value of sα
is also valid as s′α. Then, consider only values of α = 1/k, with k ∈ N; this would provides a
discontinuous “stairs” choice of sα; any smooth non-decreasing choice of this stairs function
would provide the required one. This proves (1), and the property will hold even if Û is chosen
smaller later.

For (2), recall that all the metrics gα with α ∈ [0,1] can be regarded as the restriction of
a product metric gα = ĝα +d s2 on all Û ×R where the metric ĝα := ∑n−2

i , j=0gi j (·, ·,0)d xi d x j −
α(d x0)2 on the factor Û varies smoothly with α. So, we can assume that Û is a convex neigh-
bourhood (i.e., a normal neighboorhood of all its points) of p̂0 for all ĝα and, therefore, so is
Û ×R for all gα. As a consequence, dgα(p̂, ·)2 is smooth where it does not vanish and τα is
smooth everywhere. Moreover, the level hypersurfaces of dgα(p̂, ·)2 are spacelike for the metric
gα. So, on each Uα, these levels are also spacelike for the metric g , as g < gα. This implies that
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∇(dgα(p̂, ·)2) is timelike (and past-directed) whenever it does not vanish on Uα and, thus, the
result (i).

For (ii), dgα agrees on Uα when it is computed by regarding gα either as a metric on Uα or
as a metric on all Û ×R. For the latter, the reflection r (x̂, s) = (x̂,−s) is an isometry; thus, dgα

and ∇dgα are invariant for r .

As a simple consequence, the local expression of the desired splitting is obtained.

Corollary 3.35. For each p̂0 ∈ ∂V there exists a product neighbourhood U0 = (−ε,ε)×V0, where
V0 is an embedded hypersurface with boundary, such that both factors are g-orthogonal and g is
the parametrized product

g=−Λdτ2 +hτ, τ : (−ε,ε)×V0 → (−ε,ε) (natural projection),

whereΛ=−1/g(∇τ,∇τ) is a function on U0 and hτ is a Riemannian metric on {τ}×V0 depending
smoothly on τ.

Proof. Consider a Gaussian neighbourhood U as in Prop. 3.34 and choose any q̂ ∈ I−(p̂0,U ),
so that dgα(q̂ , p̂0) > 0 for all α. In some open neighbourhood W ⊂U of p̂0 the function τα con-
structed for q̂ is strictly positive and, thus, it defines a temporal function on W . Now, consider
the spacelike hypersurface V ′

0 := τ−1
α (τα(p̂0)) and the vector field ∇τα/|∇τα|2 in W . Then, for

some small ε > 0 and neighbourhood V0 ⊂ V ′
0 the flow of ∇τα/|∇τα|2 is well defined and gives

the product neighboorhod U0 = (−ε,ε)×V0. The expression of the metric can be obtained then
in a standard way (see the end of the proof of Prop. 2.4 in [14]).

Lemma 3.36. For any p ∈V there exists some open neighbourhood U in V such that

J+(q,U )H 1 ⊂ cl (I+(q,U )) ∀q ∈U . (3.6)

Proof. If p ∈V , U can be chosen as any convex neighbourhood (see [19, Appendix] J+(q,U )H 1 =
J+(q,U ) ⊂ cl (I+(q,U ))). For p̂ ∈ ∂V consider a neighbourhood U0 = (−ε,ε)×V0 with compact
closure included in a neighbourhood as in Cor. 3.35. Reducing V0 if necessary, choose a prod-
uct coordinate chart (τ, y1, ..., yn−2, yn−1 ≡ s̃) defined on a cube, where the last coordinate sat-
isfies {s̃ = 0} ≡ U0 ∩∂V . As causality is conformally invariant, we can also assume Λ ≡ 1, that
is, g = −dτ2 +hτ. In order to compute H 1-norms and distances, consider just the natural Eu-
clidean metrics | · | in these coordinates for both, U0 and V0, as well as for the tangent vectors.
Recall that there exists k1,k2 > 0 such that k1| · |2 ≤ hτ(·, ·) ≤ k2| · |2 for all τ ∈ (−ε,ε), and these
inequalities also remain for the induced distances on V0.

Let q1 ∈ J+(q,U0)H 1 , and let γ(τ) = (τ, y1(τ), . . . , yn−1(τ), s̃(τ)) ≡ (τ, y(τ)), τ ∈ [τ0,τ1], from
q = (τ0, y0) to q1 = (τ1, y1); thus, y(τ) is absolutely continuous7 with hτ(y ′(τ), y ′(τ)) ≤ 1 a.e.
As in [19, Appendix, Lemma A.2], we will prove (τ1, y1) ∈ cl (I+((τ0, y0),U0)), by showing that,
for any ε > 0, there exists some C 1 curve xε(τ) with xε(τ0) = y0, xε(τ1) = y1, s̃(xε(τ)) ≥ 0 and
hτ(x ′

ε, x ′
ε) < (1+ Aε)2, where A > 0 is independent of ε. Indeed, in this case the curve γε(τ) =

((1+ Aε)(τ−τ0)+τ0, xε(τ)) is a C 1-timelike curve between q = (τ0, y0) and q1+ε = ((1+ Aε)(τ1 −
τ0)+τ0, y1), where limε→0 q1+ε = q1.

To avoid the boundary for the smoothed curves xε, first y(τ) will be perturbed into some
yε(τ) as follows. For each 0 < ε < 1 choose a smooth function αε(τ), satisfying: (i) αε(τ) ≥
0 with equality only at τ0,τ1, (ii) α′

ε(τ0) > 0, α′
ε(τ1) < 0, (iii) αε(τ), |α′

ε(τ)| < ε. Let yε(τ) :=
(y1(τ), . . . , yn−2(τ), s̃(τ)+αε(τ)) for all τ ∈ [τ0,τ1]. Using (iii),

hτ(y ′
ε, y ′

ε) = hτ(y ′+α′
ε∂s̃ , y ′+α′

ε∂s̃)
= hτ(y ′, y ′)+2hτ(y ′,α′

ε∂s̃)+hτ(α′
ε∂s̃ ,α′

ε∂s̃) < (1+εA/2)2,

7 In particular, the reparametrization by means of a temporal function of any H1-causal curve will be H1 as it
would satisfy k1|y ′(τ)|2 ≤ hτ(y ′(τ), y ′(τ)) ≤ 1 a.e.
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for some constant A > 1; in particular, yε is an H 1-curve from y0 to y1.
Now, notice that the requirement (i) for αε(τ) implies that yε has at most two points in the

boundary (its endpoints); indeed, s̃(yε(τ)) > 0 for all τ ∈ (τ0,τ1). Moreover, the requirement (iii)
implies that the derivative of s̃ ◦ yε has a definite sign a.e. close to the endpoints. Considering
the extensions of the metric g and coordinates (τ, y) to some neighborhoood Ũ0 of the double
manifold (extending consistently V0 in some Ṽ0), the density of the space C∞([τ0,τ1],Ṽ0) in
H 1([τ0,τ1],Ṽ0) can be used. Then, any C∞ curve xε with the same endpoints as yε enough
close to yε in the H 1-norm will satisfy the required properties, namely:

(a) xε(τ) remains in V0 (and, moreover, it does not touch the boundary except at its end-
points). Indeed, for all enough H 1-close C∞-curves, the convergence of the functions implied
by the H 1-norm (in addition to (i)) yields the required property outside any arbitrarily small
neighbourhood of the endpoints. Moreover, the convergence of the derivatives (in addition to
(ii)) yields the property also in some small neighbourhood of both endpoints.

(b) hτ(x ′
ε, x ′

ε) < (1+εA)2, (by a straighforward use of the convergence of both, the functions
and their derivatives8).

Proposition 3.37. For any causally simple spacetime with timelike boundary (V ,g), the follow-
ing holds: J±(p) = J±(p)H 1 for all p ∈V .

Proof. Reasoning for the future, the problem reduces to prove

J+(p)H 1 ⊂ cl (I+(p)) ∀p ∈V (3.7)

because, the chain of inclusions J+(p) ⊂ J+(p)H 1 ⊂ cl (I+(p)) = cl (J+(p)) = J+(p). would hold
(the last equality by the causal simplicity of the spacetime, Prop. 3.23, and the previous one
by Prop. 3.5). So, take any q ∈ J+(p)H 1 and let γ : [r0,r1] → V be some future-directed H 1-
causal curve joining p with q . From Lemma 3.36, given any point γ(r ), there exists some open
neighbourhood Uγ(r ) such that J+(q ′,Uγ(r ))H 1 ⊂ cl (I+(q ′,Uγ(r ))) for all q ′ ∈ Uγ(r ). As γ is con-
tinuous, there exists some δ(r ) > 0 such that γ((r −δ(r ),r +δ(r ))) ⊂ Uγ(r ). Consider the open
covering {(r −δ(r ),r +δ(r ))}r∈[r0,r1] of [r0,r1], and denote by δ > 0 a Lebesgue number asso-
ciated to it. Let {w0 := r0, w1, w2, . . . , wl−1, wl := r1} be a partition of the interval [r0,r1] with
diameter smaller than δ. The case l = 1 is trivial and assume by induction that it is true for
l − 1. Let r so that γ([wl−1,r1]) ⊂ Uγ(r ) and, thus, γ(r1) ∈ cl (I+(γ(wl−1),Uγ(r ))). So, there is a
sequence {qm} → γ(r1) = q such that γ(wl−1) ∈ I−(qm ,Uγ(r )) for all m. Therefore, for each qm

all the points in some neighbourhood Um 3 γ(wl−1) lie in I−(qm ,Uγ(r )). By the hypothesis of
induction, some zm ∈Um belongs to I+(p) and, so, p ¿ zm ¿ qm for all m, the last implies that
qm ∈ I+(p), so, q ∈ cl (I+(p)) as required.

8Recalling that a.e. bounds for smooth functions imply the full bounds.
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Appendix. Compact affine manifolds with precompact holonomy are
geodesically complete

The purpose of the present appendix is to prove the following result:

Theorem 1. Let M be a (Hausdorff, connected, smooth) compact m-manifold endowed with a
linear connection ∇ and let p ∈ M. If the holonomy group Holp (∇) (regarded as a subgroup of
the group Gl(Tp M) of all the linear automorphisms of the tangent space at p, Tp M) has compact
closure, then (M ,∇) is geodesically complete.

Some comments on the completeness of compact affine manifolds are in order. There are
several results when ∇ is flat and, therefore, there exists an atlas A whose transition functions
are affine maps ofRm ; in this case, the linear parts will lie in some subgroup G of the (real) gen-
eral linear group Gl(m). In fact, a well-known conjecture by Markus states that compact affine
flat manifolds which are unimodular (i.e., G can be chosen in the special linear group Sl(m))
must be complete. Carrière [21] introduced an invariant for linear groups, the discompacity,
which measures the non-compactness of the group by analyzing the degeneration of images of
the unit sphere under the action of sequences of its elements. When the closure Ḡ is compact,
the discompacity is equal to 0; Markus conjecture was proven in [21] under the assumption that
the discompactness of G is at most 1. Other results on the structure of unimodular manifolds
(see for example, [22]) can be also regarded as partial answers to that conjecture.

When ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of a Riemannian metric g , the (geodesic) complete-
ness of ∇, which follows directly from Hopf-Rinow theorem, can be reobtained from Theo-
rem 1; indeed, Holp (∇) becomes a subgroup of the (orthogonal) group of linear isometries
O(Tp M), which is compact. However, when g is an indefinite semi-Riemannian metric of index
ν (0 < ν < m), the corresponding orthogonal group Oν(Tp M) is non-compact and complete-
ness may not hold; the Clifton-Pohl torus (see for instance [83, Example 7.16]) is a well-known
example. There are some results that assure the completeness of a compact semi-Riemannian
manifold, among them either to admit ν pointwise independent conformal Killing vector fields
which span a negative definite subbundle of T M [89, 90], or to be homogeneous [73] (local ho-
mogeneity is also enough in dimension 3 [30], and to be conformal to a homogeneous manifold
is enough in any dimension [89]; see [93] for a review).

In the particular case that the semi-Riemannian manifold (M , g ) is Lorentzian (ν= 1 < m),
compactness implies completeness in other relevant cases, such as when g is flat. Indeed, tak-
ing if necessary a finite covering, this is a particular case of Markus’ conjecture where G can be
regarded as the restricted Lorentz group SO↑

1(m) (i.e., the connected component of the iden-
tity of the Lorentz group O1(m)) and, as also proven by Carrière in [21], the discompactness of
SO↑

1(m) is equal to 1. It is worth pointing out that, when the group G determined by a compact
flat affine manifold lies in the group of Lorentzian similarities (generated by homotheties and
O1(m)) but not in the Lorentz group, then the connection is incomplete [6]. Moreover, Klinger
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[63] extended Carrière’s result by showing that any compact Lorentzian manifold of constant
curvature is complete, and Leistner and Schliebner [66] proved that completeness also holds in
the case of Abelian holonomy (compact pp-waves).

These semi-Riemannian results are independent of Theorem 1; in fact, Gutiérrez and Müller
[53] have proven recently that, for a Lorentzian metric g , the compactness of Hol(g ) implies the
existence of a timelike parallel vector field in a finite covering. This conclusion (combined with
the cited one in [90]) also gives an alternative proof of Theorem 1 in the particular case that
∇ comes from a Lorentzian metric. In any case, the proof of our theorem is very simple and
extends or complements the previous results.

Proof of Thm. 1. Assume that there exists an incomplete geodesic γ : [0,b) → M , b <∞. By
using the compactness of M , choose any sequence {tn}n ↗ b such that {γ(tn)}n converges to
some p ∈ M . It is well-known then that the sequence of velocities {γ′(tn)}n cannot converge in
T M as γ′ is the integral curve of the geodesic vector field on T M (see for example Prop. 3.28 and
Lemma 1.56 in [83] or [93, Section 3]). Consider a normal (starshaped) neighbourhood U of p
(see for example [86, 102] for background results on linear connections). With no loss of gener-
ality, we will assume that {γ(tn)}n ⊂U and will arrive at a contradiction with the compactness
of Holp (∇).

Consider the loops at p given by αn = ρ−1
n ?γ[t1,tn ]?ρ1, where? denotes the concatenation

of the corresponding curves and ρn : [0,1] → U is the radial geodesic from p to γ(tn) for all
n = 1,2. . . Put vp = τρ−1

1
(γ′(t1)) ∈ Tp M . For any curveα : [a,b] →, let τα be the parallel transport

between its endpoints. As γ is a geodesic:

vn := ταn (vp ) = τρ−1
n
◦τγ[t1,tn ] ◦τρ1 (τρ−1

1
(γ′(t1))) = τρ−1

n
(γ′(tn))

(in particular, v1 = vp ). The compactness of Holp (∇) implies that the sequence {vn}n is con-
tained in a compact subset K ⊂ Tp M . So, it is enough to check that this property also implies
that {γ′(tn)}n is included in a compact subset of T M .

With this aim, let K̃ ⊂ exp−1(U ) be a starshaped compact neighborhood of 0 ∈ Tp M and, for
each u ∈ K̃ , let ρu : [0,1] →U be the radial geodesic segment with initial velocity u. As the map

ξ : K̃ ×K → T M , (u, v) 7→ ξ(u, v) = τρu (v)

is continuous, its image ξ(K̃ ,K ) is compact. This set contains all {γ′(tn)}n up to a finite number
(recall that γ(tn) lies in expp (K̃ ) and ρun = ρn for un = exp−1(γ(tn)), i.e., γ′(tn) = ξ(un , vn)), as
required.

ä
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